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Secretary Meets With MSU Officials

Atkins Pledges To Make
Budget Cuts 'Equitable'
1‘
Kentucky Secretary of Finance
George Atkins told Murray State
University vice presidents and deans
this morning that "we will make the
state budget cuts in 1981-82 as equitable
as we can.
"There is a genuine effort being
made to try to be as fair as possible to
everyone who is looking to the General
Fund for a major portion of their
revenue,''Atkins said.
Atkins and his deputy secretary, Dr.
Bob Warren, formerly an accounting
professor at Murray State, first met
privately with Dr. Marshall Gordon,

vice president for university services
who is directing the administrative affairs of the university since the MSU
board of regents relieved the president,
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, of most of
his duties early Sunday.
Atkins said he will go to Gov. John Y.
'Brown Jr. in mid-March with recommendations as to how the state might
deal with its expected shortfall of
between $150 million, or
percent of
the state's general fund, and $185
million, or 9 percent of the fund.
The governor will then recogrunend to
the Council on Higher EducatiOn the cut

that higher education should receive.
The council will call upon the state's
universities for suggestions as to the
best way to distribute the cuts.
"We have no control over what Congress is going to do in financial matters," Atkins said. "Therefore, we in
Kentucky have got to deal with our
budget ourselves."
In terms of federal programs being
cut, Warren said, "I don't think there's
any question but that student financial
aid from Washington will be cut."
Atkins said he anticipated the governor will make a recommendation to the
CHE regarding tuition increases. "I
hope to see a firm tuition policy come
out of all this," he stated. "Tuition increases in the past have come in fits
and spasms."
In accordance with the state's $114
million shortfall, the MSU regents in
August trimmed $1,771,800 off MSU's
approved budget of $33,474,795 for the
1980-81 year.
Higher education, which received
about 17 percent of the state budget,
was directed to absorb 24 percent of the
cutback in 1980-81, according to Gordon.
Gordon said higher education was
now being directed to absorb 34 percent
of the cutback in the 1981-82 allocation.
He termed this a "disproportionate"
share of the cutback.
Gordon emphasized that he wanted to
avoid having "to dip into" funds set
aside for faculty and staff salary increases.

CAMPUS MEETING — Or, Marshall Gordon of Murray State University
listens intently to Kentucky Secretary of Finance George Atkins this morning as Atkins and his deputy secretary, Dr. Bob Warren, met with university vice presidents and deans to discuss the state's budget cuts.

Additional $3 Billion To $6 Billion Sought

Reagan Looking For More Cuts
WASHINGTON 1AP — Just one
week after proposing the deepest
budget cuts in U.S. history, President
Reagan is looking for an additional $3
billion to $6 billion in savings after
discovering that government spending
is rising faster than he thought.
"I just don't know where they're going to find more i savings)." an administration spokesman said Wednesday after Reagan ordered his economic
aides to do better than the $41.4 billion
in 1982 budget cuts he proposed in a
Feb. 18 address to Congress.
"Is it going to be hard to find them!"
declared the spokesman, who asked not
to be identified.

Clerk's Office To
Sell Plates Saturday
The office of the Calloway County
clerk will be open from 8 a.m. to noon
Saturday, Feb. 28,for vehicle owners to
purchase February license decals.
Accordirtt to county clerk Marvin
Harris, most vehicle owners in
Calloway County have license decals
that expire at the end of February. The
new decals must be displayed by March

Reagan called for the additional cuts
after learning from his budget director,
David A. Stockman, that new estimates
of projected spending for 1982 were running $3 billion to $6 billion higher than
the Office of Management and Budget
had expected when it completed last
week's package of program cutbacks.

Management and Budget. That
spokesman also asked not to be identified.
Anderson said that in looking for additional savings, the administation will
not renege on its pledge last week to
protect what it calls "safety net" programs from Reagan's budget ax. These
include the basic Social Security
system, regular unemployment
benefits, veterans benefits and aid fol.
the nation's poorest citizens.

Reagan "expressed concern, but not
surprise- when informed of the
miscalculation, said the president's
chief domestic affairs adviser, Martin
Anderson.

Nor will Reagan back away from his
commitment to increase defense spending, Anderson said.
However, every other federal program will be eyed anew for further savings, including the government's farm
subsidy programs, administration officials said.
Reagan already has proposed major
cuts in 83 federal programs — ranging
from welfare assistance to business
loans — that have left some members of
Congress and interest groups in a daze.
The budget office will not have much
time to find new areas to cut if Reagan
is to meet his March 10 deadline for submitting to Congress his detailed budget
for fiscal 1982, which begins Oct. 1.

A spokesman for Stockman blamed
the faulty spending estimate on the projected cost of such social programs as
Medicare, which provide automatically
higher benefits as the inflation rate
goes up. The budget office was relying
on figures prepared nearly three months ago by the Carter administration,
said the spokesman, who asked not to
be identified.
He said it "has become a regrettably
routine occurrence" for program costs
to run higher than earlier estimates.
Stockman told the president he would
match the size of the underestimate
dollar for dollar with further budget
cuts, said a spokesman for the Office of
..
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OPENING OF STREET — Members of the Murray Street Department placed a culvert in
the creek which runs between College Terrace and Hamilton Avenue. The culvert is six feet wide and 36 feet long.
The two-block section of
North 17th Street, which has never been opened,is scheduled to be graveled and opened
by the first of next week,
according to Robert Butler, department field supervisor. Paving of the street and the
building of a concrete bridge
with guardrails are expected to be completed this summer.
Staff Photo Bs Debbte N Lee

Four tudents Expelled From
Calloway High By School Board
Individual recommendations to expel
four students from Calloway County
lligh School for the remainder of the
1980-81 school year were approved at a
special meeting of the county school
board Wednesday.
Superintendent Jack Rose, who made
the recommendations to the board,said
the students were expelled due to alleged involvement with either alcohol or
drugs.
The recommendations came after a
lengthy closed session.
Rose withheld their names and
ipecific details of each case since it involved students_
While expelled, the students will not
be eligible for any school programs or
home-bound studies, Rose said.
Each motion to the board dealt with
the current school year. Pending further action from the school board, the
students will be allowed to enroll for
classes in the fall, Rose said.
"If they are legal, residents of the
county, I see no reason why they can't
enroll in the fall." Rose said.
In other action, Tom Dowdy, president of the band boosters, told the board
that the boosters voted unanimously at
its Feb. 17 meeting to provide $5,000
over a two-year period for the purchase
of new band uniforms.
Dowdy said the boosters proposed to
pay $2,500 to the board upon receipt of
the uniforms and the balance by June
30, 1983, the end of the 1982-83 school
year.
In a report to the board, the boosters
felt that $5,000 -would be a reasonable
amount that could be provided and not
be detrimental to the band program."
The board did take action to begin accepting bids on new uniforms.
The purchase of uniforms first was
brought to the board at its regular
meeting Feb. 12.
Band director Randy iieidlebaugh
reported at that time that he had some
ideas for new uniform designs.
A committee consisting of
Heidlebaugh, Dowdy, assistant band
director Neil Casey, two band parents
and board member Jerry Overbey was
appointed to further discuss designs for
new tirufornis

Eight-Year-Old
Satisfactory

ARTS MEETING — Mem
o t e Murray-Cal oway County Arts Committee met Wednesday night to
discuss participation in local arts activities in conjunction with tht Gallery of the Arts national celebration of the
arts during the
month of April. Pictured, front row, from left, are Patricia Clark, Libby Hart, Betty Lowry, Suzanne
Johnson, jean
Bennett, Doralyn Lanier. Back row, Robert Glin Jeffrey, Paul Shahan, Cecilia Brock, Dr. Bill Parsons,
A. H. kopperud
and Harry Cartwright.

An eight-year-old Murray boy was
listed in satisfactory condition today in
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after being struck by a car Wednesday
afternoon.
Larry Shouse. 1811 Westwood, was hit
by a car at the corner of 16th and Belmont Streets, according to a Murray
Police Department spokesman.
At press time, the extent of Shoose's
injuries had not been determined by
physicians, a hospital official said.
Driver of the car was Shirley R.
Wynn. Canterbury Estates, the
spokesman said. He did not release any
further details on the accident.
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A recommendation on new uniforms
is expected by the March school board
meeting.
High school student Anna Wolf, a
native of Europe, was approved for early graduation. Rose said that Wolf will
move back, to Europe prior to her
graduation and had requested a
diploma from CCHS.

All school principals attended the
meeting to discuss personnel during the
meeting's second closed session.
Ro.se said the discussion included
faculty, staff and programs involved by
the faculty.
•
No action was taken following the session. Rose said.

FLAG PRESENTATIONS — The Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
Society, local Units 592 and 728, presented flags Wednesday to Calloway
County High School and Murray High School.(From left, top photo) At the
Calloway presentation were Billy Nix, assistant principal; Loretta jobs,
WOW field representative; Mary Holland, Unit 728 president; Aubrey
Willoughby, Unit 592 member; Bettye Baker, field representative; Tim
Scruggs, field representative; and Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent. At the
Murray High presentation were (bottom photo) W.A. Franklin, principal;
Jobs; Holland; Willoughby; Baker; Scruggs; and Robert Glin Jefffey , superintendent. Not present was Jamie Washer, field representative.
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight with lows.
in the low 40s. Increasing
clduchness Friday with a chance
of rain and highs in the 60s to low
70s. WincLs light easterly. Rain
chances 30 percent Friday.
Rain on Saturday, ending Sunday and clearing on Monday
Highs Saturday in the 50s to mid
60s. Highs Sunday in the 40s to
mid 60s.
Lake Levels
Lake Baldry
354 2t
Kentucky Lake.
354.2e
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Persons Are Guests In
Various Homes In Area
day
Mrs. Katie Garrett. inothes
of Mrs..lames Phelps. is in the
hospital at Memphis. Tenn..
stiffen:L. trill a heart attack
Mrs. Henry Sykes has been
sick tar set eral das with a

its Mrs. R. D. Key
Feb. 9. MI
101c cicome Mr and Mrs.
llobert I Ant. MU'suit, Baty, to
OM 01(11.01. NO1111 Fork Baptist. from the Fulton Baptist

,

Miss Luri Owen .has been
sick the past Ueek with the flu
Mrs. Terry Sills and Mr,
Jessie Paschall visited Mr.
and Mr,. Douglas Vandyke ott
Thursday .
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Miss Louise Holley,
Mr, Jessie Paschall. and Mr
id \Iis. Charles Paschall on
Aerie unit.
Mrs. linb Holley and Mr
.ind Mrs Ray mond Merrell
Bob
the V. A.
Hospital over the %twice-int
Mr. and Mr,. Terry Orr
visited Mr and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke recently'.
Max Paschall and Mr, and
Mrs. Huhn Jones visited Mr
and Mrs. Adolphus Paschall
on Sunday
Howard Morris has been
confined to his home due to
high blood pressure.
Mrs. Warren Sykes visited
Junior Kuykendall is in the
Henry Comity Hospital. Paris. Mr. and Mrs. Douglas VanTerm. Ile will lie sent later to dyke. on Monday morning. LinMemphis, Tenn., for further da Orr visited in the after[loon.
tests and possibly surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rainey.
Ruben Fletcher was in
Parts. Tenn. Friday to see the and children. Gina and Greta.
doctor about his back. He ua.,• Mrs.. Bernice Rainey-, and
able to be at church on Sun- Miss Louise Holley visited Bob
Holley in the V. A. Hospital in
Nashville. Tenn., on Sunday.
Raiford Cooper was in Murray Friday for a checkup with
his doctor.
Mrs. Dorothy Veazey, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Mann, Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Hancock and
children, and Mrs. Gracie
Gussett were dinner guests of
Greed C • 753.3311
Mr.. and Mrs, Tommy. Veazey"
on Sunday.
6 Aced. Nana, Inc. Best Pia.
Mary Tyler Moore
DONALD SUTHERLAND

Inds Tonoe• 7 05 9
Private Bentanun
ARTS TOMOR OW
of Hot
rfolo's 10 boot.
• .7

STATES
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Ends Tonite• 7,00.9:2C.
STARTS TOMORROW

Community Happenings
Thursday,Feb. 26
Sites Group sudden death
nilroine *ill meet at 7 1°
p Di at the Health center

Dealt)

Thursday,Feb. 26
Thursday, Feb. VS
Organuational meeting to
wranglers Riding Cliib is
scheduled to meet at 7 30 p iii form Murray -Calloway County Chapter of Council for Exceptional Children will be held
in Room 240, Special Education Building, Murray State,
at 7 p.m

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
7.30 p.in at the club house
Production of "Vanities"
will be presented at 8 p.m at
the University Theatre. Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State, Admission will be $3
for adults and $1.50 for
children.

cold.

Alitch Skes appreciated t he
thoeers from the ass ssational
office in Paris. Teuiii.. and also
the e iso by Mr and Mrs. Gray
Jacks it while lie Yeas in the
hospital at Memphis. Tenn,
Mrs. Lillian Ross of Paris
Manor Nursing Home has
Wen sick the past week.
‘'isitors in to we her and Mrs.
Ovie Wilson were Mr. and
Mrs. Clem, Wilson, Mr. and
Mts. Maburn Key, Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Kuykendall, and
Mrs. Noun,.(Hive
Mrs. Morris Jenkins visited
Mrs. Wai rio S k's on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
Fletcher and Mi. and Mr,.
Nathaniel Orr on Tuesday .
Mrs. Bertha Jenkins visited
Mr, Mmi:ris- Jenkins on
Thini.d.i
and helpi.,1 her

s
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By Abigail Van Buren

Herpes Simplex No
Laughing Matter
lit:AR ABBY: I laughed at the letters in your column
many times, thinking that people just made up stories to tell
you. Now -I find I'm one of those people, and believe me, I'm
not laughing.
Some time ago I had relations with a girl I had known for
a while, never anticipating the consequences. Well, a
and two penicillin shots later, my doctor tells me I ha
herpes, and that this virus comes and goes and canno e
cured. He also stated that there is a good chance that I may
pass it on to whomever I were to have sexual contact with.
Knowing this makes me feel like a leper, and I have not had
relations with anyone since - except prostitutes, which Is
all I deserve.
I am 22, Abby, and I'm ashamed of putting my foot into
my mother's house. If anyone knew, well, I just couldn't
handle it.
Please research this and tell me what to do as soon as you
can. It's driving me crazy.
SECOND-CLASS CITIZEN FOR LIFE
DEAR CITIZEN: Unfortunately there is no known
cure for Herpes Simplex 2, which is the type you
have. For more information on this subject, please
send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: HELP,
P.O. Box 100, Palo Alto, Calif. 94302.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are presently drawing
tip our wills, and one of the toughest decisions we have to
make is the placement of our children if my husband and I
were both to go at the same time. Our children are 8,6 and 4
- boy, girl, girl.
We want very much for all three children to be placed in
the home of a relative. I have sisters and brothers and so
has my husband, all of whom would be willing to take one or
more of the children. But it seems such an unfair burden to
place all three children in one family. Yet, we can't see
splitting them up to go to two or three families. Can you or
any of your readers help us?
NO NAMES, PLEASE
DEAR NO NAMES: Discuss this with the relatives
you would want to raise your children. And don't be
too concerned about burdening one family with all
three chiIdreg,The chances of you and your husband
going at the .metime are very slim.

DEAR ABBY: Lately you have fallen into a terrible rut.
You tell everyone who has a problem to see a psychiatrist or
LAMPKINS ROY
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lam- some kind of therapist.
Abby, if these people could afford to go to psychiatrists,
pkins of Mayfield announce
they wouldn't be writing to you. I know what I'm talking
the birth of a baby boy.
about, because my
Christopher Dean, weighing had a problem, but,husband would never go anywhere if he
if he saw something in
eight pounds 12 ounces. bon on really shook him up he'd pay attention your column that
to it.
Saturday, Dec. 13, at the
eis a matter of fact, a couple of years back you had
County something in your column about how unpleasant it was to
Murray-Calloway
go to bed with a husband who didn't shower regularly.
Hospital.
The mother is the former Right after that, my husband started showering nearly
every
day, which made me very happy. And I'm sure his coNorma Feagin. The father is
market manager for the Davis workers were a lot happier, too. Now, if you will just print
something about husbands under 50 who have lost all
Food Giant in Paducah.
interest in sex
.
Grandparents are the Rev.
MILLIE
and Mrs. Roscoe Feagin of
DEAR MILLIE: Sorry, but I send men under 75
Almo and Mr. and Mrs.. Otis
who've lost all interest in sex to their urologists.
And
Lampkins of Hazel.
if they're physically sound, then I send them
to
psychiatrists.
YATES BOY
Kyle Allen is ,the name
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
chosen by Craig and Cindy
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
Yates, 23rd Street, Benton, for
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
their baby boy, weighing six
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
pounds 15 ounces, measuring
Hills, Calif. 90212.
202 inches, born on Monday.
Feb. 2, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Bobby
and Gerry Scott, and Charles
and Martha Yates. all of Benton, and Rollie Henson of
Kirksey._ Great grandparents
are Mrs. Lilah Mae Wyatt,
R.E.O. Speedwagon-Hi-Infidelity
Benton, Mrs. Ira Warren,
Reg. 8.99 Only $6.49
Cuba, Mr. and Mrs. Cloye
Yates, Pilot Oak, and Rollie
Kenny Rogers-Greatest Hits
Henson, Paducah.
Reg. 8.99 Only $6.49

Spring Break
Specials

Chasm Si *753-3311

Late Show Fri. & Sat.
Cher 2-11:30 P.M.
IF YOU DON'T STOP IT
YOU'LL GO BLIND (R)

Jazz Singer

Cheri 3 11:40
Adult Entertainment
18 or over only
A LL SEATS 53.00
NIIMINmmimmmilr

Neil Diamond
Reg. 9.99 Only 8"
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th 753-5865

Outlaws-Ghost Riders
Reg. 8.99 Only $6.49

Your Finest Stereo Store Around

11,114

2225* 12th

753-586S

Open This Sunday 1.5 p.m.

SHIRLEY MacLAINE
ANTHONY HOPKINS
BO DEREK

a@c1179C

Xee

2atc.180nti
20th CENTURY
FOX FILMS
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T7:20,9:20 +2:00 Sat.,Sun

CHERI THREE
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Q
,
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17:15.9:15 +2:00 Sat.,Sun_
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Third night of "Vanities'
will be presented at 8 p.m at
the University T'heatre, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University. Tickets are $3 for
adults and $1.50 for children.

Hi Fl Stereo Show
Many Specials
Stop, Shop & Compare
Easy Financing

National Rifle Association
NRAI open sectional match
for teams and individuals
seeking to qualify for the national championships will be
held on the ROTC range,
Stewart Stadium, Murray.
Stae. starting at 7 ant.

Any
,presici
.sninut
-Herne
secret
teen ii

World of Sound

0

222 So. 12th

Cori
from
Scrugi
was gi

753-51165

Open This Sunday 1

p.m.

Master Charge, Behr's Chart*

VISA

Mon.-Sot
10-9
Sun.
1-5

Cluster prayer meetings of

Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at the First Christian
Church.
' Cluster prayer meeting by
First Baptist Church WMU
will be at 10 a.m. at the home
of Billie Ray.
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2.95 and up

6.99

Dress Sale!

• Full Support Pantyhose
• Control Top Pantyhose
• All in One Panty and
Pantyhose

Reg to 35.99

5.00
7.00 9.00

• All Nude Sandalfoot
Pantyhose
Sizes petite medium, tall,
in suntan and beige

Entire Stock of Fall and Winter Dresses

Jackets

Knee Socks, Knit
Hats, Scarf Sets
50% Off
Fall and Winter
Sweaters
Reg to 19 99
5.00
Brushed Nylon and
Nylon Gowns
Reg to 999
3.99
Save on Panties
Reg 1 50
4 pr. for 3.00
Fall and Winter
Handbags
Reg to 12 99
5.00

19.00

Reg to 45 99

Storm Coats
Reg to 69 99
29.00
Winter Wool Coats
Reg to 119 99
39.00
*Rabbit Coats
Reg to 89.99
49.00
Coate Suteeet lo Prior Sale

Wool Blazers
Peg to 60 00 24.99
Choose plaids, tweeds. Checks

Blouses
Reg to 15 99

Shirts Reg

to 1599

5.99
5.99

Central Center Murray-753-7991

• • • Special Delivery

Choose Two With Any Meal:
Rice Pilaf, Fried Zucchini, Steak Fries, Fried
Cauliflower, Baked Potato, Tossed Salad,
Cole Slaw

(Your Choice)

Select

Chestnut St., Murray
759-4455

O te:Aso
0 vioote
,
_esoote
sav. svci

Reg 24 00 to 30 00

59$pr

Choice

.

Fall and Winter
Skirts
Reg to 19 99
6.99
Fashion Pants
Reg to 19 99
6.99
Save! Misses
Coordinates

Hosiery
Spectacular!

Shopping for senior citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
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Shower for Edwin Beach
who lost his home and contents by fire will be held from
7 to 9 p.m. at the Kirksey
WOW Building. For information call 489-2228.

Thank You Dinner for
Veterans of Vietnam, Korea,
and World Wars I and II will
be at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 6 p.m. For information call 753-5750 or 7533824.

and

rnemt
hospit

Mara
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Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens. Lunch will be
served at Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
and at Douglas at 12 noon.

Chapter No. 853, National
Association
of
Retired
Federal Employees will
krneet at 9:30 a.m. at the Ellis
Community Center.

Jud,
the IA
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Set ur

Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Sue Adams.
Friday, Feb. 27
Second night of "Vanities"
will be presented at 8 p.m. at
the University Theatre, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University. Tickets will be $3
for adults, $1.50 for children,
or by season ticket.

The
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First Baptist Church WMU
will be in homes as follows:
Kathryn Outland at 1 p.m.;
Billie Ray at 2 p.m.; Pala
Alcott, Naomi Rogers, and
Lucy Lilly at 7:30 p.m.

Stai
ie

Saturday, Feb. 22
Third of a series of
children's art workshops for
junior high school students
will be from 9 to 11 a.m on the
fourth floor, Fine Arts Center.
Murray State.

Disabled
Ainerican
Veterans Chapter and Auxiliary are scheduled to meet at
7 p.m. at the Legion HMI.
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‘
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One of the year's
10 best. -Time

Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

in the ballroom, upper level,
University Center. Murray
State University.

ZAOThTEEMRehJ

Starts Tomorrow

Murray High School French
and Spanish Club Mardi Gras
will be held from 6 to 10.30
p m. in the school commons.

Sam Lovejoy, anti-nuclear
lecturer, will speak at 8 p.m.

Deadline for ordering
dogwood trees at $3 each is today and tomorrow. Persons
may call Barbara Jewell, 7536100. Edith Noffsmger, 7533197. or any member of the
Murray Woman's Club.

WORLD OF SOUND

Starts Tomorrow

Journaling Group v. ill
meet at 7p.m. at the honie of
Marge Hays. Southside
Manor. Apt. 1(41.
Bible

Saturday, Feb. 28
Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall.

John Lennon-Double Fantasy
Reg. 8.99 Only $6.49
Big Record and Tape Sale On
Sat. & Sun. Feb. 28th & March 1st

CHERI
3.3
THREE314
eie.••70

Knights of Columbus Ladies
Night will be held at 0:30 p.m.
in the Parish Center, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

Saturday, Feb. n
Alpha Department on Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 12 noon at the club house
with Dr. and Mrs Howard
Keller as the scheduled
speakers.

saturday , Feb. 26

Tie(
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Fish-o-gram

• • •

EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT Alaskan King

ulf Red Snapper
Legs
(Fried or Broiled)
Scallops Crab
(Fried or Broiled

$695

Breaded Oysters

$895

0

S795

'4" Flounder Filets 00
s4so
(Broiled or Fred)
$625
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Two Pledges—
lea of
oPs for
ludents
I on the
Center,

Initiated At Tau Phi
THE ACES°A.G CORN, JR
Lambda Sorority Meet
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Woodmen of the World.
held its regular monthly
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 24,
at the WOW Building with
Gayle Smith as hostess and
Marilyn Herndon as cohostess. A • lad supper was
served pno to the business
meeting.
Two pledges were
before the Meeting. They we
Barbara Blalock and Joyc
Haley.
• Ann Spann, president.
.presided. The roll call and
,
'minutes were read by Marilyn
Herndon in the absence of
secretary Diana Lyons. Fourteen members were present.
Correspondence was read
[ruin sorority- sister, Judy
Scruggs. A treasurer's report
was given by Linda Fain.
Judy McCarty reported that
the Welfare committee took
place cards to Westview Nursing Home and Fern Terrace
lodge. Large valentines were
taken to patients in the Long
Term Care Unit and relatives
and friends of sorority
members who were in the
hospital on Valentine's Day.
A report was made that the
scrapbook was progressing
well and a work night would be
Set up for the first week in
March.
Convention plans were

discussed at length. Several
sorority members plan to attend this meeting to be held
March 27, 28, and 29 in
Owensboro.
Plans, including budget and
conumttees, were discussed
for the upcoming pageants.
inquiries
ely
App
received.
The next meeting will be
Id in the home of Sara Alexander on March 10. at 7 p.m.
Members present were Barbara Blalock, Judy McCarty,
Darlene Morris, Ann Spann,
Nancy Todd. Bettye Baker,
Joyce Haley, Martha Andrus,
Sara Alexander, Marilyn
Herndon, Donna Garland,
Loretta Jobs, Linda Fair and
Gayle Smith.

"It is always the secure
who are humble
- G K
Chesterton

%Snit
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Normally, the play of a
deuce indicates no interest
in the suit led by partner
and implies a desire for a
shift. If you think this hand
fits that mold, let's look at It
a little more closely.

NORTH

2-26-A

•J 7 5
•Q 107
•8 3
e •AKQJ9
WEST
•A K 1096 3
'53
•AQ7
453

EAST
•Q 2
• 2
*109 6 5 4 2
4876

Last
Pass
Alipass

Opening lead Spade

West accepted East's
praise with grace after
making the winning play to
beat today's elusive game
Cover the East and South
cards with your thumbs and
see if you can do the same
West leads the spade king
and East plays the deuce.
while South plays the four
Is East's deuce encouraging
or discouraging' What do
you lead at trick two?

East's play of the deuce
The door prize was won by couldn't really be from
Sara Alexander.
three low cards. If that were
so. South would have had a
PHOTOGRAPHY
singleton queen and would
EXHIBIT
have played it at trick nne.
exhibition
An
of East couldn't have 8-2 or Qphotography by Bob Hill will 8-2 either. If he had that
be presented by Mason Art' holding, he would have cer-,
Gallery Exhibits in Hart Hall tainly encouraged with his
at Murray State University eight.
from March 2 through March
Two possibilities remain.
5, 1 to 3 p.m. The Mason Art East has a singleton deuce
Gallery Exhibits are open to or he has Q-2. In either case,
any student living in the it's right to lead a low spade
residence halls wishing to at trick two. East wins his
display creations or collec- queen, and a timely diations. For additional informa- mond switch gets the
tion, contact Lisa Sons in the defense four quick tricks.
Housing Office. 762-3811.
If you switched to diamonds at trick two, you
have to get used to more
concentrated thought.
We are pleased to announce that Kathleen
Higginbotham bride-elect
of Michael Spann has
selected her crystal from
our complete bridal
registry.
Kathey and Micky will
be married March 21st

Sedil
I•
2•

king

If you led a low spade as
today's West did, you
deserve the same praise
won by him
Bid wOk6'aire

South holds

2-26-B

61..17 5
•Q 107
•8 3
•AKQJ9
.5oih
•

North
IV

ANSWER: Two hearts It's
tempting to rebid the 100
honors, but it's more construc-

tive to raise the mayor
Send bridge questions to The Ares.
COBox 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Mark Overbey
Is New Pledge
DANVILLE
—
Mark
Overbey, a freshman at Centre College of Kentucky, has
pledged Phi Kappa Tau fraternity.
Overbey is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Overbey, 107
Hickory Drive, Murray.
Rush for both fraternities
and sororities took place Jan.
12-17. Centre has six social
fraternities for men and three
social sororities for women.
The three sororities — Delta
Delta Delta, Kappa Alpha
Theta and Kappa Kappa Gamma — were officially
established at the College this
fall, and this is the first official
rush for the sororities.
In all, 47 women and 91 men
pledged this year.

SOUTH
•8 4
•AK.1986

The Shacase

•K
•104 2

Vulnerable Both
South The bidding

Dealer

PARIS PATIENT
Dismissed recently from the
Henry County Hospital, Paris,
Tenn., was Flossie R. McKinney of Purvear. Tenn.

P. N.HIRSCH a CO

•

on

INTERCO compony

Olympic.Plaza, Murray:

Men's White

Tube Socks

994
One Size
Fits All

1 -Rack

Double-B
By Buster Brown

1 -Table Ladies'

Purses
$ 00
"
I Reg. $5.88

Rubber Maid
Kitchen Specials
Bucket
Drainer
Waste Basket Dishpan

994

Asst. Styles

Alexander-ThomasOri Vows To Be Read
Mr and Mrs. William R.
Alexander of Murray announce the engagement and
pproaching marriage of their
daughter, Marla Joy, to Arnold David Thomason, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Ray
Thomason of Murray.
The bnde-elect is a 1900
graduate of Murray High
School. She is a computer data
processing major at Murray
State University and is
employed by Murray State
University. She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Walter E. and Susie C.
Alexander of Mansfield, Ohio.
and of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Baith,Sr., of Benton.
The groom-elect is a 1975
graduate of Calloway County
High School, and is employed
by Todd Uniform. He is the
grandson of the late 011i
Thomason and Mrs. Christa
Thomason of Arlington, and of
the late Emmett Riley and
Mrs. Lorene Yates of Bard'
well.
The wedding will take place
on Saturday, May 30, at 2 pin,
at the Murray Nazarene Church. A reception will follow at
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank, North 12th and
Chestnut Streets. Murray
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. Only out of
town invitations will be sent

45.

Suburban Club To
Meet Tonight At
The Adams'Home
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the
home of Sue Adams, Sunny
Lane Drive, Murray.
All members are urged to
attend, a spokesman said.
The club held its January
meeting at.the home of Anna
Bell Russell on Poplar Street
with Sue ,Dunn, president,
presiding, and Lillian Dunn,
secretary-treasurer, giving
her reports.
"Decorating With Sheets"
was the subject of the lesson
presented by Pat Rogers. She
gave many helpful hints.
Sue Adams gave the landscape notes and safe driving
habits in the winter time.
Also present were Jo
Farley, Lou McGary. and
Rosanna Miller.
CONCERT
The Murray State Brass
Trio will present a concert
beginning at 8:15 p.m. on
Tuesday. March 3 in the Farrell Recital Hall of the F'ine
Arts Center at. Murray State
University. The Murray State
Brass Trio are Ray Conklin,
trombone; James Alsop,
trumpet; and Eldon Matlick,
French horn, The concert is
free and open to the public.

•
Hospital Dismissal
s Listed

Adults 134
Nursery'6
2-21-81
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Joseph E. Sledd, Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Karen M. Keeling,
Rt. 7, Benton; Mrs. Eileen M.
Thweatt, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Deborah I, Hudgins, Rt. 6,
Murray; Christopher G. Caddas, Hart Hall, Murray; Mrs.
Linda J. Easley, Rt. I. Farmington.
Patricia S. Doyle, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Hazel E.
Hodges, 828 South Fourth

Street, Murray; Heather F.
Hutson and Celina R. Hutson,
206 Parker Street, Mayfield;
David T. HoLsapple, Rt, 2,
Hazel: Mrs. Glenda E. Griffin,
607 Franklin Drive, Paris,
Tenn.
Clayborn, Crick. Rt. 1,
Kirksey; IVIsfaav Joyce A.
Howell. 1300 Longview•Circle,
Benton; Robert P. Tharman,.
1207 Dogwood. Murray; Mrs.
Mary F. Sheridan, 711 Poplar
Street, Murray: Mrs. Sandra
C. Pritchett, Dexter; Mrs.
Alene S. Pace, Rt. 8, Benton.
Mrs. Barbara A. Rose, 808

Sha-Wa Street, Murray; Mrs.
Cynthia I.. Harrison, Rt. 1,
Hardin; James W. Barnhill.
Rt, 3, Pans, Tenn.; Mrs.
Kimberly Ann Burton,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Dottie
B. Russell, 705 South 16th
Street, Murray; Novle H. Kelly, Rt, 3, Murray.
Luther A. Blanton,506 North
First Street, Murray; Marshall P. Jones, 1313 Main
Street, Murray; Mrs. Fedelia
Grogan, Murray;
Mrs.
Elizabeth C. Puckett, Dexter;
Mrs. Betty S. Venice, Rt. 5,
Murray.

NA712 A L11ZER
& They Feel So-o-o-o Good
Every beautiful shoe isn't a comfortable
shoe. and every comfortable shoe isn't
beautiful. So when you find both of
those desirable qualities in the
some shoe, you should buy it.
Cassy is one of those shoes.

Cassy 30'
Navy Leather & Block Patten

,ERGETS

Open Fridays til 8:30 P.M.

STRIqFITS

P.N. Hirsch

Chair Pads
or
Quilted
Placemats

11iss Marla Joy Alexander and Arnold David Thomason

Denim
Jeans
While Supply Lasts

/
12

Price

Sun Pine

Liquid Cleaner

994
Men's Long
Sleeve

799

$

Pair

Big Bell

Candy Bars

6

Hershey
Plain 8. Almond
Kit Kat
For
Mr. Good Bar
Krackle
Reece Cup
$
Heath

Pine
scented
Deodorizer

Shirts

Glade
Solid Air
Freshener

Luv's
Diapers

Your Choice
Entire Stock
Toothpaste

While Supply Last

Crest
Aim
Colgate Ultra Brite
Aqua Fresh
Gleem

794 3.$1
299'

$
2
5
0
Box

Sm-Med-Lg.

PepsodentClose Up

Springttme Splendor

994

Spring Coats & Jacketed Dresses just right for you. . .
You con feel the excitement in the car . . Spring is breaking through
Bright's is ready to get you dressed in beautiful new Spring coots and
Dresses charged with soft spring colors and smart new styling.
Get ready for the joy of the warm Spring days to come

• •614.
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-s--•-sWedding Vows To Be Read March
Ilse engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Kathleen lity,ginbothain to
Michael Spann.son of Ann and
Robert Spann of Murray , has
been announced by her
mother, Dorothy Higginbotham of Murray . The brideelect's father was the late Billy L. Higginbotham of Fort
Smith, Ark.
Miss Higginbotham is a 1980
graduate of Murray State
University and is employed at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. She is the granddaughter of Alice Higginbotham of Shady Point, Okla..
and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Charles C. Nesbitt of Murray.
The groom-elect is presently
a student at Murray State
University and is employed at
Boston Tea Party. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Culpepper of Murray and Mrs.
Bennie Spann and the late Mr.
Spann,also of Murray.
The double ring ceremony
will be solemnized on Saturday. March 2L at 2 p.m at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. Paul Blankenship officiating.
A recep)n
.
will follow the
ceremont
the fellowship
hall of the urch.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend. Only out of town invitations will be sent.

1

Miss Kathleen Higginbotham
and llichael Spann

HEALTH
House Warming Planned
A house warming for Mr. and Mrs. George Merrell at their
new house at 1504 Henry Street. Murray, has been planned
for Sunday, March 1, by their daughter. Mrs. Lynmtlark.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Merrell home. Refreshments will be served.

Card Party, Luncheon
Scheduled On March 5
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
have its annual card party and buffet luncheon on Thursday.
March 5, at 12 noon at the club house.
Cards will be played following the luncheon with many
door prizes to be presented. A tea table will be featured in the
afternoon.
Tickets are 83,50 each and may be purchased from Zula
Sykes, ticket chairman, 753-3002. or any member of the
department. Myrtle Douglas will be food chairman. Handling
the door prizes will be Ruth Wilson and.Mary Wells.
Hostesses will be Pauline Parker, Calista Clanton, Mildred
Hatcher, Dortha Jones, Euva Alexander, and Anna Mae
Owen. The committee in charge of the entire program is
composed of Verble Yates, Clover Cotham,and Irene Young.
Proceeds will be used to help beautify the entrance to the
Murray-Calloway County Park and other places in-the cornmunitv.
•••••••••••••••••

dam.

Cindy Gibson, bride elect of Russ
Wilson, has selected her dinnerware.
and glassware for their home from our
bridal registry Cindy and Russ will be
married March 27th,

COAST TO COAST STORES
Central Center

Relieving heel spurs

HOSPITAL NEWS
NurN.:>
81
2NEW MIK\ ADMISSIONS
Nanney , baby boy i Patti
Rt. I. Benton.
Carson, baby boy Jean) Rt.
1, Kirksey.
Odom, baby girl Anita) Rt.
I, Box 73-B, Hollow Hoek,
Tenn,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gloria J. Kendall. Rt.
6, Paris. Tenn.; Mrs. Chrystal
I.. Crawford and baby girl, Rt.
3, Mayfield; Ashley Morris,
Rt. 3. Murray': William
Leonard Garner, 408 South
12th Street. Murray; Luther
F. Davis. Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Sheila D.Shaw. 409 North 10th
Street, Murray.
Yalanda A. Bomar, Rt. 6,
Paris. Tenn.; Bonnie F. Reed,
209 Maple Street, Murray;
Mrs. Judith A. Mullen, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn.; Ralph V.
Finney. 1502 Sycamore Street,
Murray; Edwin Thompson,
1615 Wiswell Road, Murray;
-Wilson Lamb,Rt. C., Mayfield.
Terry' 13. Gibson. C-3
Soutliside Manor. Murray;
David E. Kendall, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Cullen E
Irvin, Rt. 4. Murray; Eric J.
Snow, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Thomas K. Oakley, Rt. 3.
Cadiz; Bobby J. Carson, Rt. 2,
Buchanan,Tenn.
J. D. Outland. Rt. 5. Murray': William -A. Farris, 1706
West Olive Street. Murray;
Mrs. Clessie N. McClain, Rt. 1,
Palmersville, Tenn.; Joe R.
Taylor, Hazel; Mrs. Louise
Patterson, New Concord;
George E. Overbey. Sr., (expired) 767 Olive Street, Murray.
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PATIENT AT PADUCAH
What to Do about Them. OthMiss Lyrtia Donelson of
ers who want this issue can
Murray Route 6 was recently'
send 75 cents with a long.
discharged from Lourdes
stamped. self-addressed enveHospital, Paducah.
lope for it to me. in care of
this newspapet, P.O. - Box
PADUCAH'PATIENT
I551: Radio City Station, New
Diane Beale of Murray has
York, NY 10019.
Of course, one way to been a patient at Lourdes
relieve the strain on a foot Hospital, Paducah.
that causes heel pain is to stay
HOSPITA L PATIENT
off your feet entirely but that
leads to other problems
Recently dismissed from
resulting from inactivity. Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
Operating on heel spurs sel- was Leonard Stephens of Murdom solves the basic problem
ray.
and may cause new ones.
DEAR DR. LAMB — One of
my ,14-year-old son's nipples
is much different from the
other nipple. It appears swollen or distended. There is no difference in color from the
other one. I first notioed it
when he was 12 years old. The
doctor said it was "adolescence." There is no pain but it
makes him self-conscious
Could anything be done?
DEAR READER — Nature
is probably going to take care
of the matter fof him if you
both can be patient. This
occurs in about a tfiird of boys
going through the changes of
puberty. Sometimes there is a
knot or lump behind the nipple as well. In some instances
one breast is involved and in
,other boys it affects both
breasts.
In the normal change I am
talking about it usually disappears as sexual maturity
progresses. If it does not, then
it is advisable to talk to your
doctor about it. There are
rare instances when enlargement of both breasts (usually
accompanied with other
changes) is related to a hormone imbalance. Some men
seem to inherit a tendency to
normally have excess fat in
this area (both breasts) even
when the hormone balance is
normal.
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DOGWOOD TREE PROJECT — Should you support the Murray Woman's Club
beautification project, "A Dogwood Tree In Every Yard," your effort may look at first
like the little tree, left, but in a few short years be a cascade of blossoms like the tree
on the right with Edith Noffsinger in front. The tree is $3 with planting instructions and
persons may order by telephone from Barbara Jewell, 753-6100, Mrs. Noffsinger, 7533197, Rosie Jones, 753-6047, Frances Brown, 753-7578, Edna Gowans, 753-3752, Marjorie Major, 753-0880, Mary Gertzen, 753-4019, Tonda West, 753-9940, Gaye Haven.
stock, 753-7123, Martha Ink, 753-3352, Bonnie Jones, 753-6134, or any member of
the Woman's Club with a pay-before-delivery basis. Trees may be picked up about
March 16 at the Woman's Club House. This is a non-profit civic project and the order
deadline is March 1.

"Friday
Special"
All You Can Eat
Combo Plate
•Solad Bar
•Egg Roll
•Beef W Chinese Vegetables
'Moo Goo Gal Pan
'Sweet Sour Pork
'Fried Rice
•Beverage

RESTAURANT
Hwy.641 S. Holiday Inn
Murray, Ky.

Lawrence E. LaMb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I play
handball about three times a
week and have developed a
heel spur. I have had X-rays
and an injection plus pills. It
is a lot better but not completely well. If I start playing
again will the spur return?
Can you send me some information on heel spurs?
DEAR READER — I'm
glad you feel better hut actually your heel spurs never left
so they can't very well come
back. The relief of symptoms
in a person who has a heel
spur in spite of the fact the
heel spur is still there is one
proof that the pain is really
not from the spur itself.
Often the pain and the spur
are cased by the same underlying problem — abnormal
stress across the arch of the
foot. The tendons and tissues
- that attach to the heel across
the arch pull on the bony
attachment and the spur
develops. The tissues are
injured and show some evidence of inflammation —
from mechanical irritation —
and that is what causes the
pain: .
Other people have similar
problems and have no spur at
all. The trick is to relieve the.
strain on the muscles, tendons
and other tissues that stretch
across the foot.
If you stretch these tissues
when you are playing handtall there is a strong likeli- hood that you will have a
recurrence of your pain. You
need some help with the type
of shoes you wear. You may
need either to have your foot
rotated a bit to put more
weight on the outside of your
foot and less across the arch.
or to wear insoles that accomplish this for you.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 11-10.
Common Foot Problems

EI

We Also Serve
American Food
Everyday
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Open Seven Days A Week
Breakfast 6-10:30
Lunch 11-2
Dinner 4-10
753-4488—Orders To Go

Only
$625

Master Charge, Visa ft American Express
Accepted

Per Person
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Travels with Devin.There's no better companion.
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MSU THEATRE
CARLA HORTON

THE DEVIN CROSS
COUNTRY KIT

B.S. Candidate in Speech
and Theatre

$
85With Any
Purchase Of
Devin
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VANITIES
"Kathy decides to teach
physical education because
'I already know all of the
games."

DEVIN-the rich country fragrance for men from Aramis.

UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

Hi
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Jesus,
Ephesi.
It is
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Christ,
ex pre&

February 26, 27, 28
8:00 p.m.

RESERVATIONS:

762-4421 (daytime)
762-6797(evenings)

1203 Chestnut
4
134114.

40111.-Xx
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

EDITORIA

A group of local citizens has organized to oppose the petition filed for a local
option election and to enlist the voters
to vote against it in the local election.
Deaths reported include Roland
Crider, Harry E. Perryman, and
Robert P. Head.
An ordinance was passed last night at
the regular meeting of the Murray City
Council zoning the newly annexed area
to the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Brandon announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter.
Freda Carol, to Stephen Wayne Carraway, son of Mr. and Mrs. William N.
Carra w ay.
Births reported include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Donald Treas on Feb. 21, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Caldwell on
Feb. 21, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Parks, Jr.; on Feb. 21, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Ferguson on F'eb. 24.
Stephen Howard, Andrea Keniper.
and Darlene Stuart. all of Murray, have
been named as members of the cast of
the play, -The Crucible," for the spring
production at Murray State University.

Crime In The U.S.

lub
first
reC

and
53tarverr of
out
der

status of an impotent society
Chief Jastic6 Warren Burger
whose capability of maintainhas been criticized by many in
ing elementary security.. Is in
the legal profession for recent
doubt.
comments. he made before the
"To change this melancholy
American Bar Association.
picture. will call for spending
Some of Burger's remarks
moreinoney than we have ever
may seem out of place coming
before devoted to law enforcefrom the country's top-ranking
ment. And.even this will be for
judge. However, when comnaught if we do not reexamine
ments of great magnitude come
from such an influential source, our judicial process and
philosophy with respect to
it's time to listen.
finality of judgments."
For years Americans have
Burger said the "judicial proseen growth in crime until now
cess becomes a mockery of
it has reached crisis proporjustice if it is forever open to
tions. Much of the blame has
appeals and retrials of errors in
been placed on lax enforcement
the arrest,search or trial."
of laws by the judicial branch.
There are problems with the
Police make arrests . but
seemingly the criminal even , American justice system.. In an
effort to protect the accused
career criminals and those with
from violations of rights, we
a history of violent crime, are
may have gone too far.
on the street in no time.
Justice Burger may not have
Burger has some ideas which
the full solution. Mandatory
have been termed both
sentencing for some crimes,
"dangerous" and -incapital punishment for murder
novative."
and rigid parole requirements
"Crime and the fear of crime
are possibilities that may have
have permeated the fabric of
to be considered.
American life, damaging the
It's good to see that the
poor and minorities even more ,
powers that be in America are
than the affluent," he said.
aware of-the problem and care.
-Today we are approaching the

Business Ilirror

ii

I.
Mrs. Eddie Fay I Johnston out on
Route 1, Almo, made my day recently
with this story about a rather
unweicomed visitor in her
neighborhood. You wodld think she was
a journalist from the way she wrote it
out in a letter.
I.couldn't improve upon it if! tried,so
let her tell it to you just as she told it to
me.

The White House

Bible Thought

fiR1

r

By M.C. Garrott

It Takes One 'Smell'Fellow To Help
A SkQlc With His Head Hung In A Jar

Poor Economy

Thoughts
In Season

wAy!'

Garrott's Galley

+++
"It started out to be a typical Saturday morning," she wrote,"with Eddie,
my husband, out tinkering with the car
By JOHN CUNNIFF
and me sipping on a glass of Coke and
watching him from the kitchen window.
"Everything changed from the usual
when I spotted a skunk in our
neighbors' yard. I frantically beat on
the window to get Eddie's attention. I
The United States did show some _ got it all right, and it nearly scared him
to death.
strengths in the various measurements
"BrIclie said to call the neighbors,
within the study, most notably in prosince it appeared to be headed for their
viding millions of jobs for a labor force
carport. I called them, but they already
vastly enlarged by population and
had.spotted it. After exchanging a few
women returning to work.

NEW YORK f AP)-The poor performance of the U.S. economy in relation
to Japan and West Germany and some
other industrial nations is summed up
M its EPI, said William Freund. the
business economist.
His staff, having just completed an
'eight:nation 'SindY Of the' ,ears '11741980, found Japan's EPI, or economic
„performance index, was by far the
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
highest at 37.8, and that West GerAssociated Press Writer
many's 28 was next.
WASHINGTON APi-Five nights a
The United States' EPI of 152 tapped
week, Greg Morris arrives at.the.Exonly the United Kingdom and Italy,
ecutive Office Building, across a
documenting what economists, politidriveway from the White House,at just
cians and,above all,the American peoabout midnight. His mission: to tell the
ple, have long known: The U.S.
president and his Cabinet secretaries
economy has troubles.
what's happening. • ,.
Freund, senior vice president and
Morris is one of four- staff members
- chief economist of the New York Stock
'who put out the White House news sumExchange, said his staff and outside
mary,a 16-page report to the president
researchers, also found at least one of
on the news of the world and his governthe chief reasons why America lags and . ment: and how newspapers and televiJapanprospers: captial investment.
sion networks are covering that news.
"I was fairly confident the study
It is written "for people who are too
would show it to be significant, but I
busy to read the paper," said William
didn't know it was so dominant in exA. Hart, a retired Air Force public relaplaining Japan's growth and ours," . tions_man who supervises the effort.
Freund said.
Each morning at 5-:30, a huge copying
The study shows Japan invested 20.5
machine is cranked up to spew out 80
percent of gross domestic product in
copies of the news summery, written
capital improvements such as factories
and edited on sophisticated computer
and machinery in the period while the
terminals and video display screens.
United States invested only 10.5 perBy 6 a.m., a handful of summaries
cent. So sharp was the contrast that the
are taken across the driveway to the
exchange consulted Price Waterhouse,
White House west wing, where one finds
the accountants.
its way to the Oval Office to await the
PW documented the belief that tax
president's arrival. One also is sent to
vilicy was a big reason for the difhis living quarters - and others are
ference,said Freund,producing a chart
,listributed to senior staff members.
showing Japan had no tax on capital
Thirty-five are sent to a White House
gains, while the United States took 26.8
gate, where chauffeurs of Cabinet
cents of each dollar.
secretaries and other government ofOn a dollar of salary income,Sweden
ficials can pick them up and place them
topped the list with p60.7-cent tax.
in the back seats of their automobiles
Canada followed at 34.9, the United
on their way to pick up their riders each
Kingdom showed 33.4 cents, the United
morning:.
States 25.8, Japan 24.4, West Germany
When the news summary was
20.3 and France 11.4.
prepared for Jimmy Carter,- the
Before people invest they must save.
deadline was about 8:30 p.m. That
Freund turned to another chart showmeant Thursday's ed.ition, for example:ing a similar correlation, with one aberconta ined Wednesday's news and sumration: Italy, worst in EPI, had a 23.1
manes .if television network coverage
percent savings rate . and the second
of it.
lowest tax rate.
The deadline was set because Carter
But the rough pattern was there:
Those countries that taxed most heavily tehded to have lower personal savings rates. Japan's savings rate was
21.5 percent, its tax burden 19.5 cents
per dollar. The U.S. savings rate was
By Ken Wolf
6.3 percent; its tax on each dollar was
These words on the meaning of
29.6 cents.
culture solind terribly elitist. They are.
Trailing Japan and Germany in the
Written by the English poet Matthew
eight-nation study were France, with
Arnold 1822.1887), they challenge the
an EPI of 18, Canada 16.5 and Sweden
notion of -popular culture" that still
15.3 percent, the United States 15.2, Itaconfronts us today:
ly 13.4 and the United Kingdom 2.2.
Culture...does not try to teach
The EPI is a formula made up of real
down to the level of inferior
economic growth, unemployment rate
classes...lt seeks to do away with
and inflation rate.
classes; to make the best that has
been thought and known in the
world current everywhere; to
make all men live in an atI heard of your faith In the Lord
mosphere of sweetness and light,
Jesus, and love unto all the saints. where they may use ideas...freeEphesians
ly;- nourished and not bound by
when
a
natural
that
It is only
them.
person places his faith in Jesus
Arnold, we might say, wished to.bring
Christ, the result is found in true
people unto hilture, not culture down to
expression of brotherly love.
people.

1tteRE GOING WE WE'ONG

wanted a copy delivered to hini each
night before he went to bed.
Reagan is satisfied to wait until the
next morning. This means the summary .can report late-breaking news
that is not in most editions of morning
newspapers, as well as synopses of the
major stories on page one of the
Washington Post.
Most major morning papers went to
press too early to report Soviet President I.eonid I. Brezhnev's proposal of a
U.S.Soviet summit Monday morning.
But it was featured prominently in the
White House newssummary.
On the night last week when Reagan
presented his budget and tax-cut proposals, the news summary staff spent
several hours calling newspapers
around the country so they could include in their next edition 38 headlines
about the speech.
With such additions, Reagan and his
aides can get a better idea about what
the voters are learning about their administration, and can learn how the
country is reacting to the administration.
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jokes about the situation, I hung up and
hurried to the front door.
"In the meantime, Eddie had
discovered that the skunk's head was
hung in a jar. Being a very compassionate person, he hurried over to see if
he could free it.
"Now,I felt sorry forthelittle fellow,
too, but I, also, have great respect for a
skunk's privacy, and there was no way
I was going to go near it. And, I didn't
want Eddie near it, either!
'I kept hollering, 'Eddie. don't!
Leave it alone! It'll spray you!'
"But no use, he wouldn't listen. He
just kept getting closer and closer to the
skunk. He reached out and grabbed the
jar and pulled. Up flew the skunk's tail
and away went Eddie! "The skunk, by now getting rather
desperate for air and, worn out from
trying to free himself, waddled a few
feet and fell overnie got -up and walked a few more feet and fell over again.
"Eddie knew he would have to do
something quickly. He eased, in close,
grabbed the jar straight up in the air
with the skunk dangling from it and
churned it up and down a few times,
and out came the skunk-free at last!.
"The little'fellow sat there for a few
seconds gulping in two or three deep
breaths. It looked up at Eddie as if to
say 'Thank you, kind sir,' and waddled
off towards the woods without any indication ()fusing his famous weapon.
"I cheered for the 'hero' but I gave
him a thorough 'sniff test' before I
would let him in the house.
"I was filled with pride for my husband, because, as usual, he had proved
that he was really one 'smell' guy."
+++
I really appreciated that story and
Mrs. Johnstona taking the time to fell it
so completely and interestingly. She

Kentucky Closeup

also had some very flattering things to
say in an accompanying note about the
column and how she and her husband
enjoy reading it. That made the day
even more.
++
I've never met any skunks-the fourlegged kind - up close. I've seen them in the zoo and at night alongside the
highway -some waiting to dart across
the road, some who tried and didn't
make it - but just to come face to face
with one, never, nor do I relish the
thought of any such experience.
My dad had a favorite story about'a
skunk he once met as a boy. He lived on
a Christia'h County farm,loved all kinds
of animals and even had a pet coon.
which got into everything on the place.
One day while out on the place, he
came up on a skunk and got thoroughly
sprayed. When he got back lathe house,
reeking with the sickening odor, he
knew my grandfather would skin him
alive if he Went near the house smelling
like that.
So,from one corner of the big yard he
yelled until someone answered from the
house, and he explained his predicament, much to the delight of several of
his six younger brothers.
He ended up taking off his clothes
way out there in the yard and burying
them in a hole in the ground dug with a
shovel laughingly tossed to him by one
of his brothers - all at grandmother's
direction. He wasn't about to get near
the house - much less in it - smelling
like that.
Then they took a change of clothes
and a galvanized tub full of warm water
out there and left them not too close to
him so he could scrub himself clean
with lye soap.
It wasn't funny at the time, but he
really enjoyed recalling - it down
through the years.

By George Racket

Comical Feets
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (APIDuring
whatever the person next to her was
the day, Dr. Tim Stivers treats pasinging."
tients'feet: at night, he knocks them off
Silvers and his brother Pat later jointheir feet with comedy routines.
ed a barbershop quartet and, on
"I'm the only podiatrist in town who
weekends,toured the United States and
makes house calls in a toe truck," quips
Canada.
Slivers. ,
Approximately *even years ago.
His supply of jokes is inexhaustable
Stivers launched his solo act, piloting
and he will perform before an audience
his own plane to bookings which
of one or 100.
average more than 50 a year.
He's preparing for another television
During Stivers' first appearance on
appearance, getting ready to distribute
the Bob Braun show. Braun asked if
his fourth album,and always searching
anyone ever made fun of the way he
for new material to add to his act.
talked.
"I pick up a lot of ideas from people.
"I can speak as well as anybody coming into the office," says Stivers.
maybe weller," Stivers shot back.
whoisin practice with his brother and a
"That broke up Braun."
sister. "She's the one in the dress."
It also was good business for Stivers.
'Recently, a patient complained of itHe sold 1,600 albums in the first ten
ching feet and Stivers asked if he had
days after the syndicated Cincinnati TV
been using any medication on them.
program was aired. Stivers is now a
"Yep," the man replied. -A lot of that
frequent guest.
Obscene Junior."
At 46,Stivers still toys with the idea of
There was the woman whose husband
leaving medicine and becoming a fullhad a heart attack. Slivers inquired
time standup comic. "At the moment,
about his condition and was informed:
I've got the best of both worlds. And,
-He's still hospitalized but he's doing
I'm busy getting my album on the
better, according to that elecmarket."
trocaWegram they gave him."
It's titled "The Other Side Of Ugly"
Most of Slivers' tales are told in
and that reminded Slivers of one of his
dialect, apparently acquired from his
favorite stories - about the mounearly exposure to folk expression. A
taineer and his son who were visiting
native Louisvillian, he grew up "in a
I.exington.
family whose members came from all
They walked into a bank and watched
parts of Kentucky. I was 16 before I,
as a big, ugly woman got on the
knew there wasn't a hoop snake."
elevator and the doors shut.
His parents, both podiatrists, instilled
Minutes later, the doors opened and
a love for music in their two sons and
. out stepped one of the prettiest women
daughter.
they'd ever seen.
"My mother and father could both
"Next trip," said the old man, -let's
sing lead. My brother sang tenor and I
brier:yea maw and run her through
sang bass. My sister Mary Bose sang
that thing."

20 Years Ago'
The Murray. Civitan Club held its
"kick off ticket sales" for the annual
Pancake Day to be held March 25 at the
Day and Nite Cafe and Rudy's
Restaurant.
Mr. and WS. Arlo Sprunger, Joyce
Hargis, and Joe Overbey were
members of the panel on -Dating"
presented at the meeting of the Murray
High,, School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Franklin Miller.
The Murray State College Track
Team, champions of the Ohio Valley
Conference for three straight years.
will open its indoor season today at the
Jaycee Indoor Track Carnival at Memphis, Tenn, Bill Furgerson is the track
coach._
Tom Covington. former. Murray grid
star, has been, honored by the Baker
High School, Macleney, Fla., by having .
the 1961 annual dedicated to him.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"All the Fine Young Cannibals" starring Natalie 'Wood. Robert Wagner,
George Hamilton.and Susan Kohner.

30 Years Ago
Murray State College Thoroughbreds
won the Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Tournament played at
Louisville. They beat the teams of Tennessee Tech, Western, and Eastern for
the championship: When;the Murray
team arrived at Kentucky Lake on their •
way home, they were met by a large
crowd of welcoming fans who escorted
the squad to Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Morris were killed
in a car and train collision at a crossing
southwest of Paris.Tenn.
Deaths reported included Thomas
Henry Banks, 76.
The 10th annual membership meeting
of the Calloway County Soil Improvement Association will be held March 9
.at the Little Auditorium, Murray State
College.
A special Founders'. Day program
was presented at the meeting of the
Murray Training 3 School Parent- -.
Teacher Association.
The marriage of Letitia Maupin.
daughter of Mrs. Luvean Maupin, to
George Carl Johnson III has been announced.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
-Let's. Dance" .starring Betty Hutton
nd Fred Asta i re.

10t1n.1- In Ilistor•By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Feb. 26, the 57th
day of 1981. There are 308 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 26, 1952, Sir Winston Churchill announced that Britain had produced its own atomic bomb.
On this date:
In 1521. the Spanish governor of Puerto Rico, Ponce de leon,sailed from San
Juan on his second expedition to
Florida.
In 1531, an earthquake in Portugal
killed tens of thousands of people, flattening much of I isbon and other cities.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte escaped
from the island of Elba.
And in 1919, Congress established
(;rand: Canyon National Park in
Arizona.
Ten years ago: Heavy fighting was
reported between North and South Vietnamese forces in Laos.
Five years ago: A parliamentary
democracy was established in Portugal.
One year ago: In the first state
primary of the 1980 presidential campaign, President Carter defeated
Massachusetts Sen. Edward Kennedy
in New Hampshire.
Today's birthdays: Actor Jackie
Gleason is 65. Former movie star Betty
Hutton is 60.
Thought for today: The golden age
only comes to men when they hive
forgotten gold -- British author G.K.
Chesterton 11874-1936
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FBI Reports 103 Law
Enforcement Officers
Killed During 1980

-- 7

Ky 'AP
The FBI said Wednesday that
103 tau enforcement officers,
uicluding three in Kentucky ,
were killed in line of duty durtng 1980
Joseph E Griffin Jr ,
special agent in charge of
Kentucky , called 1980 -the sefrond most tragic year for the
number of Kentucky officers
who acre killed in line of du•

Arthritic
Pain
Many Receiving
Relief

Free
Literature
Self-addressed
stamped envelope
P.O. Box 27
Purvear, Tenn. 182S1

were killed in
three were slain in 1976

Federal Judge Upholds
Reagan's Hiring Freeze

r
i

and

Griffin said a Jefferson
County patrolman was shot to
death on April 3. 1980, uhilc
assisting his partner in handling a disturbance at a food
market
A Perry County deputy
sheriff was slam last June 30
when he and his partner confronted seven men on a bridge
and attempted to arrest one
ior public intoxication and
disorderly conduct. A state
police trooper was killed Oct. 1
after he and his partner
responded to a domestic
disturbance in Pike County.

SAVE ENERGY
Save energy while cooking
by placing small pots on small
burners and covering pots to
avoid heat loss.

COOPERATIVE GAMES — Twenty fourth grade students from Carter Elementary
School demonstrated some of the cooperative games they play in elementary
physical education classes at half-time of the Murray High School-Farmington High
basketball game Tuesday night. In the picture. the students, under the direction of
Kathy Newton, Carter physical education teacher, demonstrate the parachute play.
They showed such techniques as making an umbrella, a mountain, a merry-go-round
and a mushroom. Another cooperative game demonstrated was the linking game, in
which students make body letters. Cooperative games are games in which "everyone
wins and no one loses," Mrs. Newton said. "The main emphasis of the games is in
teaching children to play with each other instead of against one another," she continued.

hired
challengers, Robert kg
But Richey ruled otherwise
Tobias, said he would appeal
The letters, he said, were Richey'a rulmg
mere offers of jobs which did
not rise to the level of appointments." He said the recipients
of such letters "merely got exALARM CLOCK
pectations of jobs" and added
The first alarm clock was inthe letters "did not affect the
legitimate or vested rights of vented by Leonardo da Vinci.
It woke the sleeper by gently
the claimants.''
A
lawyer
for
the rubbing his feet.

WASHINGTON 1 API — A
federal judge today upheld
President Reagan's retroactive federal hiring freeze, nilmg that thousands of people
who were told between
November arid January that
they had jobs waiting had not,
in effect, been hired after all
U.S. District Judge Charles
R. Richey said Reagan's action, taken on inauguration
day Jan. 20 but backdated to
Nov. 5, was "neither unconstitutional nor contrary to
law and is supported by explicit statutory authority."
The National Treasury
Employees Union, which sued
to have the retroactive ban
thrown out, has said that as
many as 50,000 people may
have been affected.
The union said letters
received by applicants for
federal jobs amounted to
notifications they had been
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Louisville Chief Of Police To Step Down
44.
veal

is ininci
ntl

t ,

-

DONATION — The Murray Moose Lodge donated $500 to Fiki Mast,
military
assistance service from Fort Campbell. Mast is a co-operative program which
provides
helicopter ambulances for medical emergencies. J.D. Walker (right),
civilian coordinator of Mast, accepted the check from secretary Rick Hall and governor James
W.
Bogard.

Boundaries Changed
Prior To Resort Purchase
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. 1AP) —
The state's former top prison
official says boundary lines at
a former Powell County resort
were changed before the state
bought it, but after he toured it
to see whether it could be used
as a prison.
Former Corrections Commissioner David Bland said he
was shocked to find the new
line at the former Hidden
Valley dude ranch cut off "the
best farmland, the flat land,
the place I thought would be
the best place to put the new
medium-security Orison."
Bland testifiled Wednesday
in the U.S. District Court trial
of state Sen. Woodrow
Stamper. 1)-West Liberty, and
Lexington real-estate broker
Robert F. Link.
A special federal grand jury
charged them with mail fraud,
extortion and conspiracy.
Stamper also is charged with
two counts of federal incometax evasion.
Stamper allegedly used his
office to bring about the sale
at an inflated price, then made
an illegal profit, with Link's
help, through options he held
on the property.

Rezoning Okayed
By Clark Court
WINCHESTER,Ky. AP) —
Clark County Fiscal Court on
final reading approved the
rezoning of 86 acres for an industrial park along Interstate
64 north of Winchester.
The court also approved
guidelines for operation of the
facility by the WinchesterClark County Industrial
Authority.
The authority is looking for
industries that woulti employ
100 to 200 persons. The
authority's vice president,
Jim Coleman said a milk processing plant might locate in
the park and a decision would
be made in two weeks.
The park site is bordered by
two major highways and the
L&N railroad.

The state paid $515,000 to Investors Trust Inc. of Indianapolis for 541.7 acres at
Hidden Valley in 1977. Bland
testified that, on his first tour
of the property, he believed
the state would receive some
700 acres.
Stamper allegedly tried to
keep for himself the 150 acres
Bland identified as an ideal
prison site.
Bland said he wasn't involved in closing the deal and got
"no reaction" when he voiced
concern about the 150-acre
tract to then-Justice Secretary
John "Jack" Smith.
Under cross-examination by
defense attorneys, Bland said
he never discussed the Hidden
Valley negotiations with
Stamptr, Link or former state
Democratic Party chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt. He
said he never met Link before
the trial.
Hunt was not charged in the
case, but the indictment said
he received a $16,700 payment
for assisting in the sale.
Former state Finance
Secretary Russell McClure
testified Tuesday he assumed
Hunt approved steps in the
Hidden Valley purchase
because he routinely approved
personal-service contracts
and applications for non-merit
jobs in state government.
Bland, now a management
consultant in Versailles, said
the state still needs another
minimum-or medium-security
prison and that Hidden Valley
remains an ideal site.
But he said he had "serious
reservations" about Hidden
Valley, for economic reasons,
from the beginning.
When he first toured Hidden
Valley, in September 1976, the
property was ''in a state of
total disarray," Bland said.
"My feelings were it would
take a whole lot of changes
and renovation to use it, but it
was usable."
The state needed a new
prison site because it was losing its lease on a minimumsecurity facility owned by the
U.S. Forestry Service near
Frenchburg, Bland said
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Man Charged
With Bank Robbery
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The FBI reported the arrest
Wednesday of Donald Edward
Orndorff, 31. on a bank robbery charge stemming from a
holdup here on Jan. 21.
Joseph E. Griffin Jr.,
special agent in charge, said
Orndorff was charged with the
robbery of the Citizens Fidelity Bank and was jailed in lieu
of $15,000 bond. If convicted,
Orndorff could be sentenced to
25 years in prison and-or fined
$10,000.

spring to obstruct justice
could mean up to 10 years in
prison and a $5,000 fine, said
Scott Wendelsdorf. assistant
U.S. attorney

"I wouldn't even work as a
security guard," he said, adding that he was disgusted by
a system of justice that
penalizes a man for doing
what he thinks is right.

When police detectives
determined that FBI agents
were following James. Big-

Sherwin
Williams

Stores

8,,
nak

fp Your
1 Carpets

gins told James. The police
chief has said he believes he
did nothing wrong
James, owner of James
Vending Corp., was alleged in
the earlier indictment, in
December, to have altered
electronic blackjack, poker
and similar games to cancel
free ganies and allow
bartenders to reward players
with cash instead
Higgins' alleged association
with James has been the subject of controversy before.
Shortly after he was named
chief in 1977, published reports

said Higgins anti James spent
considerable tinie together in
1974

The police chief said in 111-;•
that James w a, in effect gly
defense- to siii....stantiak. Brat
their prev 1011S encounter was
Higgins said James had apbrief and by i•Mince wad
proached him in July 1974 in a
"joint" in the 1st Police unrelated to gambling matDistrict. which Higgins then ters
The allegation about the
commanded. Higgins said he
spoke only briefly to James first meeting was later proved
but an allegation was made to be unfounded. Higgins said.
111 1973, James with amoog
that he actually had had a
18 persons indicted by a
lengthy meeting.
Higgins said that he later ar- federal grand jury on charges
ranged to meet James at a of conspiring to operate and
motel, where they discussed organized gambling business.
the controversy for about an He pleaded ginity and wes
placed on t14'f tarn' probahour
tion
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7th Anniversary Sale
Continues
Sale Prices Are Better Than Ever

20% to 60% off
For This Sale
BOSTON ROCKERS

Special For

This Soh: $5900

6-GUN CABINET with drawer that 2 Pc, Antron Velvet
LIVING ROOM
locks, Reg.'229"
$188
'
°
SUITE, Sofa & chair pillow arms.
La-Z-Boy SWIVEL ROCKER. Many Reg. 5599"
5388"
covers
Special 1 E•80°
2 grey corduroy SWIVEL ROCKERS,
Broyhill PLATFORM ROCKER, Reg. only 2 to sell
Reg. '219°°
$8800
229"
$184"
3 OAK TABLE, for living room, brass
Bassett 3 PC. BEDROOM SUITE, tri512500
accent. Reg.'219" ea.
ple dresser, chest, bed, Reg. '799"
$49500 HEAVY ROCKER, 2 inch seat, slatted
KROEHLER SOFA — loose, cushion. back. Reg.'179'
S29700
Reg.'549"
..
Glass top DINETTE SUITE, vintl or
Howard 2 Pc, All Wood LIVING fabric chairs. Reg. 5399"
$238°°
ROOM SUITE, 8" arms sofa & chair, Bassett 8 PC.
DINING ROOM SUITE,
Reg.'899"
,$584" a real bargain at '1,500"
Early American LOVE SEAfS. CornNow $98500
$88°° 8 PC.
pare at '160"
DINING ROOM SUITE. Table
Broyhill 3 PC. LIVING ROOM SUITE, with leaf, 6 chairs & china. Reg.
$398co o
Sofa, 2 chairs (all wood). Reg.'899" $79900
$69700 New shipment of
MIRRORS and
Pennsylvania House BLUE VELVET PICTURES
25% off
SOFA, Reg.'799"
$325" Broyhill 3 PC. BEDROOM SUITE. Only
Jamison SLEEPERS, twin size, Reg. 1 to sell. Reg.'599"
$488°°
99300
'269
"
Pulaski STEREO CABINET. Beautiful
2 Pc, polished cotton LIVING ROOM finish. Reg.
95900
'259"
SUITE, Reg.'499"
$225°°
1 /2 Price
TUXEDO SOFA and OTTOMAN. KING SIZE BEDS
,19900
$9800 QUEEN & REG. BED
1 /3 Price
Tweed covers, Reg.

Market 414 Arifiture
411 Market St.
Paris. Tenn.
Terry and Geraldine Sykes, Managers
Master Char e & VISA
642-6996
Free Delive

.
Save2 4agai30

mg slO 99

SWP, Our Longest
Lasting Gloss Oil Base
House Paint

Brig/en

He said James had told him
he was afraid _someone might
be plotting to harm his family.

The second count said
James, who pleaded guilty to
a federal gambling charge in
1973, "did command, induce
and procure" Higgins to
obstruct justice. The third
charged both Higgins and
James with conspiring to
obstruct justice.
"I feel now as I did then,
that I did the right thing. I'm
sorry the federal grand jury
felt differently," said Higgins,
who is expected back Friday.
"If I had it to do over I would
do the same thing."
After the indictment was
returned, Mayor William
Stansbury said in a news conference that he was relieving
Higgins of his position as
chief.
The mayor said Higgins,
who will revert to his permanent rank of captain, would
perform administrative duties
within the police department.
Stansbury said Higgins orequested the suspension.
Stansbury said that Deputy
Chief William Leslie will
assume Higgins' duties as
chief. James had been indicted by
the same grand jury in
December on charges of
operating. an illegal-gambling
business.
Higgins said that on his
return, he would "hire an attorney and-fight the thing."
James' lawyer, Frank Haddad Jr., predicted that his
client and Higgins would be
cleared.
"I feel that the grand jury
has been manipulated by the
FBI ... I think a full trial of
these matters will exonerate
both Luther James and Chief
Higgins," Haddad said.
Summonses were issued for
Higgins and James to appear
at a March 12 arraignment
before U.S. District Judge Edward Johnstone.
Conviction of obstructing
justice could mean up to five
years in prison and a $5,000
fine, and conviction of con-

Only At

Now $
Only

Good Thru
March 28, 1981

Higgins has acknowledged
that he directed police intelligence officers to find out
who was following James in
April.

"I'm saddened and sickened
by the whole thing."
was ,,indicted
Higgins
Wednesday for allegedly informing Luther James that he
was under watch -by the
bureau. He was charged in one
count of the three-count indictment with obstructing justice
by revealing to James on April
29, 1980, that the FBI was watching James.

Tough One"Exterior
Flat Latex House Paint

grar,

I

A minimum-security prison
at the site would have entailed
$1 million in renovation, with
another $615,000 for operating
and other expenses, he said.
A future, medium-security
prison would have required
construction from scratch,
Bland said.
The Bureau of Corrections
had $19 million for prison construction in its budget, but
that money was earmarked
for a medium-security prison
3nd psychiatric hospital at
LaGrange,Bland said.
Money from the governor's
discretionary fund was needed
for the Hidden Valley purchase, he said.
Work at Hidden Valley was
halted after a fire killed an inmate worker and destroysA,
part of a 64-unit motel aS
was being renovated. A tornado later destroyed the remainder of the motel.
Bland said expenses
mounted on the Hidden Valley
project, including
a
surveyor's bill for more than
$20,000 and a $10,000 settlement the state was forced to
pay for furnishings on the property.
The settlement "came as
surprice to me because I
thought we had bought
everything," he said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP, —
Police Chief Jon Higgins said
he will leave the police force
after being indicted by a
federal grand jury for allegedly Upping At a convicted
FBI
gambler of an
surveillance.
thg,gins, reached at police
convention in San Diego, said
he doesn't want to have
anything more to do with law
enforcement after ai years on
the force.

Style Perfect Interior
Latex Paint

•Flat Wall
Paint

Formby
Furniture
Refinisher

Now Only

320,.Sire

99

Reg •10 999,
7:4 $769 q

a gal.

Formby
Tung Oil
High or Low Gloss
S Of. Sire
a, S3 59 1 2o

gz,,•25,

2P4

Stains!

•Satin
Enamel

END OF WINTER SPECIAL

off reg. price

All Intenor

reg.$13.99

With Our

Wood
Finishing
Values!

Reg $5 49 qt

Now OnIV Ora

Now Onlv
CARPET or RIK
CLEANING
INCLUDING LARGE
COMMERCIAL JOGS
killeheises $20.00 Ticket

OFF

,
.,
109
9

0

Varnish Brushes
Sires I: I
No 1043.
043. Reg. 92.49-47.99
Noe Oniv

rr

purchase ',rue fluu he refunded

'174-6559eace

Sale ends March 14

BOONE'S CLEANERS

Southside Shopping Center
So. 12th St.
753-3321

"The Cloanor Interested In Tor"
60s Ron St. Norm Ky.

RI r

sa 99

Satisfaction
Guaranteed
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(Wal! to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
* FREE ESTIMATES *
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MTSU Favored To Stop MSU's Attempt To Repeat In OVC Indoor
Murray State track coach
Bill Cornell hopes his team
a ill accomplish w hat no other
oluo Valley Conference Want
has done-repeat as OVC indoor track cliamplai IS.
COtflell feels that Middle
Tennessee and Western Kentucky sill be the Racers' big-

gest obstacle in their bid to
repeat as champions in the
event to be held Friday and
Saturday Feb. 27-281 at Middle Tennessee's Murphy
Center in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
•'Middle Tennessee has to be
about a 30-point favorite,"
said Cornell, who was honored

as OVC Indoor Track Coach of
the Year in 1900 "Western
Kentucky and ourselves seem
to be an the runnmg for a second place finish.''
Murray State won the meet
last year with a total of 13Th
points as the Racers took first

place in eight of the 17 events.
Western Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee were a distant second and third with 109', and
104 points, respectively.
Middle Tennessee's major
strengths lie in the field and
sprinting events this season
while Murray State and

We'ternKentucky excel in the
nil e and long distance
events.
..Western will be really
tough to beat in the distance
events." said Cornell. -Larry
Cuztort, Dave Murphy and
Ron Becht are running the

best I've seen them run
Five finali in the 17-event
meet will be completed on the
first day of competition and
Cornell is aware of the
number of points the Racers
would like to have at that
time

Forde Favored In OVC's Indoor
400 After Qualifying For NCAA
His name is Elvis and his
theme song could be -Don't
Step On My Blue Suede
Track Shoes."
Elvis Forde, a sophomore
sprinter from St. Andrews.
Barbados, hasn't had to worry
much about others stepping on
his shoes this year as he has
been running well ahead of his
competitors.
Forde is the only Murray
State runner to have already
qualified for the NCAA Indoor
Track Championships to be
held March 14-15 in Detroit,
Mich. He sprinted to a first
place finish and a 48.00 clocking in the 400-meter dash on
Feb. 6 at the Indiana Invitational.

Et A IS FORM

outstanding athlete and in- Olympic boycott.
Forde is the favorite in the
dividual, and Elvis possesses
400-meter dash in the Ohio
those same qualities."
What has Forde done to br- Valley Conference Indoor
ing himself to the level he is Track Championships held
this Friday and Saturday
now?
"I've had to condition my 1 Feb. 27-281 in Murfreesboro,
mind to what I wanted td do. Tenn.
Although he has posted the
and then do it," said Forde.
"Nothing comes easy. It takes best time in the conference in
a lot of hard work. There's a the 400 meters this season, he
lot of encouragement when I is shy to admit to being the
look at my schedule and see a favorite.
"I've never really felt
gradual improvement in my
favored in any race," said
time."
Forde is currently ranked Forde,"because on any given
second as a sprinter in his day, anyone could rise to the
home country of Barbados. He occasion and win. I'll just
did not compete in the 1980 have to give it my best shot."
Forde feels the Racers have
Olympics because his countrl.
joined the United States in its a good chance of repeating as
OVC champions this season.
• "We all know that Middle
Tennessee and Western Kentucky are the teams to beat,"
said Forde, "Since they'll be
Tracy
joined
Purcell
ch,
laying back for some points
giving their best to try and win
and moving into the net for Delatte to'throw a scare into the meet, we'll just have to
team
seeded
others, to reach the match the number one
give at least 110 percent
of John McEnroe and Peter ourselves in order to win.
with Mayer.
Fleming before losing, 4-6,
"We've got a good allIn his opening doubles mataround team, both indoor and
•
outdoor," said Forde, "and
I'm looking forward to being a
member of a championship
team n this year.

"I just barely missed qualifying for the NCAA Championships last year." said Forde,
captain of the Murray State
sprinters. "I knew what I had
to do so I got it done early — in
the second meet of the year.':
"He's trained harder than
ever this year," said track
coach Bill Cornell. "He know's
what's expected from him
He's been progressing at just
the right rate and should be at
his peak by the time ef the
next Olympics.
"I tell our alumni that Elvis
is destined to be another MSU
Tommy'
• Hall of Earner
Turner, both on and off the
Cornell.
track,- added
Turner was both and

Purcell Wins In Singles, Scares No. 1 Doubles Team
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Mel
Porcsll defeated Christopher
Roger-Vasselin of France, 6-4.
6-2. yesterday to advance to
his next match against
sevond-.ccded Gene Mayer to-

day in the U.S. National Indoor Tennis Championships.
Every game in Purcell's win
over Vasselin was close, according to tournament director Tommy Buford.

Buford said that Purcell a as
forced to attack Vasselin more
than he would normally like
due to Vasselin's not making
many mistakes.
Purcell mixed up his attack,

Cats Do Not Have To Worry About Overlooking LSU
STARKVILLE, Miss. i API
Kentucky's ninth-ranked
Wildcats don't. have to worry
about looking past their next
-opponent.
The next Kentucky foe, the
Last of the regular season, is
Louisiana
second-ranked
State — Southeastern Conference -champion, holder of
the nation's longest winning
streak at 26 games, and an 8167 • a inner over Kentucky last
month. The.clubs collide Sunday in Lexington. with a national television audience
lookuL., on.
Kentucky has been less than
imposing recently, squeaking
past Florida and Vanderbilt
lief ore nipping Mississippi

State 78-74 on Wednesday.
Kentucky guard Dirk Minniefield admits that he and his
mates probably were looking
ahead to L'SU instead of taking
Mississippi State seriously.
"I'd like to say we weren't
looking ahead to playing ISU
Sunday," said Minniefield,
whose 20 points helped Kentucky improve to 21-4 overall.
"But we're only human.
-We weren't motivated like
would
normally
we
be...Hopefully. we'll have
ourselves back together and
be ready to play Sunday."
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
said he hoped his team's
lackluster play could be blamed on the ISU rematch.

Diggs Sleep World is moving to
215 Poplar (the old Diggs Furniture
location) we need more room. Prices
are slashed on floor sample and
discontinued styles waterbeds, comforters, sheets, accessories.
•14 Floor Sample California King
Waterbeds. Reduced to Clear. Save
up to $250 a bed.
•Queen size Island Stereo Beds.
Uph. in Velvet. Built-in Stereo &
Lights. Reg. $800. Sale $399.50,
Save 50°.
•1 only Queen size Rattan Canopy
Bed, Disc. Priced to Clear.
Reg. $1,550, Sale $695.00, Save $855
•1 Group -India-Ink" Decorator
Waterbed Spreads. Priced to move
on sight! Save up to 500.
•1 Group Hyoro Waterbed Sheet
Sets. King & Queen, Reg. $55,
Sale $39.88
•1 Group Rattan & Bun i Cane King &
Queen Headboards, Reduced to
Clear.
•2 King Koil Hybrid King Size Water
Mattress & Foundation & H.D.
Frame. Reg. $650 set, Sale $359
Prices good until floor samples are sold or or
moving time on March I st Delivery and set
avodoble
DIGGS SLEEP WORLD — YOUR EXCLUSIVE
WATERBED STORE FOR THIS AREA

SNUGGLE UP IN A WARM
COMFORT ABLE WATERBED IT S
THE NATURAL WAY TO GOOD
SLEEP AND FUN TOO I
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The Wildcats managed to push
the lead out to 64-58 on a threepoint play by Minniefield with
6:08 to go and then used 14-of16 free throw shooting down
Kentucky bolted to leads of the stretch to hold off the
16-5 and 27-17 but was unable Bulldogs. .
Jeff Malone had 22 points
to blow the game open. Kentucky' led only 40-36 at the half lead Mississippi State, %hi •
and was tied at 48 eight Sam Bowie pitched in IF •:
minutes into the second half. Kentucky.
"We got ahead by shooting
well, but not by playing well,''
Hall said. "That came back to
haunt us."

WATERBEDS •

the top shot put performer
from a year ago but teammate
Andy Vince and Western's
Luby Chambul are likely candidates to finish ahead of him
this year. Chambul has a 59-11
throw to his credit, over four
feet better than Vince's 55-5',
and Simmons' 53-7'2 tosses in
1981.
Ernie PaUerson won the
high junm in 1980 with a 7-0
leap and has managed a best
jump of 6-10 this year.
Eastern's Ken Glover has
already recorded a jump of 7-4
this season, making him the
favorite in the high jump.
Eddie Wedderburn and
Richard Charleston finished
first and second, respectively,
in the two-mile run last
season. Both athletes return
for the Racers but Wedderburn will not compete in the
two-mile in this year's meet.
Racer performers also won
the 80Q-meters, 1000-meters,
1500-meters, two-mile relay
and distance medley relay but
the top finishers in those
events do not return.
"We've been progressing at
a good rate this season," said
Cornell. "We've had a couple
of nagging injuries to bother
us and a few of the runners
with the flu, but we're pretty
well at full strength now."
Jerry Odlin is recovering
from a throat infection and
Barry Attwell has a foot injury. Odlin was honored as
OVC Indoor Trackman of the
Year in 1979 and set the conference record for the threemile run that year with a
13:26.6 clocking.
"I've told our team that
we're capable of winning the
championship again this
year," said Cornell, "and our
kids know they could do it if
everything goes our way."

"If everything clicks just
right and we do the best we
could do. we could total 46
points by the end of Friday,"
said Cornell, "and finish with
nearly 140 points by the end of
the meet.
"We've got a well-rounded
field and we should score in
every event except the
hurdles, where we're the
weakest."
Cornell does have three men
entered in the hurdles but
several other runners in the
conference have posted better
times this season than those of
the Murray.State entrants.
Elvis Forde. who Cornell
feels will reach his peak by the
time of the next Olympics, is
favored in the 400-meter dash.
Forde is the only Murray State
runner to have already
qualified for the NCAA Championships held later in the
year, as he posted a 400-meter
time of 48.00 in the Racers' second meet of the season.
David Warren, returning to
the Murray State squad after
sitting out last season to compete with the British team in
the 1980 Olympics, is a strong
contender to win the 1000meter run.
Warren holds the OVC
record in the 1000-meter run
along with Kevin Kelly of
Morehead State. recording a
2:10.8 clocking in 1977. Warren
was also a member of Murray
State's ()VC record two-mile
relay team of 1978 and will
compete in that event again
this year.
"Our distance medley relay
team of Warren. Forde, Gary
Richard
Ribbons and
Charleston should win," said
Cornell, "But Western Kentucky could be tough to beat."
Stan Simmons returns as
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Cards Wait Until Second
To Blaze Past St. Louis
better in the second half. If
By PAUL 1.eBA Et
you play defense, then you're
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS AP — Func- also going to have some fast
tioning at less than top speed, breaks," the coach said.
Louisville's Cardinals might "That's the way our team
easily have been confused for plays best. If you're
only a run-of-the-mill college lackadaisical, you can't get it
done."
basketball team.
In keying the Cardinals'
Ah, but with full guns blazing, the resemblance vanish- burst, McCray contributed 8 of
ed. St. Louis University learn- his 18 game points and Smith 7
ed that Wednesday night, and of his 23.
Simultaneously, the host
Louisville Coach Denny Crum
afterward breathed easier Billikens lost two starters —
following a 97-85 victory, the Willie Becton and Monte Poole
— on fouls. "It's hard for us to
Cardinals' 12th in a row.
Crum, whose team earlier stay in tht-re when they're
this week climaxed a long
climb by gaining the No. 20
perch in national rankings.
watched Louisville sputter to
a 47-44 lead at halftime.
A subsequent lockerroom
scolding lasted only 7 minutes.
But whatever was said proved
effective. It triggered an 18-2
Tickets for the Ohio Valley
Cardinals 'rampage which Coaference tournament, to be
opened a 72-56 command.
played in Bowling Green, will
Asked the thrust of his be returned to Western *Kenbetween-periods mt..sage to , tucky University after 4 p.m.
his players. Crum responded tomorrow,February 27.
with a shrug and replied.
• What can you say?
Tickets remaining on sale in
"We knew what we had to Room 211 at Roy Stewart
do. It was just a question of Stadium include two chair
their being mentally right,"
the Louisville coach said.
'What can you tell them except that they're standing
around? You can't say a lot."
Apparently, however,
('rum's Cardinals felt adequately chastised, faltering
Tickets for the Murray'
but briefly in permitting St. Calloway County boys and
Louis to create the game's girls games on March 5 in the
15th deadlock at 54.
opening round of the District
Then Rodney McCray Tournament are on sale at
charged to the hoop and tipped both high schools.
in a teammate's missed shot.
Derek Smith soon duplicated
Each school has been allotthe under-the-rim maneuver, ted 400 chair seats, half of the
and McCray's slam dunk off a total, at $4 apiece The tickets
stolen pass preceded two more
rapid-fire baskets by Smith
which capped a 10-0 surge.
Crum said the game
breaking flurry had its origin
The Murray-Fulton City
in greater concentration on boys and girls basketball
defense, in turn aiding reboun- games, originally scheduled
ding as well.
for January 30. have been
"We got on the boards a lot reset for 'tonight at Murray

LU

Gaviscon

4
cn

Antacid
Heartburn Relief

gone,- St. Louis Coach Ron
Ekker said.
Louisville's Metro Conference victory, paced by hot'
shooting junior guard Jerry
Eaves' 24 points, boosted the
Cardinals' record for the year
to 18-8 in recovery Lcom a
start.
Ekker, for one, said he was
impressed."I think they're an
excellent team," the Billikens
coach said of the defending
NCAA champions, who shot 50
percent. "I really think
they're in the top 10 teams in
the nation."

OVC Tickets To Be
Returned Tomorrow
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"I hope we were looking
ahead to ISU, but I don't
know,"said Hall.
The coach called his team's
play "lackadaisical" and said
that "shooting is the only way
to explain- how Kentucky
managed to hand Mississippi
State its 17th loss in 25 games.
The cellar-dwelling Bulldogs
are 3-14 in the SEC.

I lal•

seats, 168 reserve seats and
138 general admission tickets.
Attempts are also being
made to arrange a charter bus
to the game. Seats will be open
to the first 47 who call 762-6800
for their reservations.
The roundtrip price of $10
does not include the cost of the
tickets.

District Tickets On
Sale At MHS, CCHS
will be on sale at the schools
until 12 p.m., March 5, the day
ofillte game.
Whichever team is defeated
and Taces Marshall County the
next night, March 6, will tie
given its half of those chair
seats, which can be purchased
until 12 p.m. the day of the
Marshall County game

MHS-Fulton City Tonight
High School
The girls game will begin at
630 p.m.. with the boys game
immediately following it.
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Wake Forest Upset Of Virginia Special To Johnson
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Wednesday's Gomm
Kenn 124, 41eseland 151
Washonglon 133. New York 105
Mass atikee liE. lus Aog.k
,
196
Hanlon 101, Indiana 103
Utah IV. Nro Jersey 106
Phdadelphia as San law] 95
Thursday's Games
Seattle at San Antoroo
10.2.,.' at Kansas (In

15'a
18'a
1114 a

Sports In Brief
Ry The Associated Press
BASEBALL
TAMPA. Fla Al',1
- Major League
baseball players, convinced that club
owners' demands for compensation
*cadet cui the tree agency system...
voted to strike May 29 unless the control erwil lbobtlat ran Ix' resole ed
The players as:social.. executive
board, comprised of representatives of
all
nwior league' clubs: voted
unanimously in fa,or of baseball's second regular ob•ab011 strike since 1972
during a three-hour meeting with Executive Ihrei tor Mars in Miller.
TENNIS
MEMPHIS. 'Tenn i AP.
•
Trey
Waltke moved to the the third round of
the U.S National Indoor Tennis Championships with a 34.6-2.6-3 triumph over
Jimmy Brown, a voldeard entry in the
$200,000 ent
Roscoe Tanner. Terry Moor and Mel
Purcell also advanced Wednesday.
In other Matches. Roscoe Tanner. the
No 5 seed beat Tony Giainmalv a 6-2, 57 7-5. 14th-seeded Mel Purcell beat
Roger-Vasselin .11 France 6-4, 6-2, and
Terry MOOr beat Ricardo Ai una of Chile
Also. fourth-sreded Brian Teacher
defeated Peter Renner( 6-4,5.6, 6-1: and
Gene Mayer,the No 2 seed. won 42,6-3
over Marty Riessen: se,enth-seeded
Eliot Tellscher defeated Ferdi Tay gait 64. 6-3: No 12-seed TOIllas Simd of
Czechoslovakia dileated Hank Pfister 63. 6-1. 15th-seeded Peter Fleming edged
Jim Delaney 1-6, 6-4, 6-2. and Fritz
fluchning beat Bruce Manson 6-4, 6-4

HALF-PRICE
TIRE SALE
Aramid-belted
Radial Tires
Cut 50%

$3395

so,$07

plum 01 45 Federal Excise Tax
OTHER SIZES ON SALE
TO FTT MOST CARS

SAVE $34 to $64 EACH
$136 to $256 OFF
POUR Aramid-belted for
strength and flexibility.
Polyester radial plies

DIEHARD
12-v. Battery
Cut $10
i4
A i9.99

49"

with trade-in battery
Constructed to deliver fast
starts, long life
TIRE, BATTERY
INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE,
WHEEL BALANCE
• Shipping, installation extra
• Ask about Sears credit plans
• Prices are catalog prices •
Now on wile in our • -1 catalog
supplement •
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Transactions
By The .Associated Press
BASF:FIALL
American League
NEW YORK V.1, NKF:ES - Signed Andy Melia(figan. pitcher, to a one-year
contract
HOCKEY
National Hockey temps'
COLORADO ROCKIES - Purchased
Phil My:re, goaltender, from the
Philadelphia Flyers for an undisclosed
amount of cash
MONT/IF:AI. CANAD1ENS - Announced the league has suspended Chns
!villain. right wing, Mr two games as a
result of an incident in a game on Feb.
14.
COLLEGE
NEBRASKA - Signed Moe lba, head
basketball coach, to a three-year con-

tract.
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Spurts Writer
Frank Johnson Wanted
something special to
remember for his last home
ganie.
He got it.
"You never want to lose
your last ballgame at home,said the Wake Forest basketball star after helping the 12thranked Demon Deacons upset
thirdranked Virginia 73-66 in
overtime Wednesday night.
"It was just a tremendous
team effort."
The home folks at WinstonSalem, N.C. watched the
senior guard key the victory
with six points in the overtime
period and score 22 points
overall for the Demon
Deacons. His efforts helped
Wake Forest battle back from
a 14-point deficit late in the
first half.
"This is a great basketball
team, and it's about time we
got the credit we deserve,"
said Wake Forest Coach Carl
Tacy.
For a while, though, the
Demon Deacons didn't live up
to Tacy's superlatives.
"We played the worst half, I
guess, of any we've played all
year,- saud Tacy, talking
about a 34-20 deficit that Wake
Forest trimmed to 34-24 at intermmson. -You just aren't
going to beat anyone shooting

'By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Bob Lamer is one of those
players who can be valuable
even when he doesn't score a

lot of points, but that doesn't
mean he can't put the ball
through the hoop when the occasion arises.
"You touch the ball a few

Porter's Case One Of Many
need is to go out and get
smashed. That's what you do
when you're going bad.'
"So we went to a little place
in Clinton and started stacking
empty beer bottles on the
table. It was great. For the
first time all summer I felt
happy. I loved it. I wanted to
go back and do it again the
next night. And I cud."
He was easing the pressure
and having fun. That's a hard
duo to beat, particularly for a
young, insecure athlete who is
flirting with failure after a
love affair with success.
-Tfrar-Vnter the Brewers
sent Porter to play in Tempe,
Ariz. Before long he
discovered marijuana, then
Quaaludes.
"It was the greatest, most
relaxing experience I'd ever
known. I knew right away I
had found my drug." Porter
said.
Last year, Porter and fellow
baseball players Bob Welch
and Dock Ellis admitted their
alcoholism and spent time in
The Meadows, arehabilitation
center in Wickenburg, Ariz.
Like the bottles of beer on
the table in Clinton, there's a
lot stacked against the athlete
who wants to resist alcohol
and drugs,
Strarfgers, associates, even
team owners, send drinks to
his table. If he wants to be one
of the boys, how can he not get
plastered with his teammates?
An athlete faces long hours
of travel, separation from
friends and family. One refuge
is the playing field. But he
finds beer being consumed all
around him. And if those same
hopped-up fans boo him for
striking out or dropping a
pass, well, at least he can go

ado"fleaekTRS
COMPUTERS
I St in Features,Performance,Price!
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER
Spectacular Color Graphics
and Exciting Sound
Plug-In Program Paks for
Entertainment, Personal Use
Write Your Own Programs And
Save Them on Cassettes
Easy for Beginners to Use,
Expandable for Experts
Use your own color TV and cassette recorder

Of

buy ours.

RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000.
AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES, COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS.
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

back to his room and get
smashed ,..or stoned.
If his team makes it to the
championship and wins the
whole thing, the champagne
will flow to make it all official.
It's impossible to get a
scientific reading on how
widespread alcohol and drug
abuse is in the sports world.
Athletes don't fill out questionnaires on the subject. The
leagues are concerned, but
they say the problems are not
epidemic.
"We don't know what the
percentage of qsage is," said
Dr. Torrey Brown of Johns
Hopkins University, who
monitors for the National
Basketball Association the
clubs' procedures for
prescribing drugs. "But it's
clear some do. One died with it
in his system."
Terry Furlow of the Utah
Jazz was killed in a car crash
in 1980. The Cuyahoga (Ohio)
county coroner reported that
traces of valium and cocaine
were found in his blood.
Pitcher Ferguson Jenkins of
the Texas Rangers was
recently found guilty of cocaine possession, as was pro
hockey player Don Murdoch.
Recently,
Tom
"Hollywood" Henderson,
formerly of the Dallas
Cowboys, checked himself into a rehabilitation center, saying he had a cocaine habit that
was costing him $1,000 a day
and dragging -the Cowboys
during the 1979 season and
played briefly in 1980 with San
Francisco and Houston, only
to be cut loose again by the
Oilers.
Of course, not all athletes
who use drugs and alcohol
abuse them, but clearly some
turn to the substances as solutions to job tensions.
"People think athletes are
robots without feelings, but we
cry, we laugh, we have problems like everybody else,"
said placekicker Chester Marcol, an admitted alcoholic.
"We are very emotional people, also. There are lots of
pressures. Many athletes use
alcohol to relieve the
pressures."
Marcol resorted to the bottle
when the Green Bay Packers
cut him last October. "I said,
'Why me?' I was resentful. I
was really going to go out and
hang one on, and I did." He
just didn't stop."I drank for 11
days, seven or eight of them
real heavy.Last week, Marcol was arrested in Shawano, Wis., on a
charge of disorderly conduct.
Police said they believed he
was intoxicated and that he
had been involved in a disturbance at an apartment complex. Marcol has pleaded Innocent and asked for a jury
trial.
Tomorrow: Help For The
Troubled Hero

more times and you'll score
more. It's that simple," said
Lanier, who matched his high
for the season with 29 points
Wednesday night to lead the
Milwaukee Bucks to a 126-108
National Basketball Association victory over the Los
Angeles Lakers. The veteran 'center also
grabbed 11 rebounds, collected six assists, had four
steals and blocked two shots.
"We followed our game plan
perfectly and didn't have to
change it,- Bucks Coach Don
Nelson said. "We're tough to
match up for the Lakers. Dobber ll50nierl can hit from outside, which they have to
respect, and we've got a lot of
guys who can establish an inside game."
-Coach Nelson said to go inside, and my teammates got
me the ball," Lanier added.
"We wanted our centers to
take off and try to get them in
mismatch situations."
In other NBA games, Boston
swamped Cleveland 124-103,
Washington blasted New York

120-105, Houston edged Indiana 101-100, Utah clipped
New Jersey 132-106 and
Philadelphia defeated San
Diego 107-95.
Lakers' center Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar
duplicated
Lanier's scoring output of 29
points, although he was
double-teamed by the Bucks.
The defensive effort on
Abdul-Jabhar resulted in
three early steals that helped
Milwaukee take an 18-6 lead,
and the Bucks led by at least
10 points from then on.
However, the Lakers pulled to
within 64-58 at halftime as
Abdul-Jabbar scored six
points and Jim Chones four
while Lanier rested on the
bench for three minutes.
Sidney Moncrief scored 21
points for the Bucks and Norm
Nixon had 23 Los Angeles.
Celtics 124, Cavaliers 103
Boston won its 23rd game in
a row at home as Larry Bird
scored 30 points and center
Robert Parish added 24.
The Celtics led 60-57 before
outscoring Cleveland 24-7 in

the last 2:07 of the first half
and the opening minutes of the
third quarter for an 84-64 advantage. Parish scored rune of
his 11 points in the third
quarter during the spurt.
Mike Mitchell led the
Cavaliers with 27 points.
76ers 107, Clippers 95
Julius Erving scored seven
of his game-high 39 'points in
the final two minutes of the
first half to help Philadelphia
break open a- close game
against San Diego, which had
its first sellout of the season.
Erving's 22 first-half points

gave the 76ers a 54-47 halftime
advantage, and they led the
rest of the way. The Clippers.
who got M points from both
Swen Nater and Freeman
Williams, saw their five-game
winning streak snapped.
Jazz 132, Nets 106
Utah's prolific 1-2 scoring
punch of Adrian Dantley and
Darrell Griffith paced the
Jazz to its easy victory over
New Jersey.
Dantley scored 40 points, including 17 in the first quarter
when the Jazz took a 39-28
lead, and Griffith added 25.

CORRECTION
In Wednesday's paper of the Murray
Ledger & Times Blackford House
Gallery's ad had a sale date that was
incorrect. It should have read Sale Feb.
26-27-28.
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want t lose," said Martin
junior hit three foul shots in
"We the seniors.) wanted to the final 12 seconds to help the
leave with a victory."
Terps hold off a Wolfpack
Mississippi Coach Bob comeback.
Weltlich blamed foul proRodney McCray- and Derek
blems and late mistakes for Smith combined for 15 points
denying the Rebels an upset
during a runaway surge early
"We made a run for it, but in the second half to carry
made a couple of key mistakes Louisville past St. Lows. It
late," said Weltlich. "We was the 12th straight victory
missed a couple of plays."
for the Cardinals, the defenDirk Minnifield scored 20 ding NCAA champions.
points as Kentucky held off a
Elsewhere, Marty Head's 18
strong second-half challenge points led Syracuse over
by upset-minded Mississippi Boston College 90-86; Russell
State to beat the Bulldogs. The Todd pumped in 18 points to
Wildcats ha 14 of 16 free pace West Virginia over
throws during the final 2:41 to Morehead State 82-69; Mark
seal their 21st victory' against Jones sank four free throws in
four defeats.
the final 1.08 to help St.
James Worthy scored 12 Bona venture beat Niagara 73points and grabbed 12 re- 69; Darnell Valentine's 21
bounds as North Carolina, us- points paced Kansas overing reserves freely, walloped Nebraska 75-49; Mike Rhodes
Georgia Tech. The Tar Heels came off tne bench to score 22
led 36-22 at halftime and reel- points, leading Vanderbilt
ed off streaks of 12-0 and 7-0 in past Florida 73-64; Eric Smith
the first 11 minutes of the se- had 28 points as Georgetown
cond half to build a 59-30 lead.
defeated Providence 71-63:
"North Carolina is a very Howard McNeil scored 25
talented basketball team," points to lead Seton Hall over
said Georgia Tech Coach
dohn's 70-63; Larry Nance
Dwane Morrison. "They, hit t4 free throws with four
along with Virginia, have the seccs left in overtune to
best talent in the Atlantic lead Clemson over Duke 54-52;
Coast Conference."
Darrell Lockhart scored 16
Buck Williams scored 25 points to pace Auburn over
points and Maryland sank 13 Alabama 56-54 and Rolando
of 17 foul shots in the final
Blackman had 18 points to
minutes to beat North pace Kansas State over Iowa
Carolina State, The 6-foot-8 State 67-60.

Lanier Valuable Whether He Is Scoring Or Not

Alcohol Alleviated Pressure Of Game
EDITOR'S
NOTE
The
sports world is full of good
times and glamor. But there
are bad times, too. Part 4 of a
five-part series on stress
focuses on athletes who turn to
alcohol and drugs to alleviate
the pressures of their jobs.
- By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
When Darrell Porter was in
high schOOL. friends teased
him about his clean living. He
wouldn't drink with them, but
they' took him wherever they
went, he says, because it was
good to be around a star
athlete.
When the Milwaukee
Brewers made Porter their
No.1 draft choice in 1970, he
got his first glimpse of a major
league clubhouse. He was appalled. The players drank
beer and "there were at least
10 guys in uniform smoking
cigarettes," he said.
But somewhere along the
road to becomtm,i the
American League's All-Star
catcher in 1979, this straightarrow kid took a wroog turn.
Porter developed a $1,000-aweek drug habit. And when it
wasn't cocaine, pills or marijuana, it was alcohol.
In his first season in the
Milwaukee chain,the Brewers
sent Porter to their farm team
in Clinton, Iowa,"and for the
first time in my life, I was failing at something. I was 18
years old,'away from home for
the first time, and very', very
lonely and frightened.
"In my first game as a professional I hit a home run. I
thought.'Hey, this is gonna be
a piece of. cake.' But after
that, it kept going downhill.
Finally, one night,some of my
older tearnates, guys about 22
or 23, said to me, 'What you

out.
28 percent
After Jett Lamp tied the
Virginia
Terry
Holland was hopeful that his game on a jumper, Wake
team would keep as perfect Forest center Jim Johnstone
Atlantic Coast (uilferene sank two more free throws to
record intact The Cavaliers give Wake Forest the lead for
had lost to Notre Dame Sun- good at 67-65. Lamp led all
day after 28 straight victories scorers with 26 points, while
Sampson scored 14 for the
dating back to last season.
"We played a very fine first Cavaliers.
Terry Fair's dunk shot at
half," said Holland. "The first
ten minutes of the second half the buzzer gave Georgia a
we obviously didn't play very dramatic overtime decision
well. We let them get back into , over Tennessee. Fair's shot
the game, let them get started came after Eric Marbury had
and then they played very well failed on a one-and-one free
throw opportunity with seven
down the stretch."
Another highly-ranked team seconds remaining for Tenwas upset Wednesday night nessee.
Regarding his winning
when No. 10 Tennessee went
down to Georgia 76-75 in over- basket, Fair said, "I was wide
open and looked for him
time.
Dominique Wilkins
.
I to throw
Elsewhere,. second-ranked
Louisiana' State stopped It inside. I knew I had time left
Mississippi 74-67; ninth- to put it in."
Wilkins wound up with 24
ranked Kentucky turned back
Mississippi State 78-74; No, 11 points, while Fair finished
North Carolina routed with 18.
Ethan Martin scored 21
Georgia Tech 76-51; 17thranked Maryland beat North points and Rudy Macklin
Carolina State 76-72 and No. 20 sparked a late breakaway as
Louisville whipped se. Louis ISU beat Mississippi and extended its nation-leading winUniversity 97-85.
Four of Johnson's points ning streak to 26 games.
Before a record crowd of
came in the last 15 seconds of
overtime. Johnson gave the 15,694 at home, ISU Improved
Deacons a 65-63 lead with 1:37 its Southeastern Conference
left in the extra period by' sink- mark to 17-0 and boosted its
ing two free throws. The free overall mark to 27-1, setting a
throws came after Cavalier school record for victories.
"This was one we didn't
center Ralph Sampson fouled

• ••
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Cross Sweeps Top Awards
At Grammy Awards Night

r.

BOOK GIN,IN TO LIBRARY — The Calloway County Title I District Advisory Council
presented the book The Story of Calloway County" by Dorothy and Kerby Jennings in
memory of David Roberts, to the North Calloway County Library. Making the presentation is Joy Waldrop, chairman of Title I District Advisory Council. Also pictured are J.
W. Jones librarian; Mary Lou Gibbs, representative from North Calloway Title I Council; and Jeannie Harrison, Title I reading teacher. Donna Roberts, the mother of David
Roberts, is a member of the District Council.
Photo by Renee Miler

By MARY CAMPBELL
Associated Press writer
NEW YORK APi Singersongwriter Christopher Cross,
whose pop-rock music won
four of the most important
Grafton). Awards his first
time out, says sweeping the
top awards was -definitely a
dream come true."
Cross
debut album,
"Christopher Cross," was
named best album of the year
Wednesday night at Radio City Music Hall. And the big hit
from the album, "Sailing,"
was named record of the year
and song of the year — and
since Cross wrote the song as
welt as sang it, both awards
went to him.
In addition, Cross was named best new artist.
As he made his third of four
trips to the stage,to accept the
award for best album, the
chubby 29-year-old who leads
a six-man pop-rock band also
called Christopher Cross.
said, "I should say this is get-
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my for the best pup vocal performance by a duo or group,
for ''Guilty
In country music, the winners were George Jones,
Willie Nelson, Anne Murray,
and Emmylou Harris and Roy
Orbtson.
In rock music, the Grammy
for best female rock vocal performance went to Pat
Benatar. for her album
"Crimes of Passion." Billy
Joel won the best rock male
Last May, in an interview vocal performance award for
with the Associated Press, •'Glass Houses." Phil
Cross said he knew he was too Baritone, who produced that
plump to be a sex symbol and album and Joel's two previous
he'd have to make his way on ones, was named producer of
his music.
the year.
Bob Seger and the Silver
Kenny Loggins won the
Crammy for best pop male Bullet Band, who paid their
vocal performance, the one dues around Detroit for years
category in which Cross was before gaining national
nominated but didn't win. Log- recognition, won their first
gins raised his Grammy when Grammy, for best rock group
he accepted it for "This Is It" performance. The Police, two
from his album "Alive," and Englishman and an American
said,"This one's for my Dad." who work in England, were
awarded the Grammy for best
Bette Midler won the Gram- rock instrumental performy for the best pop female mance.
vocal performance, for "The
Special Trustees Awards
Rose." title song of her movie.
were given to composer Aaron
Barbra Streisand and Barry Copland. 80, and jazz
Gibb were awarded the Gram- bandleader Count Baste, 76.
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ting old but I can't. It's
wonderful
In the 23 years the National
Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences has been bestowing its gramophone-shaped
statuettes, such artists as
Frank Sinatra and Stevie
Wonder have won more Grammys in one year. But it's unprecedented for an artist to
sweep the three top Granunys
in his debut y ear.

MARK TWAIN — It's either Mark Twain or Robert Valentine, the West Kentucky actor who has portrayed Twain
for nearly 10 years. Valentine will present "Mark Twain: A
Reminiscence" during a dinner theatre at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park on Saturday, Feb. 28. An added
highlight is the chopped buffalo steak feature on the
menu. Information and reservations are available by
calling the park office at 362-4271. Dinner is served at 7
p.m. and the performance begins at 8 p.m.

Lecture Set On Nuclear Awareness
A crusader against nuclear
energy,Sam Lovejoy.-will lecture on "nuclear awareness"
at Murray- State University. 8
p.m.. Thursday . Feb. 26, in the

University Center Ballroom.
Lovejoy became active in
the anti-nuclear movement in
1973 when two nuclear reactors were planned to be built

North Calloway Elementary in cooperation with the
Kentucky Department of Education participated in the I
LOVE TO READ DAY. Activities included Oral Langual4e,
Oral Reading, Silent Reading, Writing Drama, and
dressing up as Storybook Characters. Storybook characters were from left, standing — Tammy Parker, Melanie
Emerson, Tina Hudson, Mrs. Brown, Scottie Rice, Lisa
Cleaver, Valerie Jones, (Seated) - lone Crouse, Rhoda
Photo b. Renee Millet
lones and Billy Fortner.

CASH for COINS
-Silver Et Gold Coins
Coins For Collectors
Mint Sets, Etc.

Loans Made On Pawn Items
Hours 9-5 Mon.-Sat.

CHARLIE'S COIN and
PAWN SHOP
219W. Washington, Paris, Tenn.,642-9241

on his farm in Montague,
Massachusetts.
Convinced he must stop the
construction of the reactors,
he toppled a 500-foot
meteorological testing tower
near the reactor site. Turning
himself in to authorities, he
presented them with a fourpage statement on the dangers
of nuclear energy.
Lovejoy has since been

traveling across the United
States telling people about
nuclear energy and how it can
affect them.
Reservations should be made by March 9 for the fourth
Lovejoy is said to be a F
nnual Distinguished Lecture in Business Administration
humerous
dynamic and
at Murray State University on March 19. They may be
speaker, who is committed to
,
made by calling 762-6196. A line was omitted in the story
making the public realize
that was published on 15-A of the Feb. 25th issue of the
dangers he believes are inMurray Ledger &Times.
volved in nuclear energy.
The lecture is free and open
to the public.
In the engagement announcement for Reita Marie Ladd
to Charles Edsyn Robinson in-the Tuesday issue a line was
omitted. It was that Miss Ladd is currently employed by
the Calloway County Board of Education.

A Bible study of the book of
Philippians will be conducted
on Saturday and Sunday at the
First Baptist Church with Dr.
Clyde T. Francisco, John R.
Sainpey Senior Professor of
Old Testament Interpretation,
Southern Seminary-, as the
teacher.
Sessions will be held on
Saturday from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. at the chapel, and on Sunday at 9:30 a.m, in the church
auditorium, and at 6 p.m. in
the chi:xi.
Classes for all age groups
will be held as follows:
Nursery groups in Nursery
Department; 4 and 5 year olds
in kindergarten room: Grades
1, 2. and 3 in Grade 1 and 2
Department; Grades 4, 5, and

6 in. Grade 5 and 6 Department; Grades 7 to 12 in Grade
11 and 12 Department.
Dr. Francisco will also
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 7
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p.m. services on Sunday.
March 1, according to the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker.
Born in Virginia, Dr. Francisco and his wife. Nancy, are .
the parents of two children,
Don and Carol I,ee. He has
pastored churches in Virginia
and Kentucky and has been
the visiting professor in
numerous colleges and
seminaries in the United
States as well as abroad. He
has had several writings
published.

mc

Gospel Singing Will
Be Held Sunday At
Oak Grove Church
A gospel singing featuring
The Barnett Family of Stanton, Tenn., will be held Sunday, March 1, at 2 p.m. at the
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
The public is invited to attend, according to Roy Dunn,
music director.
The new supply pastor for
the church is the Rev. Jim
Fulton with worship services
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Mrs. Roy
Dunn is pianist and Mrs. John
B. Cavitt is organist.
Sunday School will be held
at 10 a.m. on Sunday.
_
TENDERIZER
A good meat tenderizer can
be made in the home by combining half a cup of vinegar
with one cup of beef broth.
See or Coll

Ed West
At Porker Ford
New or Used
Cot's or Trucks
"Yowl!Ile
Dellars Aimed
If Yew
Deo/ With Id"
Offic• 753-5173
Mums 753-30114

DOWP
1 So,
eg
2 Ne
3 Co
4 Pre

Grand Prize- $25,000 in Cash
Second Prizes-Puch Mopeds
Third Prizes- Sharp' Carousel Microwave Ovens
Fourth Prizes- Yashica' Autofocus Cameras
Fifth Prizes- Sony' Digital Clock Radios
Sixth Prizes- $100 Merchandise Gift Certificates

WWI

IF TN,
6IRL
6AV

No purchase required here s all you do

Registration Form
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43 He
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Celebrating our 25th Anniversary

Dr.Clyde Francisco

0.5

ALL DAY
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

Corrections & Amplifications

Francisco To Conduct
Two-Day Bible Study At
First Baptist Church
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SAVE $4.11
B. Women's NOW

1288

SAVE $4.11
A. Men's NOW

$1488
C
AL

350

SAVE $4.11
C. Men's NOW

1288
HON
THE
we
TOC
1-40
MC

Prices good

through the weekend.

Women's Anklets

A. Coasters' casuals with a sporty look. In almond.
IL Casual comfort at an affordable pace. In tan.
C Soft, sueded uppers top rubber outsoles. In navy
Assorted styles and colors.
with beige,
Res. 51.19 pr.

masie, tta

America9s#1 Self.Service Shoe Store.

Payless ShoeSource
Murray
Central Shopping Center
Open 9 A.M.-9 P.M. Daily, 12-6 P.M.Sun.

Some Snoo Coq
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rnpv
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Danville Hires
City Manager,
Police Chief

lenlain
1: A
am
Jed
the
by
at 7

Your Individual
Horoscope

DANVILLE, Ky. 1API
The City Commission has
hired a new city manager and
appointed a permanent police
chief.
The commission, at its
meeting Tuesday, announced
that Edward Music, 33, Norris, Tenn., had tentatively. accepted the city manager's job
He would succeed the late
Sam Garnett.
Maj. James Ryan was named police chief, a past he had
been filling on an acting basis
for several months.
The commission took no action on an ordinance that
would set up a primary election in the non-partisan commission races. This. in effect.
maintains the past practice of
holding such elections in
November.
Under a new state law,
cities of Danville's size have
the option of setting up
pnmary and general elections
in such contests.

This Year's Old Quawk's Day Up In Air

By JULES LOH
FraaLes Drake
A P Special Correspondent
FOR FR WAY,FEBRUARY 27,1981
MOREHEAD CITY, N.C.
What kind of day will tomor- structure of your plans. Evenrow be? To find out what the ing hours find you levelAl' i - The people who arstars say, read the forecast headed and able to come up range organized foolishness in
with positive solutions.
given for your birth Sign.
this fishing village haven't
LEO
decided yet whether to hold
ARIES
(July 23 toAug. 221
Old Quawk's Day this year i Mar. 21 to Apr 191
F.Inotions could make you it is not something to be decidDon't harbor grudges.
but if they do. Joe
Unspoken issues can cause fly off the handle, but a heart- ed hastily
strain. The evening favors to-heart talk will straighten Fulcher is ready.
things
out.
with
Care
needed
heart-to-heart talks. Listen to
joint assets.
the advice of friends.
VIRGO
TAURUS
I. Aug. 23 to Sept. 71
1 Apr 20 to May 201
A close tie's extravagance
Friends prove distracting
now. Let nothing interfere may be a problem. Watch
with your work. A money issue arguments. Evening hours
that troubles you can be favor both work and domestic
activities.
resolved successfully.
LIBRA
GEMINI
National authorities in the
(Sept 23 to Oct. 221 —
( May 21 to Jww 20
field of gifted education will be
Carelessness on the job
Don't mix business with
Ill Owensboro March 6 and 7
pleasure. Avoid midday con- could lead to an argument
for the first Kentucky Associafrontations. Problems with with a co-worker. Evening
favors
hobbies,
mental purtion for Gifted Education State
close ties will be solved by
swts and dating.
Conference at the Executive
day's end Share ideas.
SCORPIO
Inn.
CANCER
Major speakers will be: Dr.
(June 21 toJWy 221 ISO 10ct. 23 to Nov. 21
Sidestep
clandestine
in- Hal C. Lyon, Jr., director of
Anger can undermine the
volvements. Avoid frivoious the U. S. Office of
Gifted and
expenditure. Seek quality
Talented: Joyce Juntune, exitems for the home. Family
talks are favored.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Downplay ego
when
socializing. You could go overAnswer to Wednesday's Puzzle
board in having a good time,
AT
C C
yet fail to impress others. EnCC MOOG UV
COMO MOOD R joy mental pursuits.
CAPRICORN
By GILLIAN WHITTAKER
DOOM CDC
Associated Press Writer
CCU CCU MUD (Dec.22 toJan. 191 Vi
Hidden factors affect
CCUC OCC CU
ATHENS, Greece API 13 MEI LIC1121
agreements. Career-related Thousands of frightened
CU OCC CCOU
decisions should be postponed. Greeks spent a cold night out
CDC UDC DUU
You may receive a valuable of doors as aftershocks shook
CUD ODOM
financial tip.
the Athens area.
UDC= OCCOU
AQUARIUS
They huddled in blankets in
UU CUCCU CC
(Jan.
20
to
Feb.
18.i
'JM the open or in cars Wednesday
A
C
Advice you receive about a
night as the death toll from
financial matter could be faul32 Tests
41 Number
ty. Don't take things for two strong quakes rose to 13.
Athenians fled the city
33 Noblemen
42 Eggs
granted. A friend's common
35 Mob
44 Latin condespite pleas by Premier
sense helps you out.
38 Drunken cry
junction
George Rallis to return to
PISCES
39 Declare
46 Digraph
their homes.
Feb. 19 to Mar.20)X
S
7 S 9 10
-Panic causes more harm
You're inclined to extravagance now. Watch
than , the earthquakes
12
credit-card spending. themselves," Rallis said.
Is
17
Apologize if you've offended a
The Athens Seismological
20
higher-up. Evening favors
Institute assured citizens that
quiet times.
a further strong quake was
23
YOU BORN TODAY thrive --scientifically highly imon adversity and don't know
probable.
the meaning of defeat. If you
It said that 652 tremors were
do your own thing, you'll rise registered from Tuesday to
to a position of renown. At the Wednesday afternoon, and
3e
same time, your innate in- that eight of them were
terest in the general welfare
between 4.5 and 6.3 on the
draws you to politics and
Richter scale.
public service. Your love of
Two quakes registering 6.6
44
art, music and theater attracts you to creative pur- and 6.3 on the Richter scale
44
rocked the country Tuesday
suits.

aftig

/-4
-

Joe Is a tau-time winaer at
quawking, which, along with
flounder-flinging, is the main
Old Quawk's Day event
"Quawk is the sound made
by a black-crowned night
heron,- Joe explained,
"That's a bird you see in the
marshes around here. It is not
a pretty bird Heavy. Thick
neck.Short legs.
"Here is what it sounds

National Authorities
To Meet At Convention
ecutive director of the National Assnciation for Gifted
Children, and Sandra Warren,
a parent who is vice president
of the North East Ohio
Association for Gifted
Children.
Other conference leaders
are parents, educators and
other professionals from New
Yuri( New Jersey, Florida,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
AUMUSS

1 Sharpen
6 Partners
11 Calm
12 Kite
14 Journey
1501 the nose
17 Oral pause
18 Outfit
19 Analyze a
sentence
20 Man's name
21 Cooled lava
22 Lustrous
23 Ginger —
24 Heavenly
bodies
26 Melts
27 Municipality
28 Check
29 Meditate
31 Toothed
34 Detest
35 Stop
36 Sun god
37 Man s nickname
38 Wipe out
39 Ventilate
40 Behold!
41 Convex
molding
42 Egg-shaped
43 Heretofore
45 Stories
47 Spirited
horse
48 Scorches
DOWN
1 Soap

opera,

eg
2 Neat
3 Corded cloth
4 Preposition

5 Punishment
6 Untidy
7 Wings
8 Hindu cymbals
9 Printer s
measure
10 Teeter
11 Belt
13 Snares
16 Wooden vessels
19 Devoutness
20 Pineapple
22 Mean
23 English county
25 Sharp
26 Brief
28 Causes
29 Fissile rock
30 Kettledrums
31 Close
2

3

11
14
15
21

27

40
43

Greeks Spend Cold
Night After Quake

•

fl

34

41

44

•

-47

WOULDN'T IT BE 5OME11-IING
IF THAT LITTLE REP-HAIRED
GIRL CAME OVER HERE AND
GAVE ME A KISS?

-1/-7

10 5AY,1114ANK YOU!WHAT
WAS THAT FOR ?"AND
WOULDN'T IT BE SOMETHING
iF SHE 5Al2"BECAUSE
I'VE ALlilAY5 LOVED YOU!"

WOULDN'T IT BE
SOMETHING IF IT TURNED
OUT THAT FRENCH FRIES
WERE GOOD FOR YOLY?

THEN I'D GIVE HER A
BIG HUG,AND SHED K155
ME AGAIN! WOULDN'T
TI-IAT BE SOMETHING?

ii
- 6

L
HAVE TO
REHEARSE
SOMEPLACE
ELSE

NANCY-I DON'T
CARE IF YOU

night, causing the worst
damage in the area around
their epicenter, 42 miles west
of Athens in the Gulf of Corinth.
The tremors destroyed five
hotels in the area, a popular
sununer resort area, and collapsed more than 200 houses
police said. Dozens were injured and five people were
reported missing.
State service workers
distributed tents fbr the temporary shelter of the homeless
in the stricken areas, while
government officials visited
the devastated towns and
villages around the gulf and
set aid programs in motion.
The 2,500-year-old Acropolis
overlooking Athens did riot
escape the effects of the
shocks, the worst to hit the
capital in recent years.
Both east and west faces of
the Parthenon showed slight
damage, especially two corner columns of the ancient
temple, according to Greek
television.
The Richter scale is a
measure of ground motion as
recorded on seismographs.
Every increase of one number
means a tenfold increase in
magnitude.
An earthquake with a 4
reading can cause moderate
damage, 5 considerable
damage,6 severe damage and
7 is a "major" earthquake.
capable of widespread heavy
damage.
The San Francisco earthquake of 1906, which occurred
before the Richter scale was
devised, has been estimated to
have had an 8.3 reading.

Ohio, Minnesota, Maryland,
Indiana and Kentucky.
The conference, "A
Challenge for the '80s. . .
Parenting and Educating Kentucky's Gifted and Talented,"
is being co-sponsored by the
Kentucky Association for
Gifted Education and the Kentucky Department of Education. All interested persons
are welcome to attend, a
spokesman said.
KAGE President Lounette
Steenrod said she considers
the conference a major
milestone for gifted and
talented education in Kentucky. KAGE,incorporated in
December 1979, has since run
a successful lobbying campaign to maintain funding for
gifted programs, has become
affiliated with the National
Association for Gifted
Children and has organized
local chapters across the
state. It has a membership of
1,300 parents and teacher.- .
she said.
Registration fees for the- ,
conference are $12 for KAGE
members, $18 for KAGE
member couples,.$18 for nonmembers and $30 for nonmember couples. Participants
who pre-register t4 February
28 receive a 20 percent discount. Checks should be made
to KAGE and sent to Bill
Price, Wells Hall, Murray
State University, Murray,
42071.

ashore Lu nearby LkTaeukie
Island, the only survior of an
Outer Banks shipwreck, and
made his way tu the mainland.
The man was a foreigner.
NoboO) could pronounce his
name, and he had a voice like
a night heron They called him
Old Quawk.
Oh, he was mean And bad
They say Old Quawk was the
meanest, baddest, stubbornest, vilest man in
Carteret County, and those
who know Carteret County say
that is going some.
One blustery Sunday in nudMarch Old Quawk was seen on
the dock getting his boat ready
to go fishing.
Other fishermen warned
him that a sturni was brewing.
You think Old Quawk listened? They reininde,1 him that it
was the Sabbath_ You think
Old Quawk cared'
Shoot no. Old Quawk cursed
his fellow fishermen, cursed
the maker
.of storms i that
too i and fetched out to sea.
He neve/ returned.
Good riddance, everybody
said, and took to celebrating
Old Quawk's Day as a
reminder of what happens -

what ought tu tuipperi, he
heaven's sake - to people who
are hateful and stubborn and
do not keep holy the Lord's
day . And also to have fun.
-The quawking contest 09
really a kick," Joe Fulchet,
said ''You should hear us. The.
reason I entered was because,
l'ni a pretty good duck calloa.
I guessed quawking couldn't
be so Much different.''
Joe F'ulcher is not only al
good duck caller but a good
duck carver. An excellent
duck carver One of the best
on this coast.
Over the years. Joe, who is
33, has carved hundreds of
duck decoys for his own use,
hundreds more for sale.
Joe. also has carved, for
decoration and for sale and for
winning awards at craft
shows, more than 70 species of
shore birds. Do they- include a
blackcrowned night heron.'
-No. I did try to call one
once. though," Joe said.
"After I won the quawking
contest 1 thought I'd wve it a
try,
What happened'
"Scared him to death. He.
flew away."

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1980 Ford Itrierw FIN XLT
16,774 miles, one owner local, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, tilt wheel AM-FM stereo,
-SHARP "

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murroy

QiNIIIIAL MOTORS PARTS DI VISION
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DOE, CHE To
Hold Regional
Forum On Teachers

DO NEED
A CURTAIN
FOR YOUR
PLAY rn
-

Tor

IP' Inv

YOU'LL NEED
SOMETHING
STRONGER THAN
SOAP AND
WATER

HONEY, WOULD YOU CHECK
THE IF5I-AOMIER
CONTRACT YOU
TOOK PROM
-tt
HOME THIS
MORNING?

Ent Al/AII AIr

like, Joe said He took a
breath and let fly.
"Qua st IC Like that Not a
pretty sound, either, Is It''".
No, but that is fitting
Old Quawk's Day is held, if
they get around to it, in midMarch - the Ides of March to honor a mean, ugly,
slanderous, evil man
One day in the. murky past,
the story goes, this man swam

WHAT HAVE'you CstIT TO
DO WITH THE BLADMIER
CONTRACT

AV

lis"or'Mr
'
Mk
IIM MN

-91

Ink
Mk TIM

PO YOU HAVE
ANY OF THAT
COFFEE

RIGHT...

LEPT?

I WROTE MY
SHOPPING LIST
ON THE EAU<

- MILK, Er4G-s,
tHUCK ROAST-

T4iusiBLE
:
1

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP The Kentucky Department of
Education, in cooperation
with the Council on Higher
Education and the Council on
Teacher Education and Certification, will hold a regional
concerning
forum
requirements for teachers of
thelearning disabled.
The conference will be held
March 5 at Western Kentucky
University in Bowling Green.
The forum will provide feedback to two resolutions passed
by the 1980 General Assembly
mandating a study of requirements for teachers who
work with the learning disabled.

Mini-Conferences
For Artists, Groups
Set In State

HE
.
:5 .HE'

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API A series of five miniconferences for minority artists and arts organizations
will be held around Kentucky
in March.
The mini-conferences will
be Anducted by the
Renaissance Development
Corp., a minority arts administrative organization in
Louisville with the assistance
of the Kentucky Arts Commission.
The mini-conferences will
he • March 6 at Mayfield;,
March 7, Hopkinsville: March
14.. Louisville: March 21.
Bowling Grien and March 28,
Lexington

NOT

HUMAN ,! HE'5„ A
FIENP„, THE
6a4051 WHO
WALK5!

Y'Niritl
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Batter Dip Cod Filets, Deep Frved Clam Strips, Fried Crab Cakes, Breaded Oysters, Deep Fried
Shrimp, Broiled Turbot Filets, Broiled Fiket of Sole, Shrimp Chow Mein, Rice Corn O'Brien,
Steak Fries, Hushpuppies, Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce, Salad Bar, Assorted Kentucky
Cheese

Introducing
'Chef Randy Marcum
Kenlakes New Chef
Specializing in
Banquets
and Catering

Don't Forget
Our Saturday
Night Country
Buffet Including
Live
Entertainment

P %ESE 1: THE MURRAY,Kb., FOCER
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2 Notice

2. Notice

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
LEO
CARRAWAY
From
Math Jimmy

Sewing machine zig tag
and attachments Sews
perfect fully guaran
teed Phone 354 6521

2 Notice

13. tificTes-Fir Sale

riargarri ,1 ix
man s Curiosity Shop in Hardin lb
capacity. Coca Cola
TROPICAL
Open Thuisda
tiida) and machine, set of mag wheels.
Saturday 9 5
Call 753-8606 or 753-9997
FISH HUT
Big Bargains - Seats portable
N.. Hears.
11 a.m. titre 6 pie
We the tam-, nt Noah f dishwasher with sou-temp, 4
Mon.-540
Stallons would he to take this P165175 RI3 radial tires, and
opportunity to express our fully equipped 10 gallon
• Tropical fish
sincere appreciation tor the aquarium Cal( 753-96/9
•Birds
many kindnesses shown 10 as 21 Black and white t v $60.
'Pets
during the passing of our** very good picture 435-4579
Special lobar lush
one
leg S 1 29
A special thanks to Max Like new Craig AM-FM stereo.
Special 89'
turn table, and
Churchill Funeral Home for 8 track
Namsters
their courtesy and kind words speakers $125 Also a Craig
AM
FM
stereo 8-track turn
Wide Variety
Mrs Oneida White organist
$2.99
the soloist. and 8 pall bearers table and speakers. $50 Also
small
a
coffee
table. $10 Call
Also the 'Rev Otis Jones and
317 feet 610•41
Pons TN
all those who sent the /538465
4772
•42
beautiful flowers and brought New plant bed canvas'. $15
food to the home
each
Burroughs adding
Thanks again Ruby Stallons machine Call 753-8848
Copy & Restoration of a and children
Patio furniture, chairs, chaise,
old photographs. .
5.lstanlTóüiid
tables, stools plant stands.
•West Kentucky's finest, •
Found 8th grade DC S 1956 753-7477
I' CARTER STUDIO "class ring, mistakenly dropped Railroad ties. creosoted. 8'
753 8298
in pail at Cancer Roadblock long, 6-x6-, like new $10
8113o4 Mon
Saturday Can be picked up if each. 753-7853
identified Call Keith Barber at
Bible Facts Free Store for the 753-9101
FOR SALE
needy 759-4600
AA types of old char.*u new gold
Lost Man's wallet- and blue
lAl•ddnng
Floy•
and red Nike tennis shoe It
wage•hent node cane.feng• ••
BIBLE CALL
found please call 753 9388
l'fla of oleo I ones one,. U.
cen. blanche. km gold an
For Teens
forty
clws
Lost Black and tart female
Marriage, Port 1 759Via hove • good selector,
cam
hound wearing red collar Also
owned sad, ad all pe• top
4444. Bible Story •
large red brown Collie mixed
fof Than nor.
759-4445.
male Reward offered 436
Rogers Jewelers

1:- dof Thanks

22. Musical

28. Mob. Home Rents

pianos bought
New dirc
and sold. A beautiful repo
piano now available for someone to 999119W monthly
payments. Clayton's. 753-7575
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office
Pans. IN.
P V Electric guitar with built
in phase and Ampeg amplifier
Call alter 5 pm 437-4341
Piano in storage Beautiful
spinet-console stored locally
Reported like new Responsible
Party can take a big saving on
low payment balance Write
Joplin Piano, Inc Joplin MO
64801 Include home phone
number

Two becouuto ti4iii ray Vacant Furnished apartment
clean, approximately 24 miles near University $79 per mon
on 641 South No pets 153 th /539138 evenings 753
5292
8436 after 5 pm
Apartments for rent near
Two bedroom trailer near Mur downtown Murray 753-4109
ray no pets Call 489 2611
33.'Rooms for

Rent

30. Business Rental
Mimi
Worolispose
Storer, Specs
For Rest
753-4758

32.14ts:f11ent

4.

Room for rent one block lain
University. girls 753-6933 or
153 181?

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

FOR RENT
Five your old rustic
home 3700 sq ft
nestled in 14 wooded
acres in o secluded
area. Facility for
animals, fenced See to
believe!!

-r.:./.
-.--,....c..-_,.....-.....--,
- ...
-...-...-....c....4.
Pardee@ & Thur... (J
0
lawirance &
0
0
Real Estaie
SiielifisIde (siert 54 8
Merrily, Kentucky 8
0
753-4451
34

7S34119$

34. Houses For Rent

•

saL.

111ol

1,1•11
)01 rent line bedroom house
• PI 1/1111.61•A• IMIA1
Call 753-5618
For rent 2 bedroom furnished Ile 'air
tcstri
house. $160 per month, unfur- trading Pust. Aurora KY All
nished less Call 753-5750
stock and equipment $23.000
Large building tui lell: 4 tJdj',
Call 1-554-0637 or 1 898
' Ptof essional Se,11‘,
in front, hoist. 2 back bays, ex For rent 3 bedroom house neat
WANT AO
3898
Vilth The Fr aen41). Tout h''
Ira large room Call 753-5970 University, Available March
CLASSIFICATIONS
5th.
Call
753-2342
or see at 808 Coldwater Road
COUNTRY ESTATE
▪
lloyetopors In
Wanted Responsible party to
Immediate
possession
d.ai pent to s. this
New colonial home o
take up small monthly payment 3E Apts7.-FirliK
redecorated house cook stove
...ate 14.1 for seelo
12 acres, so many lux
on like new organ under war
Ile i sing
near Murray
t•crsi•sl •5
no pets
tares, so much
ranty 753-7575
Wiser•11 fle•11 •ed
MUR-CAL
References. deposit $150
spaciu.sness, 11 rooms,
Klessero. Orlec this
753-7551
23. Exterminating
Of Inank.
APARTMENTS
3 baths full finished
propeety orloso properly
Vernon
Two bedroom house gas heat,
basement,
2
tle••loperi asorekl make 25Northwood Dr.
5 L nt ,}1,1burr'
air-conditioned carpet, stove
30 lett Superb 1.atesse
fireplaces, Owner will
Murray,
KY
pp..
refrigerator
K.
2
blocks
peed
CALL
from
AU
BUGS
1
luvestworet
consider trade for city
9
1, 2 and 3 bedroom
Ia. Hoe tot.. Cell tefky
University No pets $200 mon
10
property or will
apartments,
hanthly,
489-2244
$100
deposit
11
.91
finance to qualified
Shroatdicapped units. Ap12
buyer.
Two bedroom house, stove and
13 Waldrop
plications available at
refrigerator furnished,'
deli,
I9 Aalt to bus
Kelley's Termite
The Village
Real Estate
required $175 month. closi- •
RETIREES
15. 4.•,.rs, For S•e
IS
ime G‘emsorngs
8. Pest Control
college. Call 753-2967 after 5
Ilrecle Jeff C.f. 759-1107
SPECIAL
641 North
17. Irac.um Cleaners
pm
Phone 753-3914
I also a good rental inDan Miller Office
It. Seoul titscones
vestment I
Equal
it. farm Edurpment
PRICED TO SELL - TAKE !OUR
FOR RENT:
502 N. 5th St. - Two
29. Sp.'', lourpment
PICK You can afford this
Housing Opportunity
24.
Miscellaneous
ITS. Jnemond sea of Panel
21. Who-rents
Nice, remodeled, 2
bedroom, 1 bath frame
adorable starter home with 2
6. Help Wanted
110 Wean Washington St
22. Mu,ICa
Firewood. 18--24- seasoned.
bedroom home located
North ha of agar*
home, electric heat,
bedrooms
on
an
acre
lot
lust
23. istermostul
Dependable older lady at couDowntown Pas,Tann
mixed hardwoods. $25 per Two bedroom, no pets, lease
in Bell City.
living-dining room,
minutes from town It's comFOR RENT
24. Mrsceoaneous
Phone 6014424161
ple to live in house in county
rick. delivered. Call 753-8536 and deposit required. near
capreted, '2 basepletely redecorated with new
25. Somers,. Services
Gilson Power Bolt Log
utilities
share
and
Call
7532i. Is Rack)
carpet, wallpaper, paint and
ment. Small yard for
For sale 40 gallon hotwatei downtown $135 Call 753Splitter by day or job.
0150_
Sears 6- wheel and belt heater, good condition, $50. 6429 or 759-1420.
753-984111
07. Mobrle home Sales
plumbing
lust $21 300
easy maintenance.
Operator available. All
25. Mob home Rents
ORGANIC FARMING- Experi- sander. 6- Sioux portable weld 753-4390.
ANOTHER BARGAIN
Walking distance to
Only
Three room furnished apart29 heat.ng-Coonng
stovewood
•
hardwood
ment with organic farming in grinder. and Kiln dry walnut
S13.500 This 3 bedroom home
downtown. Only
30. Bw..,ess Rental
For sale Used gas pack. central ment, 400 South 6th St. Call
lumber
for
sale 525.00 per
for
sale
Call
after
530
South
Graves
- 20 acres features extra large rooms and
A PROPtRif LAANA4,tmi,
31 hart to Rent
16,900.00
heating and air-conditioning 247-1459.
rick. Call 753-8351
proceeds write Dannean Far- 753-9862.
32 cots For Rent
3 huge attic on acre lot Call
33. Rooms for Rent
ris, 602 Serramonte Marietta. 16. Nome Furnishings unit. has had heat exchanger Two bedroom apartment, no 37:Livestock-Supplies Spann Realty Associates, 753
Call 753-6430
34. houses for Rent
pets. Deposit required, $220
GA 30067 or call 404-971- For
Horses for sale, pleasure and /724
sale- Used sofa. Call 753- Lawn and garden
35 A'MS or Rent
lime. 50 lb per month 753-0859.
0858.
„-iarlie Brown Playsthoal.
using. registered quarter and
36. for Rent Or tease
8177 after 5 pm.
White
bag,
$1.99:
marble
land37 bvestoch SuDOlres
grade Call 928-2280 or 9281607 Olive, 753-7359. Ages Staff Pharmacist. Immediate
rent
Duplex
all
for
kitchen
up
Frigidare
scape
washer
chips.
and
dryer.
50
lb.
like
bag,
$2.4'i.
39 2.ts-SuooLes
ILr-up $5.50 -daily Drop ins opening with Community
2657
new. $375. Dining table and 6 Quikrete. concrete mix. 60 lb pliances central heat and air
39. Poo,h, SuoolatS
$1.00 hourly.
Hospital. Mayfield. KY. Com_
40. Fr iduce
chairs. $125. 753-4091
Mortar mix. 60 lb Call 753-8146 or 753-2437 , REE MAR ARABIANS Book
bag
$2.78.
plete salary and benefit pro225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Comrewmfy Center)
.41 ,'ubIrc.Sale
your good mares for 1981
gram to fit your needs. Contact Gold couch, chair, and love bag. $3.23. Coast to Coast Furnished apartments. 1 or 2 breeding season
AL'S SUPER SHELL
42. home Loans
Three
Hardware, Central Shopping bedrooms, also sleeping rooms
Specializing in Senior Citizens
seat,
$250.
condition
Good
Personnel
43. Real Estate
502-247Office
at
South 4th Street
Center
Zimmerman Apartments. South stallions. 753-6126.
-44. tots-Ea Sale- Call 4984326.
5211
Open Hours
Murray, Complete Auto
16th. 753-6609
45. farms for Sale
38. Pets-Supplies
T V_ Electronic Technician Three piece bedroom suite. Need to sale! Sanyo stereo
49. Homes for Sale
Repair. Free Lube with
Tues.,
Mon.,
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
receiver.
pair
One
$150
For
rentAKC
2
registered
bedroom
apart217
year
old
new
plus
box
springs and matPosition open immediately at
47, Motorcycres
oil arid filter change.
Acoustic
phase
speakers.
85
ments
at
male
Embassey
753-3530
Scottie,
housebroken,
411. Auto ServIces
8-12
tress,
753-3685
$500. Call 753-6565
Community Hospital. Mayfield.
753-7896.
watt capacity. $150 each, 1 or 753-4331 after 5 pm
49. used Cars
good with children $125. 435KY For details contact Person- after 4 pm
For Appointment
month old. Call 753-6652.
50. Used Trucks
nel
Office or Hospital Engineer Used furniture Gun cabinet.
For rent 2 bedroom apartment 4481.
SI. Campers
TV.
antenna.
Call
759-4568
at
502-247-5211.
with appliances. No pets. AKC Lhasa Apso. $125. Call 152. Boats and Motors
dining room table: 7 piece
Deposit required Call 753- 382-2480.
53:Seroces Offered
dinette odd chairs; beds; after 4 pin
7. Storage Bldgs.
54. for trade
dresser: Sleeper living room Used ice machine' clearance. 7809
Bird dog Pointer puppies for
55. two And Seed
Built
Custom
portable
suites. chests. Vanity recliners. All types. 502-554-5090 after 4 New 2 bedroom duplex, extra sale, 8 weeks old. $35 each
Thumn
56.
buildings Call 753-0984.
washer and dryer, wringer type pm_
large closets
No pets For more information call 4359. Situation Wanted
washeri high chairs: play pen: Wood for sale. 436-2758.
References and deposit. Call 4433
ESTATE AUCTION
753-0814
Will au right hauling. Call 753- lamps; picture frames,
Dog obedience classes. AKC
25.
Business
Services
Challanger trolling motor; T.V.
5857.
A DIVISION OF HEIRS
Newly
redecorated
2
bedroom
Will clean offices or
_German
Shepherds
and
AKC
stands. 6 leg tables; library HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. 8 AM
SETTLE THE ESTATE OF
TO
apartment,
Will
do
stove
any
type
and
housecleaning.
Austrailian
cattle
Call
dogs.
table; child's wardrobe; trunks to 6 PM. nights and Saturdays
houses. Call 753refrigerator furnished, central 436-2858.
Call Chris, 753-9234.
THE LATE ALLEN PARKER
and desks. Carraway Furniture. by appointment. 759-1425.
9587.
gas heat and air No pets. MarTHURSDAY, MARCH 12
Wanted. Yards to mow and 105 N 3rd, 753-1502.
41. Public Sale
VOTE
26. TV-Radio
ried couple only. 753-2835 or
trim Call 753-7457.
17.
Vacuum
2 p.m.
Cleaners Wanted. Responsible person to 73-2376.
Garage sale! Saturday. Febioar)
WILLIAM
Will mow yards and other work. Electrolux Sales and
Service. take up monthly payments on New 2 bedroom duplex, 28th. Antique china closet and
Hwy. 69-A
"BILL"
767-2244
or 753-2220.
lots of bargains. 707 Sycamore.
Kirby Electrolux Filter
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760.
25" color tv.. warranted deposit, all kitchen appliances
1 mile south of Paris, Tenn.
Queen Vacuum Cleaner,
BAILEY
Will do babysitting in my home. 18. Sewing Machines
No pets. $275 per month. 753- Moving sale. Thursday 26th
Clayton's.
like new, 599.50 each.
Have references. Located in
and
27th.
Friday
Furniture.
FOR
Mobile
Home Sales 0814.
753-2.
downtown Murray Call 753- For sale. Free-arm Pfaff sewing
Fully guaranteed. Phone
baby clothes and furniture:
machine.
model
362
with
zig1974
wide mobile One bedroom furnished apart- clothing all sizes. Singer sewSHERIFF
70 Acres Primo Land
Double
6487
354.6521.
ment,
close
to
Call
University.
zag and decorative parts. with
ing machine, books. and
1
2
A beautiful rolling farm close to the city, /
Will do babysitting in my home. or without cabinet. Call 753- home. 24x36, partially furnish- after 3 pm. 753-7418
ed or unfurnished. All electric
miscellaneous. Something for
mile highway frontage, city water.
Call 759-4870 after 4 pm.
5775.
with baseboard electric heat. One bedroom. furnished, $150 everyone! Highway 94 East to
TO BE OFFERED IN TRACTS
10. Bus.
POSITION
AVAILABLE: RPG
Program19. Farm Equipment Very easily heated. $7500. month, deposit required gas Mac's Camper Sales, turn right
AND AS A WHOLE ,
mer Systems Analyst with di company in
heat. furnished. Call 753-0187. 7th trailer on left. In case-of
Business opportunity: Your own 930 Case plow and disk for Phone 1-354-6217.
house
room
- block building for shop 8
Western Kentucky providing custom software.
rain
will
be
following
held
the
business. part or full time, as a sale. Call 436-5583.
12x70 Mobile
home. One bedroom apartment, furbarn -smoke house and deep well.
Experience on IBM GSD Computers
distributer of highest quality
Townhouse. 2 bedroom, 1E7 nished, next to Fairgrounds, weekend.
Machinery Auction! bath, new carpet, electnc or 121 North, air-conditioned No Moving sale!
Aloe Vera Natural & Organic Farm
This property is ready for developing now
desireable. Some travel involved. but little
Thursday, Friday
hair and skin care products Saturday. March 14th. 1000 gas. 437-4955.
overnight. Salary commensurate with expets Singles preferred. 753- Saturday. 19 cubic ft upright
and will be a pleasure to own while doing it.
Great incentive. Call 1502) 376- AM at the Duff Erwin farm.
3139.
freezer, beds, desk, piano.
perience. Send resume with salary history to
This fine farm is mostly open and ready for
Route 4, Murray Detailed ad to 12x65 Mobile home. 3
5482.
chairs, typewriter,
table
P. 0.. Box 1040G Murray Ledger & Times.
ow crop or cattle.
follow. Bogard Realty & Auc- bedroom. IL, bath. Call 753- Redecorated_ 2 bedrooms, utili- clothes, miscellaneous
items. 8
Have a highly profitable, nonty. garage, in town, private
tion Co., Dover. TN 615-232- 0069 after 4:30 pm.
franchised. lean & Sportswear
Married couples References til 5. 115 South 13th St..
5150
SELLING TO HIGHEST
Mobile
home.
12'x65',
good
Shop of your own Featuring
and deposit 492-8594
Sell one item or a hundred BrAND BEST BIDDERS
over 100 brands - Levi. Vander- For sale- MF 35 Ferguson, 8N condition. $4400. Owner, 436your
salable
ing
items
to
New
See duplex to appreciate ex901 642 7168
bilt, Klein, Sedgefield Brit- Fords: 9N Fords: A-Farmalls 5414.
Concord
Auction
Barn,
Monday
Paris, Tenn.
tam& many more $16 500 in- with Woods belly mowers and 12x58 Scheville. 2 bedroom, tras! 1906 Greenbrier Road, 2 through Saturday. Antique
OW Poe. or Menefee.
cludes inventory. in-shop train- cultivators; C-Farmall and 2 R moStly furnished. $3800 Call Bedrooms. furnished kitchen, items sold on the first Saturday
p.n.* 1 enamee Sen. an•kbei
Ilegoad oleo Ma
&Me NI
ing, installed fixtures and cultivator. Cub Farmall with 753-8417 between 8 and 4 carpet. storage washer and of the month. All else sold on
11
dryer hookups, deck overlookBuy at wholesale prices and save!
Grand Opening. Open within quick hitch, plow, disk, pm.
'1101' 0, 1010
Saturday
the
third
of
the
moning
wooded
lot,
deposit,
lease
cultivator.
•
et
'
mower.
Allis
c
.soc
B
15 days Call Mr Ledbetter at
Missy dresses and sportswear, Junior
Two 1971 Wheeler, 1202 For $250 a month 753-5791 or th. For information call 436plow,
disk.
PACESETTER FASHIONS (501) Chalmers.
5353.
dresses and sportswear. National adinformation call 75.: 7737.
753-2649 for appointment
cultivator: used rotary cutters-,
666-2050
vertising brands.
woods belly mowers, Rear 1974. 12x65 Trailer. 2 Two bedroom townhouse apart- Yard sale! Friday and Saturday,
14. Want To Buy
- Mount mowers, blades. rotary bedrooms.-2 baths, completely ment
Carpet.
range. 27th and 28th. 222 N 13th St..
200 Amp or more service pole cutters. 4-5 Ton stainless steel furnished $5000 or best offer refrigerator, disposal, washer 43. Real Estate
for house trailer 759-4019.
fertilizer spreader. See us for Call after 4 pm. 153-6709.
Saturday, February 23, 1981, 10:00 a.m.
dryer hookup, central heat and
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
A Saving Home Gas heat
at the late Connie West homeplace In Lynair-conditioner Call 753 Woods parts, small tractor 1970 12x60, Two bedroom, au Call 753-7559 or 753- makes it so economical. These
Used
Feb. 27th, 28th, March 1st
parts; Gallimore Equipment.
7550
9104 days or 753-1551 nights
nville, Ky.
low energy bills will make for a
Hazel, KY. Night phone 901- economical gas heat. patio
doors new carpets. washer Two bedroom apartment, stove quick sale of this home. Come
Want to buy • Used card table. 247-5443
Nice poster
suite, *no let irf geed *Id
and refrigerator furnished Call see for yourself. 3 bedrooms. 2
Cali 753-9672 or 437-4514
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
quilts, linen, feather beds, old lamps, small eld
For sale • 150 Massey Ferguson
753-6546 after 430 pm_
baths, study and den with back
after 5 pm
table, weed desk, sold chars, lid and dasher, nice
with frontend loader and 1974 28. Mob. Home Rents
Three bedroom duplex. to back fireplaces. It has a kit*Id haffet, aId pkteres and frames, reel
Would like to buy Andy Grif- one ton Ford truck. Call 75312x60 trailer, furnished, Fireplace. full bath, heat chen with island double ovens.
fith's record. "In The Book". 3608. .
linear*, iron bedstead, metal table, law• chairs,
natural gas. small trailer court. pump, refrigerators, garbage sewing room . all this sitting 09
753-3182
Meyer vacuum cleanse, seine good glass and
For sale 1979. 50-40 Allis $140 rent plus deposit Phone disposal and stove Call 753- shaded lot Best of all ..owner
china, deem pets and paws, silverware, coach and
With the New Year brings the opportunity
Want to buy Metal detector, Chalmers tractor, power steer- 753-3895.
financing available Offered by
5791
chair, recliner, platform rocker, Aliagna•riz color
must be in good condition ing, 8-speed transmission.
CENTURY 21 Loretto lobs_
for you to join Southern Illinois Leader in
brand name Call 436-2289 draft control like new. only 80
TV, new Hardwick gas sieve, like new Kiilvinater
Realtors . 753-1492.
primary care.
after 5 pm
refrigerate,(frost Free) home freezer, else year old
hours Will -trade for smaller
BEAUTIFUL CENTER RIDGE.
We offer top starting salary and outtractor $6000 Call 753-8590
air conditioner, chrome breakfast set, Hint new
Have you always wanted a
standing benefTts such as: Day Care
NP Swapper Comet riding mower, geed push
cabin on the lake, but a dream
Model 150 MS tractor and
Program, Tuition reinbursement and much
mower, ewe let horse drawn tools, brass knob
Saturday, February 24th at 10:30 a.m. at the Ascequipment. 153-4951.
house on the water lust cost
WANTED:
heases, laws and garden tools, many Items net
too
much'
Now
more.
you
can
afford
alon
Mart
in
Kattawa
20. Sports Equipment
STANDING
that luscious summer retreat or
Hated.
Opening presently exist in
8 Tractors
The f'istol People Invest in a
live there all year round This
TIMBER
Sale will be held rain et shine, mit responsible
OB, ICU,
feeling of security, largest
lcustom built home located
6 Trucks
fie *easiest's, eats awl drinks available ea greyisWit buy tie timber. Also
variety lowest priced. no
ER, Med / Surg
among the trees of your 55
h
paying top price for
Farm Machinery & Equipment
registration or red tape in (enacres features 3 bedrooms with
With the
year
New
realize
yaw
Sale Ciesdactiel by
White Oak veneering
'ucky Country Boy Store, 9
Sole By
cauana. 2 baths lush carpet
professional and personal goals at
and other quality tini
miles west of Hopkinsville luncscreened-in porch
and
tion KY 164.117 Hours 8-5
bar. CaM 753-5592 of
fireplace There are already
'Iunday 12-5.(502)885-5914
Im 7 pee.
dock facilities and a private
201 Bailey Lane
road Guess what" You can
22. Musical
4have all this and the lovely fur
Benton, II. 62812
Baldwin grand piano, Ebony
For loforneetten
"Otos
r•H 435-4144 tkeesed
niture too for a reduced price
615.439-3161
Kettawa, KT 3111-7251 or sight 3U-701S
15. Articles For Sale
Mari.la oernech
case and stool, immaculate
T awessee
of $59.900 Ready 10 move no
.14.10•pertoorito Intpleyor N. F
what.,
Thomas
Ate
Nene«
Maier
heater,
fleet...
80.000
Gas
BTU also a condition Call 247-3068 after
Call Spann Realty Associates
NY SIITVICI sees NOT COST IT PATS
5 hp air compressor 474 2755 R pm for details
153-7724

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

ii

AUCTION

6pportunity

Sample Sale

Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky.

LTA

ESTATE AUCTION

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

REGISTERED NURSES
GRADUATE NURSES

MACHINERY CONSIGNMENT
AUCTION SALE

THE FRANKLIN HOSPITAL

•
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C1
so
Ai
hi
Ss
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wi
hi
kit
cm
1/1
on
WI

ho
bn
cal
Ian
vil,
be
'p
Bon
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wed
tab
doe

Dan Miller
Auction Service

Thomas White &
Sons Auction & Realty

T
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43. Regaite

A•

43. Realj.state

43. Real Estate

THIS IS IT, Near schools Near
churches Near grocery Low
maintenance
bills Gas
heat
fireplace 3
bedrooms Price' low
$30's Give us a call today at
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

7k4% Interest
Assumable
11.17--a
Loan. This nice 3 bedroom
home has an assumable loan ;teak=
with PA interest rate Living
100M, dining
room. family
753-1222
room nice neighborhood at
605 Meadow Lane Call today
ACREAGE
for appointment. ShroatFOR SALE
Waldrop Real Estate. 759Approx una te I y 13'
1707.
acres for sale only 5
In the center of it all!
miles west of Murray
ThLs nice 3 bedroom
)11174/1 MIMI?, int
on the Butterworth
home located on North
Rho Wiwi owe 1900
wt....
Road. Lovely setting
amoss hone mill IMAM
9th St is convenient to
with 2 ponds, sonic
FA VAS NOIAIS
downtown shopping,
acreage in woods and
SUSIFIESSIS
hospital and schools.
LAO AND EKINATIORAL
some in pasture.
Completely renovated
PIKIPOITY
Fresh on the market throughout. An exListings evmderil Offices
ideal location. Phone
cellent home for
Coast to Coast. Buyers
753-1222, Kopperud
economical Living or a
Everywhere.
from
Realty, for all the ingreat investment for
"Free" Catalog
formation.
rental property.
STOUT REALTY
ASSUMABLE
_I dor.IBMs.
VA LOAN
1212(911w....
Dreamed of a home 01,
*env, Iv
Economic, roomy
the lake, but couldn't
753-0186
home with beige colafford it! Well, no%
ored vinyl siding,
you can! This like new
aluminum eaves, and
4 bedroom, 2 bath, 2
. new roof. You can
story home can easily
Two room cabin, all elec,
really be an energy
be _ yours because it
and carpet, located
fighter because the
has two complete
Panorama Shores Can be sen
central gas heat has a
by appointment $7595 L.,
separate housekeepnew wood furnace as
753-5094
ing
apartments
an auxiliary to the
whereas you can live
main system. Price
in one and rent the
just reduced $4000 to
Reasonably priced in'
other. This gorgeous
$30,000. Phone 753the $40's. Zoned for
home is located only a
1222, Kopperud Realcommercial
few steps from the
and
ty. for all the informaresidential use. Atwaters edge of Ky.
Lake on a super tree
tractive 4 bedroom
shaded lot in beautiful
house 1 and a half
or sale Grocery store Call
Panorama Shores.
baths, extra large living
489-2533 or 753-1249.
Priced to sell!
room, kitchen-dining
Jron Gnat - 514-7431
area, large utility room.
1•00040 Owe- 733-3/25
Low. Seite• 753 7409
Economical gas heat and
Laiglab
IVElted - 753 3547
air-conditioning. Con be
11.•••••ite. Asch.•••
753 9374
used for residential or
753.1222
In I 1•0901
office. Large wooded
lot, near shopping cenMONEY MAKER
ter.
Merray-Calloway
Rental income pro(minty Realty
John C.
perty only 3 blocks
(502)7534144
Illisehauer, Realtor
from the University.
30414 1211,5?
753-7531 (off.) 753.0101
Property consists of
alear•I Ky 42071
1111 Sycamore 51,
one large building with
Norm, KonIvdi y
five rental units. All
seven units have
separate gas and electric meters. Current
rental income is $540
per month. Priced at
FRIDAY, MARCH 13
$43.000, through Kopperud Realty.
10 a.m.

-AUCTIONPROPERTY OF
MARTHA AND KENT JACKSON

see

--

1

SLIP INTO
SOMETHING
COMFORTABLE
Like this three
bedroom
brick
charmer on quiet
residential street.
Owners have just
vacated property, so
you can move right in.
Attractive home at an
attractive price. Price
reduced to $41,850.
Contact
Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main in
Murray.

77 Acres and Fin* Horne
30 Head of Cattle & Equipment
Near Buchanan, Tenn.
Directions from Puryear: Take Hwy. 141
oat, turn north by th• post office to farm on
aeon Town Road.
Beautiful home with all modern conveiences, large den or game room, 3 bedroom.
baths and a good community to live in.
TO SELL IN SMALL TRACTS
AND AS A WHOLE
SOME BUILDINGS, LOTS
Two Grain Bins - Farm Equipment - 30
eod of Cattle - To Sell.
CONTACT DELTA FOR
BROCHURE AND DETAILS
901442-7163
Paris, Tenn.

fteirmonal Tmal• IAN

Lir

4000 90010. en 1910.00•0•9
Tr....Iwo 0.91:6.19
saw,
414..00. Tennom• sii7

sew

Gigantic Antique Auction
Sat., Feb. 28th
10:00 a.m.
LOCATION: At our new auction barn on Hwy. 79, 5
miles from Dover, Tenn. and 25 miles from
Clarksville.
SPECIAL NOTE: Everything from wall to wall win be
sold regardless of price. Dealers, collectors or Mr.
Anybody, come out, Lunch available and sole will be
held in heated barn.

List of Antiques, Collectibles

Small oat desk, several boaetifal oak dielep %Mos,
5
beautiful old pianos, curved glass chin eahieet,
wicker items, hand paintings, marble top wash
beautiful leaded doors, doors vs/stinted glass, eamdle
clock (melds), 2-old trunks, camel saddle stool,
nee
kitchen cabinet w/stained glass, walnut secretary
cabinet, carved buffet, sewing has, blanket chest,
Yktorien medicine cabinet, Queen Annit sideboard,
oak bookcase, sideboard w /column mirror, large
ermine china cabinet, hand painted coal hod, breed
box, several sets of beautiful chairs, fire
screen,
brass magazine has, Sherton globe, Wernick book•
case, several pieces of crystal, dinner bell,
brass
lamp, brass school ball, organ stool, bowl pitcher,
env8, severe brass items, coffee mill, firtplece
set,
beautifylold sewing machine, I day clock, brass
ladle,
7 pc, aster set, 2 oak hall trees,
5 oak pub tables, 2
Bentwood chairs, oak dropleal table,
handpeinted
cabinet, leaded bookcase, walnut
tallboy, small
maw china cabinet, mehogany
vanity, round tea
table, mule cabinet, coal box, fern
stand, 4-pin.
doors, small reeks table.

Bogard Realty
itt Auction Co.
Dover, Tenn. 615-232.5150

day el mak ell hove preadeent over printed
mat.
ter. Aectieasert Id "Mile" Reperd, Lk. 5411
231-11311

AnnoiLIIII

M E E• IE
52. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered

1977 Hydro Sport bass boat
with 19/6 150 hp Mercury,
loaded excellent condition
$4850 Call 753-0653 Or 753
18/i/ after 5 pm

3fla

531 ennces Offered

53. Services Offerel-

Bob s Home Improvement Ser
Br uasement7 Wr wake A
vice_ Remodeling. painting, ce- ins. wiing. shaping. LOM
basements dry work tempi.work general home
ment
emos.' and more Call
iy guarenteed Call or w
maintenance and inspections
TREE SERVICE for Morgan
Constructron
,irofessional tree care 753
Free estimates 7534501
Ruute 2 B011 409A Padui_J
8536
Guttering by Sears Sears con
KY 42001 or call day Ur light
53. Services Offered tinous
painting I 442 7026
gutters installed per Professional
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING Of your specifications Call Sears paperhanging paneling Corn
vinyl
siding and trim. 753 2310 for tree estimate
mercial or residential520 years Will do plumbing heating
carpentry and roofing 753
Aluminum trim for brick
experience Free estimates'
General
home
2211
repair 15 years /59-198/
houses. Jack Glover, 753-1873
experience in carpentry.
Woodcraft Building Service by
Concrete and block. brick work masonary plumbing roofing. Sharpen hand saws and skill Bucy.
492-8120
Custom
Basements, driveways storm and siding. Free estimates no saws Call 753-4656
cabinets, vanities new homes
cellars. porches. 20 years ex• job too small Call 474-2276
Will haul driveway white rock additions,
repair
Quality
penence 753-5476
Insulation blown in by Sears, and Ag lime, also have any type workmanship
COLDWATER LAWN G GARDEN save on these high heating and of brown or white pea gravel Warning
, Don't read this unless
"Here as elsewhere, the interest
rate is 19 SHOP Lawnmowers Rota- cooling bills. Call Sears. 753- Also do backhoe work Call you re in
need Of roofing
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
percent."
tillers. chain saws, expertly 2310 for tree estimate
carpentry or electrical work
753-6763
repaired Pickup and delivery
New or repair All guaranteed
K & K Stump Removal. [1available. 489-2853. 8 AM to 5 need stumps remove Call Joe. 753-9226 for free
.h-t41
PM
c7its
50. Used Trucks
your yard or land cI
estimate
COURTNEY SMALL
rlsed automatic and standard For sale 1978 Luv Chevrolet Do all types of plumbing large stumps' We can
ENGINE REPAIR 8,
Feeanct-Seed
or
small
rransmissions. motor, radiators. pickup, 18,000 miles, good
lobs, all work guar- stumps up to 24- be .o
SHOP
SAW
ColdStraw.
$1 00 bale will deliver
ground,
nanteed
leaving only saivaL 5 years experience
,lass, doors, truck tires and condition, local truck. Phone
10 or more bales Cal' 75.,
water, 489-2853.
753-5360
and chips Call for free
wheels Call 759-1739.
759-4501 after 4 pm.
3787 or 753-4713
estimate. Bob Kemp 4354343
49. Used Cars
For sale 1974 IH 200 Series, Fence sales at Sears now. Call or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
Sears.
153-2310
for
free
1974 Cone* Supreme. good grain dump with cattle racks
8-H
Licensed electrician and gas inestimate for your needs.
Andition, $1300. Call 753- $3500 753-4186.
stallation, heating installation
2570.
1971 Ford 34 * pickup.
and repairs. Call 753-7203
Families,
groups,
1974 Classic Caprice, clean 48,000 miles. 1977 12-100 • reunions. . remember •
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
Yamaha
motorbike.
753-9393. •those special occasions.
1976 GMC pickup. excellent
al underpinning roof s sealed,
,ondition Phone 2413224. 1971 Ford pickup truck,
• CARTER STUDIO a patio awnings and house type
Puryear
straight shift. Call 435-4352.
roof's for mobile homes. 753Barna & Danner
m 304 Man
753-3205 •
i'or sale 1978 Lincoln 2-door For sale • Church bus, good con873. lack Glover.
P. 0. Box 538
town Coupe. New tires. 43,000 dition Call days 753-1489.
Oneida. TN 37441
miles, dove gray. excellent con- after 6 753-6728.
ATTENTION MR. FARMER and MR. DEALER
615-569-8559
dition. $6000. Call 753-5950.
1964 Ford. 6 cylinder, straight
THE
6th
ANNUAL
GIGANTIC
1Mord-Pinto wagon, il new shift, short
CONSIGNMENT
bed, new topper,
tires, tune-up and more. Ex- good
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY
conddron. Call 753-9181
cellent condition $1450. 753- Of
753-8124.
/22.
1-97g Monte Carlo Landau, 1974 GMC van, must sell, days
white on burgandy. low call 759-1359. nights 753mileage, loaded. 1979 Mark V 0744. ask for Don.
Call 753-4647 alter
1973 GMC long wheel base,
10:00 A.M. - Rain or Shine
1977-Olds Cutlass, red with pt. and p.s.. automatic, $700
black interior, power steering Call 435-4555.
At
The
Fairgrounds- Mayfield, Ky.
and air, real sharp $2500 Call LN-700 Ford
truck. 22 ft van
759-4825.
If you have machinery for sale or if yOu are in
body. 753-4951.
1973 Olds Regency. fully
need of some good used machinery, they mark your
Total Sq. Ft
equipped best offer or trade Log truck, tilt cab, Ford 750
Alendar now and plan to attend this auction
The
series,
V8.
with
5-speed
back
for truck. Call 437-4383 or
3.034
WE
WELCOME YOU AS A BUYER, SELLER OR
loader. $1500 Call 759-1739.
Dutchman ll
351-6450
Log Kit Price
VISITOR
1973 Pontiac Lemans. $650 or 1970 Model Chevrolet pickup.
For Further Information Concerning The Auction
best offer. Call after 3.30, 759- V8 automatic. power and air.
Contact:
4910.
Al condition. 753-3178 or see
AREA REPRESENTATIVE: $8,537.00
1980 Sunbird Hatchback. at 1611 Sunset
Dower steering. air. tilt, $5700.
-C
al15 ilfS
Model shown by appointment
Ihe Auctioneer
1976 Ford F-I50. 4-wheel
Oak Hill Drive Westwood Subdivision
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
drive, needs work. $1000 17' Camping trailer for sale
Gene (Chip) Steely
3466or
diiri
i
f zi
orm 15021 623-6939
1973 Dune buggy. $350 Call Call 753-9915.
502-753-4552
436-2425 after 5 pm.
For sale 17' Camper, good con502-753-4699
1980 Toyota Tercel. front wheel dition Call 489-2753 after 5
drive, 5-speed, air. AM-FM Pm.
radio and cassette. Will con- For-sal
e: 1978 Starcraft pop-up
sider responsible person taking camper
with pull out kitchen.
over payments. Call before 12 Call
753-2900 or after 530.
noon or evenings, 753-0307.
753-5702.
• 1979 I-bid. T-top. loaded, best
offer, must sell. Call 753-9710. 52. Boats and Motors
22 Ft. sailboat, 502-554-5090
50. Used Trucks
after 4 pm.14' Fishing boat, trailer, 5
norse motor. gas tank. 2 oars.
72 Chev. Tandem
Dump Truck. 79 ..omplete $500. Also a 14'
boat. Call 753-2855.
Ford F-150 4x4.
/
2' Searay with 100 horse
161
753-5699.
Mercury motor. and Tamco
trailer. 474-2708.

;M

Compare Our Log Homes

AUCTION

SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 1981

JAMES R.

44. Lots For Sale
Lots in Cherokee Village, Arkansas. Call /53.8286.

46. Homes For Sale •
FOR SALE
New House, three
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
2 car finished garage,
nice. Low
down
payment, 11
loan.
No closing costs. Highway 121 North, Midway
between Murray and
Mayfield in Calloway
County. Call 489-2715.
1111

For sale 3 bedroom brick, central heat and air, heat pump
11
/
2 bath, all rooms large, 2 car
attached garage. Pi acres
land, all on black top road. 2
miles from Hardin Call 437
4313 evenings.
Four new houses Canterbury
Estates Will trade for other
property or will finance at less
than bank rate 753-3672
Three bedroom older home
located on Olive Street, gas
heat large garden spot, priced
in low $20*s. 753-9775.

47. Motorcycles
1980 CX-500 Custom Honda
black with adiustable back
rest, low miles, excellent condition $2150
75.82c'
For sale 197-7 750 Honda
Super Sport. 9,000 miles, new
tires, excellent condition.
$1300 753-9507
Honda CX-500 custom motorcy-,
de, 1980 model. 5200 miles,
several extras, excellent condition Phone 753-4441 after 6

CASK FOR GOLD & Sit Vii - CASK FOR GOLD
& Sit Vii-;

U.S. SILVER COINS/
THRU

1964

LOOK!!!
•••

gold

DIMES

If you hote been selling your 2
gold rings and silyer without
getting our offer you
probably lost sense money '77
Please get our offer before ;
you sell It makes Dollars and
Sense. Free Appraisals Seca. j

QUARTERS

HALVES
SILVER DOLLARS
UP TO
TIMES FACE VALUE
ALSO BUYING
WAR NICKLES 1942 43 60 05

sty Provided
WM,rind kryirrs of Gold (.0.8
SI-S9'34541114119
Ill000ll104,110

Bey, SW or Trois,
Olympic Ples•

WHITE OR YELLOW
10KT. 14KT, 18KT or 22KT

iNINAN HEAD PENNIES
TWO CENT PIECES
THREE CENT PIECES
V NICKLES
U S TRADE DOLLARS

-CASIIFSISI(b&Si&VII-CASwioeso&pe IRVIN

BRACELETS EARRINGS
CHARM BRACELETS
TIE TACKS CHAINS
POCKET WATCHES
CLASS RINGS PINS
WRIST WATCHES
WEDDING BANDS

HALVES
65 THRU 69

2517)13
a

CANADIAN
DINES
QUARTERS
HALVES
THAI) 11166

DENTAL GOLD
AND GOLD COINS

re
American Midlands
' of Tennessee, Inc. /

Silver
CHARMS PINS
CNDIAN JEWELRY
RINGS MEDALS
SILVER FLATWARE
& SERVING PIECES
BRACELETS CHAINS
SILVER BARS.

We're banking on you. America. with

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands.
Inc. can receive assistance for:
$ Farm Purchases
$ Livestock and Machinery
$ Farm Refinance
$ Conversion from short term
to long term
$ Leasing

OR ANYTHING MARKED

WE ALSO BUY MOST

"STERLING" 925 or 999

STUDENTS
Need Money For Spring Break')
Two Big Days Only

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
February 27 and 28th

MINIMUM: $150.000

COSTUME JEWELRY
Pk-X/0
ALL POCKET

CONDITION)

OR WRIST
WATCHES
Wools tisk.,
rivooi 94

001.0 AND SILVER
SOUGHT REGARDLESS OF CONDIDON
COIN FHISCES ARE ASSUMING "GOOD- CONDITION
PRICES CHANGE WITH THE DAILY MARKET
ININCE

pm.

MX-250 Honda. 1976, runs
$400 or best otter Call
after 4 pm, 753-6709.
good.

48. Auto. Services
Import Auto Salvage, 68-73
Volkswagen bumper. $213
Toyota. Datsun, Opal Capris.
and Fiat and Stmco parts Call
474-2325 after 5 pm. Monday
Friday

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702
(In Nebraska call 402/334-5100)

American Midlands, Inc.
2945 S. 132nd St.• Omaha, NE 68144
Member NOVO

With offices in Los Angeles. Dallas.
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville

9:00 A.M.
6:00 P.M.

Hours -

Holiday Inn Murray
Room 101

753-5986
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Ex-Finance Official Testifies About Hunt

DEATHS & FUNERALS
Mrs. Patterson Is
Dead At Age Of 73
Mt-,
11 al
1'411cl ri
,
New Concord died today at
8:20 ii iii. at the Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville. Tenn She
%CIS 73 years of age.
The Calloway woman was
the wife of Taft Patterson who
died in. 1964. She was a
member of the New Concord
Church of Christ.
Mrs. Patterson is survived
by her son-in-law and
daughter. Mr and ,Mrs. Darrell I Peggy I Mitchell, her son.
W. T. Patterson and his wife.
Linda. and three grandchildren
Darra
Paige Patterson. and Payton
Patterson, all of New Concord; one sister, Mrs. Kelly
Burton, Murray: two
brothers, Max Oliver.
Kirksey. and Everett Oliver,
Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cenietery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 1 p iii. on

Genie B. Adams
Dies Wednesday;
Services Friday

Clay H. Powell
Dies; Brother Of
Mrs. Opal Reeves

Genie B. Adams of Hazel
Route 2 died Wednesday at
1:10 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Ile
was 80 years of age
Mr Adams was retired
from the Mobile Oil Company,
St. Loins, Mo. He was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church. Born Sept. 1, 1900, in
Calloway Count), he was the
son of the late E. M. Adams
and Ida Williams Adams.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Prudye Coles Adams;
one sister. Mrs. Fronie
Murray; one brother, Carl
Adams, Mayfield, several
nieces and nephews including
Lavelle Purdy and James M.
Adams, St. Louis, Mo.. and
Wavel Adams, Shreveport.
la.
The funeral will be held Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. James T.
Garland officiating and Mrs
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Entombment will follow in
the mausoleum at the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today IThursday.

Clay H. Powell, brother ol
Mrs. Opal Reeves of Murray.
died Wednesday at 3:35 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was a resident of LaCenter
Route 1 and was 83 years of
age.
Mr. Powell was a retired
farmer and a member of the
I.aCenter Baptist Church.
He is survived by five
Mrs. Melva
daughters Nance. Benton. Mrs. Delilah
Davis, Paducah, Mrs. Jessie
Jones. Folsomckile, Mrs. Cora
Moss, Elkhart, Ind., and Mrs.
Anna Crice, Baskin Ridge, N.
J.: three sons — Carl and
Dewey Powell. LaCenter, and
Wallace Powell, Westminster
Colo.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Opal Reeves.
Murray. and Mrs. Ruth
Baldry. Heath: two brothers.
Clifford Powell. Marshall
County. and Wayne Powell,
Benton; 18 grandchildren: 11
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held Friday at 2 p.m. at the -chapel of
the Jones Funeral Home, La
Center. with the Rev. Burt
Davis and the Rev. Bill Knight
officiating. Burial will follow
Ralph Armstron„ ormerly in the LaCenter Cemetery.
of Mayfield, died Monday in
Friends may call at the
Mt. Dora,Fla.
funeral home.
He is survived by his wife,
Elizabeth; one daughter,
To find tiny articles lost on a
Cheryl Ann Lindsey, Murray;
one son, Donnie Armstrong, rug or floor, vacuum with a
small piece of nylon securely
Virginia.
Funeral services are being over the nozzle to prevent the
object from entering the tube
held today in Mt Dora, Ha.

The Stamper-Link indictment and a later indictment of
Hunt allege that Hunt received $16,700 for helping in the
state's purchase of the former

Presents

;

philosophy and also a similar
perception of the Sovietthreat
to world peace.
Mrs. Thatcher has put into
practice the same basic
economic program proposed
by Reagan for the United
States, a package of tax and
spending cuts aimed at
boosting output and curbing
inflation.
With his critics saying
Reagan's program could
worsen inflation. Reagan may
want to question Mrs. Thatcher on why inflation has remained a serious problem in
Great Britain nearly two
years after the Thatcher program went into effect

—
WASHINGTON
President Reagan is meeting
with British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher at the
White House in a session
underlining the warm relationship between the two
leaders and the two nations.
Mrs. Thatcher, the first
leader of a major U.S. ally to
visit Reagan since the inauguration. shares many
views on world problems with
the new president and has not
hesitated to express her
pleasure over his election.
"It helps if we know that we
both share the same views,"
she said recently in London.
"There should be a particularly happy relationship between
the two governments, between
the two heads of government."
It has become almost tradiThe Calloway County
tional for the British prime
Republicans will hold a canminister to be the first leader
didate selection meeting at
of a major U.S. ally to call on a
7:30 p.m. Monday. March 2, in
president.
new American
the Mississippi Room of the
West German Chancellor
University Center at Murray
Helmut Schmidt met with
State.
Reagan here -after the elecItems on the agenda include
tion, but that was before the
a candidate search, voter
inauguration.
registration and a news letter.
Mrs. Thatcher, who last
Refreshments will be servvisited the United States in
A tniir.of the University
1979. shares with Reagan the ed.
Center also will be given.
same conservative economic
I API

Horses, Riders
To Take Part '
In Horse Show

Appointments Made

Ky. Lake Music Barn

resort
McClure, giving his version
of events dealing with the
state's eventual decision to acquire 543 acres of Hidden
Valley for a new prison,
testified earlier to the jury
that in 1976, then-Justice
Secretary John "Jack" Snuth
wrote him and asked for an
appraisal of the Hidden Valley
site.
He said he told Guyles Sutton, has executive assistant, to
proceed with the appraisal
and "to get the suggested lappraiser from I Democratic)
Mr.
headquarters from
Hunt."
Later, when the jury was

Reagan, Thatcher To
Discuss Relations
Between U.S., England

Some of the finest horses
and riders in the area will be
participating in an Open
Horse Show Saturday. March
7, at -the West Kentucky
l.i ,.Lock and Exposition
Centei at Murray State
Uhiyisesity.
The show begins at 4:30
p.m.l.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Sponsored by the New ProNewly named State Police
vidence Riding Club, a total of
Commissioner Marion Camp16 events are scheduled. They
bell Wednesday announced
include barrel race, western
two top-level appointments
pleasure and arena race.
it'[thin the agency.
Participants collect points
an
Fulks,
T.
David
Maj.
toward awards which are
comoperations
assistant
given annually.
mander, was named director
General admission is $1. A
of state police operations in
stand will be
concession
the eastern part of the state,
available.
while Lt. William D. Lewis
Additional information may
was named acting director of
be obtained by telephoning
the state police security and
Bob Atkins, vice president of
compliance division.
the club, 1502 492-8572.
Fulks, 41, a 16-year veteran
The exposition center is
of the state police force, was
located on College Farm Road
promoted to lieutenant colless than one mile west of the
onel. He succeeds Lt. Col.
Murray State campus.
William 0. Bradley.

Ralph Armstrong
Dies In Florida

The Country Trend Band
Sat. Feb. 28th 8 p.m.
'3" Adults Ages 6-11 P°
14 Miles South of Murray

All non-flier it personnel
were employed at Hunt's
discretion in terms of his approval," McClure said. The
various professional service
contracts were cleared
through him."
He said he assumed
therefore that Hunt had approved certain steps in the
controversial state purchase
of the Hidden Valley resort in
Powell County for $515,000 in
1977.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. t API Howard -Sonny" Hunt Jr.,
while state Democratic chairman, cleared all personalservice contracts and nonmerit jobs in state government, according to testimony
given by former Finance
Secretary Russell McClure.
The testimony came Tuesday in the federal trial of state
Sen. Woodrow Stamper. DWest Liberty, and Lexington
real estate broker Robert
lank. They have been charged
with conspiracy, mail fraud
and extortion in copnection
with the purchase. stamper
also has been accused of income tax evasion.
McClure, of Frankfort,
made his comment about Hunt
after the federal jury had been
excused by Judge Bernard
Moynahan when a dispute'
arose over whether the jurors
should hear it.

Local Republicans
To Meet Monday

temporarily excused, McClure said that to his
knowledge,the two appraisals
of Hidden Valley were handled
that way. He said he did not
discuss the case with Hunt.
McClure said he assumed
Charles '1.-shuck- lambert,
then his chief aide, was handling the matter.
Lambert, now on the state's
Energy Regulatory Commission, declined Monday to
testify in the trial on the
ground of possible selfincrimination.
Lawless, who tried unsucessfully to have Lambert
invoke the Fifth Amendment
in the presence of the jury, attempted Tuesday to get McClure's remarks about Hunt
before the jury.
Bill Johnson, one of
Stamper's lawyers, objected,
saying that had nothing to do
with this case.
After Lawless kept trying,
Moynahan said to him testily'

1 told you the other day I just
want to try this case once,'• an
apparent reference to concern
about a mistrial,
McClure identified Stamper
as one of the state officials
who toured the Hidden Valley
site by helicopter Sept. 7, 1976.
That filled a gap left by
former Secretary of the
Cabinet Jackson White of Lexngton, who testified Monday
ne could not recall any except
Lambert, McClure and
himself.
Roland McIntosh of Stanton
testified he was a part-time
guard at the time of the
helicopter visit and had been
shooting at tin cans with a
long-barrel .22 pistol when the
eraft landed.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of lueal interest at II
a in local Urne today.
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Calloway FFA Chapter One Of Best In State
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The Calloway County
Chapter of Future Farmers
of America has 187
members enrolled in Vocational Agriculture and Horticulture. There are 3
teachers of agriculture and
horticulture. They are
Eugene Chaney, Larry
Gilbert and Jamie Potts.
In 1980 the Calloway
Chapter was rated as one of
the top chapters in the
State and for the sixth consecutive year was rated as
a State Gold Emblem
Chapter. the highest ranking in the state for a
Chapter.
Other accomplishments
for 1980 were:
Ricky Cunningham served as State FFA VicePresident. Danny Lamb
was elected as Purchase
Regional Vice-President.
Danny also won the
Regional and State FFA
Extemporaneous Speaking
Contest and participated in
the National ranking in the
top 12 in the nation.
Celisa Curd Cunningham
won the Regional and State
Horticulture Impromptu
Contest.
Dave Watson won first
place in both the Regional
and State Swine Production
Contest and rated Bronze
in the National Contest.
Freddie O'Bryan placed
first in both the Regional
and State Agricultural
Electrification contest.
Freddie rated Silver in the
National Contest.
Mike Rogers won first
place in the Regional Dairy
speaking,
Impromptu
Dairy Production and
Burley Tobacco Production
contests.
Ricky Cunningham won
the Regional and State
Corn Production Contest.

900

Ricky also was first in the
Region and second in the
State Soybean Production
Contest. Richard Smotherman was Regional winner
in Dark-Fred Tobacco Production. Jimmy Joe Hale
was Regional winner in
Crop Production.
The Calloway Chapter
captured the coveted all
events trophy at the Murray State Ag. Club Field
Day in April. In addition to
trophy
Overall
the
Calloway also won first
place in Dark-Fired tobaccond in the State in Darkco Grading and Nursery
Fired Tobacco Grading
Judging.
and fifth in the Air-Cured
Tripp Furches, Mike
Grading.
Tobacco
Rogers, Tim Feltner and
Members of the team were
Smotherman
Richard
Bill Alexander, Danny
received the State Farmer
Lamb,and Daryl Coles.
Degree at the. State FFA
This years officers of the
Convention last June. Kenneth Paschall received the Calloway Chapter are:
highest degree in the FFA President — Danny Lamb;
organization, the coveted Vice-President — Marty
Wyatt: Secretary — Brad
American Farmer Degree
Canter: Treasurer — Mark
at the National FFA ConKelvention in Kansas City, Mo. McCallon; Reporter—
ly Crouse; Sentinel — Mitin Nov.
chell Paschall; Chapter
The Chapter won first
place in the Purchase Sweetheart -- Charollet
Waddell.
Region Meats Judging ConMembers of the 162
test at Union City, Tenn.
Chapters of the Kentucky
Danny Lamb was high individual scorer in the con- `1115r
test. The Chapter was
selected to represent Kentucky with a Crop display
on tobacco at both the MidSouth Fair in Memphis and
at the National FFA Convention in Kansas City.
The Chapter Nursery
Judging Team placed second in the State Contest in
August. Members of the
team were Aleeah Lamb.
Dee Dee Darnell and
Ginger Compton. Aleea h
was second high individual
scorer in the contest.
The Chapter Tobacco
Grading team placed se-

BUILDING TOMORROWS

-1;

FIER

11)

SERVICE
IAT WE
SELL

Teachers of Agribusiness Education and FFA Advisors at
Calloway County are: Larry Gilbert, Jamie Potts and
Eugene C
ttsette7;;;A
oe

ill

Ir

a
Association of FFA will
join with the over 500,000
other FFA members in the
in
States
United
celebrating National FFA
Week, which starts Feb. 21.
National FFA Week
always includes George
Washington's birthday in
observance of his leadership in promoting scientific
practices.
farming
Washington is considered
the patron saint of the FFA
and has come to symbolize
the FFA Treasurer.
who molded
Men
America came from the
farms and plantations —
farmer-statesmen of the

George
like
past
a wide variety of incentive
Washington and Thomas
and exploratory activities
Jefferson. Future Farmers
so the student-member can
today are inspired by these
get a taste, try his hand,
same heroes of our Nation
check it out or go see for
and her agriculture. FFA
himself. The tried and promembers are promoting as
ven "Doing To Learn"
the theme for this years
philosophy of FFA is the
celebration: "Building
real way students test their
Tomorrows Today."
ideas for the future.
Organized in 1928, the
Students are encouraged
FFA promotes leadership,
to select and study in
cooperation and citizenship
specific subject or career
among high school vocaareas — agricultural prostudents.
agriculture
tional
duction, agricultural supThe FFA Foundation
plies service. agricultural
awards program provides
mechanics, agricultural
chapter, state and national
products, horticulture,
recognition for supe4vised
agricultural resources.
programs of agricultural 'forestry — in order to
production, marketing,
prepare for their careers.
processing and service.
Then in the laboratory,
vocational
Basically
called the FFA there are
agriculture-agribusiness incentive awards to match
education prepares the
these study areas. The
students for career oppor- awards sponsored by
tunities which exist right in
businesses and industries
their local community. interested in stimulating
Perhaps on the farm or in
youth for agriculture, give
the family owned business.
the extra push or shove a
The real key, of course, is student needs. From the
for students to discover a
500,000 FFA'ers training,
career opportunity in
studying and asking queswhich they can apply their
tions in 8,000 local chapter,
personal interests and
will come America's
skills.
agriculturists of tomrnorTherefore the FFA offers
row.

TOM LEWIS OF

The New Enterprise Floor
Mayfield

't

Congratulates
FFA
The

ORGANIZATION

The Future
Of Farming
Is In Your
Hands! Keep
Up The Good
Work

r.
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Brad Canter Is Secretary

e y Crouse
Reporter

Kelly Crouse,
FFA Reporter
Kelly Crouse is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Crouse,
of Murray Route 2 near the
Penny community. He is a
member of the Pep Club
and Speech Team. He has
been an active member of
the FFA for three years.
His Freshmen year he was
a member of the burley
tobacco grading team, his
sophomore year he was on
the Public Relations committee. His junior year he
holds the office of FFA
Reporter. He attended
Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center in the summer of 1980. Kelly also
placed fourth in the
Chapter's FFA Quiz contest.
Kelly attends the 7th and
Poplar Church of Christ.
His future plans include
graduating high school, attend college, being a part
time farmer and working
in agriculture.

Brad Canter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Canter of
Lynn Grove, is a junior at
Calloway County High
School and has been in the
FFA for three years.
He is now serving as
secretary of the chapter
and also has been a committee chairman of the
Cooperation Committee.
His farming program this
year consists of corn and
soybeans.
He was winner of the
chapter creed contest and
went to the Regional Contest and rated superior. He .
71
won the Chapter Seed IdenBrad Canter
tification contest and got
Secretary
member of the month. He
and attended Kentucky
has served as a member of
FFA Leadership Training
the Parliamentary ProCenter at Hardinsburg, Ky.
cedure Team and received
He also attended the NaOutstanding Greenhand his
tional FFA Convention in
Freshman year. He went to
Kansas City, Mo. in 1980
the State Fair as a member
Brad is also a member of
of the Chapter's Livestock
the Calloway Pep Club. He
Judging team. He won the
is a member of the Bethel
ChqntnvFA quiz this year
Church of Christ.

Mark McCallon, Treasurer
Mark McCallon, son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. McCallon resides at Rt. 1 Murray in the Stella community. He is an active member
in the Pep Club at CCHS,
UMM, UMYF at the
Kirksey United Methodist

church where he attends.
This is his third year to
be enrolled in Vo-Ag and

r
WEEll
FFA Members are preparing now so the
future will be the best possible.

For the bort teday it is Interuatiosal sod Purchase
Equipment laterwatieoal has lice proper size isouipmeat
for needs sod Plashes, Equipaleal has the service
departmout to keep poor equipment at it. lest.

1ik Purchase

EQUIPMENT CO.INC
Hwy.9* Plisse 753-1215

Mark McCallon
Treasurer
first year in Horticulture.
In his first year in FFA
Mark was a member of the
burley tobacco grading
team and was 2nd high individual in the Purchase
Region contest. In the summer of 1979 he attended the
youth Forestry Camp at
lake Cumberlan, Kentucky.
In Mark's second year in
the FFA he was elected as
,hairman of the committee
of Public Relations. He also
was a member of the
Chapter's Parliamentary
Procedure Team.
The third year to McCallon is his most challenging in that he holds the office of Treasurer. He attended Kentucky FFA
Leadership
Training
Center in Hardinsburg, Ky.
and the National FFA Convention in Kansas City, Mo.
in preparation for his office.
In the future he said,"He
plans to go on to college in
the field of Agriculture or
Religious studies." He
either preach or
said,
teach"

Mitchell Paschall
Sentinel

Mitchell Paschall
Is Chapter Sentinel
Mitchell Paschall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy M.
Paschall of Murray Route 4
is currently serving as Sentinel of the Calloway County FFA Chapter.
This is the Fourth year in
the Calloway County FFA
Chapter for Mitchell. During which time he has been
quite active.
He has been chairman of
the Conduct of meetings
committee, a member of
the soil judging team which
went to the regional contest
and rated superior.
He has participated in all
local contests and was
selected to the Parliamentary Procedure team last
year. He attended Kentucky FFA leadership
training center this past
summer and while there
participated in the state
tractor driving contest.
Mitchell farms at home
with his father and brother.
His farming program consists of 3 acres of dark fired
tobacco, 1 acre of burley
tobacco and 38 acres of row
crops.
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We would like to take this opportunity to let you know how
much you are appreciated.
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We offer our continued support to the
Future Farmers of America. We have all
benefited from the FFA Organizations.

Stokes Tractor
& Implement Co.
[MP

Industrial Road
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753-1319
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641 N
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Calloway FFA Members
David Adams. Bia Alexander, Billy fierbencb, Eddie Boggess, Brent
Brown. Tony Carraway, Daryl Coles. Danny lamb. Barry Murdock,
Randy Neal. Mitchell Paschall.
Paul Smith, Terry Smotherman.
Jerry Workman, Jeff Wyatt, Marty
Wyatt. Jeff West. Term
Alan Arnett, Peggy Bassford, Biilr
Razzrll. Brad Canter. Mike Cooper.
Randall Crass.
Kelly ('rouse. Deana Cunningham,
Greg Darnell, Mike Garner. Jackie
Hale. Bill McCallon. Mark MrCallon, Bobby McColston. Brad
Miller, John Smith, Mike Vance.
Scott Wyatt. Randy Bennett.
Jeff Butterownh. Kathy Butterworth. Brent Canter, Tracy Carraway. Kevin Chambers. Timmy
Cook, Randall Dick. Randy Dunlap,
Kerry Erwin. Ricky Hopkins, Darren Howard. Chad Lewis. Scott
tusk,
Anthony Manning. Rusty McKenzie. Ricky Miller, Blanc Outland.
Jim Outland. Jeff Paschall, Terry
Stubblefield. Jerry Sumner, Bryan
White. Mike Wicker, Richard
Young. Kelly Rogers.
Sandra Jeffrey Regina By 000i.
Ginger Compton, Dee Dee Darnell,
Angie Futrell, Mike Harrison. Jana
Henson. Freddie Kirkland. Aleeah
lamb. Mike Mason. Meta Matheny,
Shen Paschall.
Mitzi Newsome, Joe Walker. Kelly
Elliott. Patrice Fleming, Marty
Futrell, Laura Hopper. Corneha
Jackson, Tony Jetton, Julie Miller,
May Smith, Mary Calhoun, Leslie
Atkins,
Carol Bynum. Renata
Sandra Crick. Brad Edwards. Nina
Harrell, Dana Hoke. Karen McKinney, Marco Miller, Shane Morton.

('Ill's

Danny Lamb, President

Da,id Murphy , Lori Osborn, Rebecea Stone.
Angela Thweatt, Barry Albritton,
Ben Brumeley. Barry Henson,
Roger Guthrie. Benny Harrell, Julie
Gargus. Chris Christensen. Sandra
Garland. Denise lawler. Timmy
Belcher. Christy Cooksey,
Mark Cooper. Greg Douglas, Jeff
Eldridge. Ray Elkins, Keith
Hopkins. Roger Kimbro. Nickie
Kirkland, Bruce' Lamb. Ken in
lamb, Byron Mason. Tu.,
Stephens, Eddie Travis, Mars

Danny Lamb, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Lamb of
Route I Murray, is President of the Calloway County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America. Danny is a senior and has been
in the FFA for Four years.
Lisa Workman, Kenny Bridges.
lie's currentl wry nig as
Kevin Conner, David Cunningham.
President of Ilje Chapter
Tracy Curd, Jerome Dial, Kenneth
Duncan. Hal Orr. Nathan Pritchett.
and as Vice-President of
Mane Puckett. Dennis Sheppard.
the _ Purchase Region of
Chris Sheridan,
Rickey Smith. Jimmy Spralding.
FFA. Danny has also servChris Taylor, Dwane Thorn, Russell
ed as Chapter Reporter and
Turner. Mark Wilkerson. Bobby
as a committee chairman.
Wilson. James Brunn. Tony Carr.
Tripp Furches and Mike Rogers receiving the State FFA
Billy Collins. Jonathan Class, Andy
His farming program for
Darnell,
Degree at the State Convention in lune. Richard Smother. 1980 included dark-fired
Charles Deer*, Bob Dial, Mark
Degree.
received
Feltner
the
also
Tim
manand
Duncan, Phillip Elkins. Russell
tobacco, wheat and soyEvans. Bradley Haley. Doug Hester.
beans.
Harold Pritchett, Danny Prwtt,
He has participated in
lelan Steely, Bryan Tebbetts,
Damn Wilson, Ilitchant Dowdy,
chapter speaking, FFA
Kevin Adams. Kenqeth Hanel!.
Quiz and essays contests,
Timmy Cathy, Ricky Volson, Craig
Garland. Greg Garland, Gary
tobacco grading, dairy,
Haneline, Steve Hargrove.
FFA Convention in Kansas
livestock and meats judgMarty Wyatt, son of Mr.
Gary Henry. Denny Jones, Mike
City, Mo.
ing contests. He has parJones,Kenny Kingins, James lamb,
and Mrs. John Wyatt of
John Nix. Tommy Orr. Randy
Marty is involved in
ticipated in regional
Route 1 Almo, is currently
Tidwell. Allen Wadki.. RI cky Cunnseveral school activities. In
parliamentary procedure.
the Vice-President of the
ingham. Jimmy Joe Hale,
the past he has parKenneth Paschall, Kenny Erwin.
soil judging and meats
Calloway County FFA
Tim Stone, Dave Watson. Terry
ticipated in the basketball
judging ' contests. Danny
Chapter.
lynn Paschall. Danny Kingins, Ranprogram, is the cross counwas 1980 high individual
dy McCallon, Tnp Fondles, Mike
Marty has been a
Rogers. Richard Srnotherman
try
and track captain, and
scorer in the Purchase
member of the FFA for
is a member of the Pep
Region Meats Judging Confour years. During that
Club. He is also a member
test held at Union City,
time he was selected as
of the Hickory Grove
Tenn.
member of the month three
Church Of Christ.
Lamb has participated in
times and committee
His present farming prothe Kentucky State Fair for
chairman of the year in
gram consists of tobacco,
the past three years in seed
1980.
corn, beef and hogs.
identification, tobacco,
He has been chairman of
After graduation he
livestock and Meats Judgthe Conduct of Meetings
plans to attend Freeing. He attended Kentucky'
and Leadership CommitHardeman College in
FFA Leadership Training
tees. He has been on the
Henderson. Tenn.
center this year where he
lovestock, dairy, meats.
and soil judging teams. He
won the chapter creed contest his freshman year, was
co-winner and winner of
the quiz contest the past
CCHS NURSERY TEAM TOOK 2ND PLACE IN THE 1980 two years, participated on
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR CONTEST — Team members from the parliamentary proleft are Aleeah Lamb, Ginger Compton and Dee Dee Dar- cedure team, and won the
nell. The team received a ribbon and $135.00 for 2nd chapter Beef Impromptu
place honors. Lamb was the second high individual speaking contest last year.
scorer in the contest that requires plant materials iden- At the 1979 state fair he
tification, placing four classes of nursery plants, 25 placed first in dark fired
and third in air cured
general knowledge questions and a practicum.
tobacco in the Youth
Grading contest. Last year
he placed first in dark
fired, first in air cured, and
third in burley.
As an officer of the
chapter he has attended the
Kentucky FFA Leadership
44. .t
Training Center where he
received an outstanding
leadership award. He has
served as a chapter
representative at the State
Convention
in
FFA
Louisville and the National

Marty Wyatt Is VP

i4X

Danny Lamb
Chapter President
received an Outstanding
Leadership award. He also
served on the camp council. He was a delegate the
Kentucky' State FFA Convention in 1980 and was a
chapter representative to
the 1980 National FFA Convention in Kansas City, Mo.
Danny was regional and
state winner of the FFA
Extemporaneous Speaking
contest in 1980 and
represented Kentucky in
the National Contest in
Kansas City, placing third
in the Central Region of the
United States.
He is a member of the
Beta Club and Pep Club. He
attends the. Salem Baptist
Church where he is a
member.

1
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Is It A Jeep or A Truck?
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Include

Harrell's Farm
81 Home Supply

It's The All New

JEEP SCRAMBLER!

641 N

753-6448

FFA Is What
"The Future"
Is All About!

In Your Future

Exciting Good Looks.
Rugged Durability.
Legendary Jeep Performance.
And Exceptional Versatility.
COMING SOON AT...

Cain's
AMC-Jeep-Renault
Inc.

The

Harrell's Farm
& Home Supply
Hwy. 94 East

Murray, Ky.
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753-7862
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FFA SECTION

Calloway Chapter Is
Awarded Gold Emblem
For the sixth consecutive
year, the Calloway County
chapter of the Future
Farmers of America
received the Chapter State
Gold Emblem designating
the local chapter as one of
the top ten chapters in the
Kentucky.
Presentation of the
award was made at the 51st
annual FFA convention in
Louisville.

Chapter Has
Rich Heritage

Kathy Butterworth (left) and Ricky Hopkins prepare
metal for welding. In this picture, instruction in basic arc
welding was being provided in Agribusiness I class taught
by Jamie Potts.

Paschall Attends Japan Convention
Kenneth Paschall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Carves
Paschall, formerly of
Hazel. was one of nine FFA
members from the United,
States to attend the 30th
National FFJ Convention
in Tokyo. Japan, last
November.
In addition to attending
the FFJ Convention.
Paschall visited many
points of interest in his 10!
•
day stay in Japan.
Paschall received the
American Farmer Degree
at the 53rd annual National
Convention of FFA in Kansas City in November. He
was one of 781 FFA

members to receive the
coveted degree, the highest
award given in FFA.
As a holder of the
American Farmer Degree.
he joins a select group
representing about one percent of all the nation's FFA
members.
Each American Farmer
Degree Recipient is
presented a gold key and a
certificate in recognition of
their
accomplishment
among the nearly one-half
million FFA members
across the country. They
also receive a cash award
for travel to Kansas City
and attend a special
breakfast in their honor.

Calluv.ay
has a
rich heritage in the FFA.
The FFA was organized in
1928. Kentucky chartered
the FFA in 1930.
Two of the highest honors
that an FFA member can
receive is that of the
American Farmer Degree
and to be selected by the
State Association as a State
FFA Officer. The following
is a list of members of the
FFA from Calloway County who have received these
honors:
State Officers
1939 — Robert Hendon,
Hazel. State 3rd VicePresident
1940 — Ralph Gingles,
Murray T aining, 1st VicePresident
1942 — Buron Richardson. Murray Training,
Reporter • •
1946 — James ft Stacy,
Murray
—Training,
Treasurer •
1949 — Gerald Dunaway,
Lynn Grove, President
1950 — Dan Shipley,
Treasurer, Murray Training
1954 — James Outland,
Murray Training, VicePresident
1959 — Jimmy Thompson, Murray College High,
1st Vice-President
1961 — Charles Eldridge.
Murray College High.
Secretary
1963 — Keith Hays,
Calloway County High,
Reporter
19,75 — Steve L. McCuiston, Calloway County
High. President
1979 — Ricky Cunningham, Calloway County
High, Vice President

Members Honored
We salute the

Future Farmers
of Americo
ESE
McKEEL EOUIPMENT CO. INC.
Phone 753-3062

503 Walnut

Each month the Chaptgr
Leadership Committee
selects oh"e member who
has rendered outstanding
service or leadership to the
chapter. The following
members were, selected
over the past year as FFA
Members-Of-The-Year:
July — Danny Lamb;
Aug. — Marty Wyatt; Sept.
— Aleah Lamb; Oct. — Eddie Boggess; Nov. —
Charlie Waddell; Dec. —
Daryl Coles; Jan. — Jim
Outland; Feb. -- Tra,,
Curd.
•

PAG1

Carroll Tire &
Wheel Alignment

In individual speaking
competition„ the Calloway
chapter took four first
place awards, two seconds
and one third. Placing first
were Danny Lamb, extemporaneous speaking; Freddie O'Bryan, agricultural
electrification;
Celisa
Curd, horticulture impromptu; and Ricky Cunningham, corn production.
Second place winners
were Cunningham, soybean production; and Dave
Watson, swine production.
Third place was won by
Jimmy Joe Hale, crop production.
Lamb. O'Bryan and Watson earned trips to the national competition at the
convention in Kansas City.
State Farmer degrees
were presented to Tripp
Furches, Richard Smotherman, Mike Rogers and Tim
Feltner.
Kenneth Paschall was
recognized as an American
Farmer Degree candidate.
Cunningham retired as
state vice president after
serving one year.

•Infro-Red Wheel Alignment
(The most accurate wheel alignment available)
•Computerized wheel balancing

753-1489
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ATTENTION FARMERS
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance
is now available from
King-Landolt Insurance
Before you spend a fortune planning your crops this
year, think about protecting yourself with All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance.
We have been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very
Reasonable! Insured are covered under an all risk
basis of hail, wind, draught and all natural disasters.
Find out how the benefits of all-risk insurance can
be tailored to your farming operation. Just call David
King, Gene Landolt, or Adelle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good years and
bad, it pays off.

L n
The Insurance Center
Of Murray
901 Sycamore
iiiiihm.i\LPIessee 7534355
Mi diNo er
1.88LIP
11111111 v.,044N% • .
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Horticulure II students spend many hours in greenhouse experiences. Pictured
above from left is Angie Futrell, Dee Dee Damell,Mike Mason and Ginger Compton.

Horticulture students receive practical experiences in landscape planning and shrub
placement. Horticulture I students left to right are Tony jetton, Laura Hopper Patrice
Fleming and Max Smith.

4AMIRETPARMERS
*OPMERICAT
275.7 FEI7F

FIRST PLACE NURSERY IDENTIFICATION TEAM AT 1980 MSU AG FIELD DAY — CCHS
students Aleeah Lamb (left) holds the trophy for scoring the highest individual score in
the contest. Other team members are Sheri Paschall(center)and Dee Dee Darnell.

W AI/All

We Salute The
Calloway County
tr,FA%)
ati
-k
rilf

To The
Future Farmers
Best Wishes
k'uture Farmers of America, we
salute you...vAth thanks for all you
are doing to aid agriculture in this
area.. and to promote the conservation of our farm resources. For
the future, our hopes are
high. because we know that our
local FFA members are building
agricultural leadership that will serve to well. Congratulations on your
achievements.

<
Hes,young, strong and learning more every day! He's
just one of the many vocational agriculture students
who belongs to the Future Farmers of America Through
his FFA experience, he'll develop skills and knowledge
to help him prepare for an agricultural career. His
future In farming is our future as well. We're proud
to salute and support this great organization.

Let's Support Them For
The Fine Job They Do!
Presented As A Public Service By

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Grain
Merchandising 753-3404
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

ir

PA/the go ahead people
Murray Office
641 North

Murray, Ky. 753-0562
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The FUTURE
is what the FFA is all about.

Daryl Coles in the Chapter Tractor Driving Contest.
Members must pass a written test on safe driving
procedures and drive an obstacle course.

Chapter Gets Superiors
On 16 Regional Entries

Dee's Bank
of Hazel
Member FDIC

We Salute Tomorrows

'Agri-Leaders!'
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617
641 South, Murray
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The Calloway County
FFA Chapter received
superior ratings on all 16
entries in the annual Purchase Region FFA Paper
Work and Agricultural Proficiency contests held at
Murray State last
February.
The chapter entries were
judged first place in 11
categories of the contest,
witb one second place winner.
Individual results were:
Agricultural electificalion, Freddie O'Bryan,
superior first place.
Popcorn Production, Mitchell Pischall, superior
first place.
Strawberry production,
Tim Stone, superior first
place.
Dark-fired Tobacco Production. Richard Smotherman,superior first place.
Burley Tobacco Production, Mike Rogers,superior
first place.
Wheat Productin, Randy
Neale,superior first place.
Corn Production, Ricky
Cunningham,superior first
place.
Soybean Production,
Ricky Cunningham,
superior first place.
Crop Producion, Jimmy
Joe Hale, superior first
place.

Super Structure.
Some say G-4606 is "iron
tough:' With stalks that
stand straight and true
'til harvest. And roots
anchored firm and deep.
It's so tough that it
thrives on thicker populations than normal, to
let you push for higher
yields.
It really turns out the
ushels of high-quality

grain under good management. Delivers impressively under heat
and drouth, too.
Interest in G-4606 is
growing fast. So see me
for your order soon.
nit s •1 • band name
Num.'s ,demey venenes

T. 1.4•410P.
;I:
'<40
.
10h•::11

L"."'

Buchanan Feed
& Seed
Family Flock Headquarters
753-5378

Industrial Rd.

It's National

FFA WEEK!

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation and the citizens of this community are proud
to pay tribute to one of America's finest
organizations...the FFA Vocational Agriculture has
served to improve farming techniques to the benefit
of our nation.

Congratulations To Our Local FFA Members,
You'll Be Leaders For Tomorrow's Agriculture

PPR.
UJEEH
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Insurance Service
Ray T. Broach &
Terry Broctch
309 S. 5th

Dairy Production, Mike
Rogers, superior first
place.
Swine Production, Dave
Watson, superior first
place.
Air-Cured Tobacco Production, Brad Miller,
superior second place.
Home Improvement,
Freddie O'Bryan,superior.
Chapter
Secretary's
Book, Mike Rogers,
superior.
Chapter
Treasurer's
Book, Meleah Paschall,
superior.
Chapter
Scrapbook,
superior.
Seven of the eleven first
place entries were entered
in state competition.

Fl
1!
pi

753-4703
/•

WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORP.
John Ed Walker, Manager
.
...
•• elieiteeVale65.4•10W.A
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Celisa Curd Cunningham is pictured at the 1980 State
FFA Convention in Louisville receiving awards for winning
1st Place in Horticulture Impromptu Speaking. Celisa had
previously won the regional contest representing the
CCHS FFA Chapter. Pictured with her is 1979-80 State FFA
Vice President Ricky Cunningham. Ricky is a former CCHS
FFA President. Since the convention Ricky and Celisa
have become Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Cunningham. This was
the second year the Calloway FFA contestant won the
state contest. Meleah Paschall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Paschall, won the 1979 contest.- Horticulture at
CCHS is taught by Jamie Potts.

Five members toured the Kansas City Board of Trade
while attending the National FFA Convention in Nov.
Members are: Brad Canter, Kenneth Paschall, Marty
Wyatt, Danny Lamb and Mark McCallon.

Chapter
Sweeps
Congratulations To Field Day
All Our Local
FFA Members
during

Week
ELLIS POPCORN CO.
*swell Rd.
753-5451

The Calloway County
High School chapter of the
Future Farmers of
America took top honors in
the 27th annual Agriculture
Field Day at Murray State
University.
Competing against 35
other chapters in 23 team
and individual events that
attracted 1,105 students to
the university's 365-acre
farm and the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center, the
Calloway Countians compiled, 3,672 points to capture the coveted and
prestigious
all-events
trophy.
The chapter finished second to Symsonia in the
1979 contests. Working with
Calloway Countians as
vocational agriculture instructors are Larry
Gilbert, Jamie Potts and
Eugene Chaney.
The Farmington chapter
was second with 3,632
points, while Lyon County
was third with 3,584.

Tripp Furches participated in the 1980 MSU Ag. Club
Field Day Tobacco Grading Contest. Members must
grade group, quality, color and length of tobacco.

Richard Orr Dist. Co.
her Distributor Of

Standard Oil Products
Salutes Calloway Co.
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Keep Up The Good Work Boys!

SALUTING FFA 45DURING NATIONAL FFA WEEK
Learning by doing is a basic principle behind
the vocational agricultural education program_
FFA encourages that principle. And gives the
student-member a chance for GROWTH.

Our future depends on the commitment of these young people to
agriculture and animal husbandry. These are the farmers of
tomorrow who will produce the
food we eat. We extend a hearty
thanks to these young people
during Notional Future Farmers
of America Week.

We Believe in the

Future of Farming

474-2295 or

800-592,
5409
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CCHS, 1ST PLACE HORTICULTURE SCHOOL AT 1980 MSU AG FIELD DAY — CCHS
Floriculture and Nursery Identification teams compiled 1,735 points to take 1st place
in the combined horticulture contests. In doing so the Nursery team placed first. Team
members (seated from left) are Sheri Miller Paschall, Dee Dee Darnell and Aleeah
Lamb. Lamb took 1st place honors and received a trophy for having the highest individual score. The Floriculture team, standing, composed of Meleah Paschall, Joanna
Fleming and Devry Rogers took second place honors with Meleah Paschall taking high
individual honors. The Fulton County FFA Chapter took 2nd place in the over-all horticulture comoetition with 1630 noints.
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Kelly Crouse and Brad Canter erected the Chapter's Tobacco display at the MidSouth Fair in Memphis, Tenn. The display was also taken to the F`lational FFA Convention in Kansas City, Mo.

53rd
ANNIVERSARY

Saluting
FFA
During
National
FFA Week

The Future Farmers of America are
working for a better, brighter
tomorrow, through the development of agricultural leadership,
cooperation and citizenship. We firmly support the FFA Chapters of
our area and applaud all their
achievements.
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The FFA is deeply concerned with the
future of man and the environment. Its
members take an active role in improving
this community and conserving our natural
resources. . . a step towards responsible
citizenship. In the Future Farmers of
America, vocational agriculture students are
preparing for a career by participation in
classroom activities and practical farm experience. They learn all the basics of
becoming good farmers, able leaders and
confident individuals. We're proud of their
outstandin efforts!
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We congratulate Danny Lamb,son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lamb, as the 1980
winner of the Regional and State FFA Extemporaneous Speaking Contest.
Ricky Cunningham, State Vice-President and member of the Calloway Chapter presented Danny with the award for being the State Winner. Danny also
participated in the National Contest in Kansas City and placed 3rd in the Central Region which is comprised of 12 states.
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